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ABSTRACT 
This study describes the development, validation, classification, administration and 
assessment of a compact programme of ten core practical task items chosen from a 
pool of 33 practical tasks developed for the purpose of this study in basic school 
physical science. The practical items encouraged and measured various science 
process skills laid out in the South African Revised National Curriculum Statement 
Draft. 
The derivation and classification of the specially designed diagnostic practical task 
items by experienced lecturers, teachers and academics constitutes an original and 
crucial part of the study. The objective is to assess the consensus of juries of four to 
eleven expert science educators on classification of the ten core practical activities, 
matching the categories. The investigation establishes whether there is a perceived 
relevant match or a perceived "irrelevant" mismatch between the science process 
skills tested by the current experimental programme of practical items and the 
descriptive theories of practical science and its classification schemes and criteria 
proposed by (a) Franus (1992), (b) Gardner (1983), (c) White (1988), (d) Solomon 
(1998), (e) Lock (1990), (t) Kapenda, Kandjeo-Marenga, Gaoseb, Kasanda and 
Lubben's (2001) the Cambridge-based International General Certificate of Education 
after Millar, Ie Marechal and Tiberghiea (1999), (g) Race (1997) and (h) OBE 
(Revised National Curriculum Statement Draft, 2001). Lock's assessment framework 
for practical tasks was found to be the most relevant scheme among the others. The 
study also identified eight process skills that are highly relevant to practical tasks of 
the compact programme. These skills included: (a) comprehension skills; (b) 
recognising given item of apparatus; (c) following instructions; (d) carrying out tasks 
and handling science apparatus; (e) observation skills; (t) interpretation of the 
observations; (g) making predictions; and (h) reporting and communicating scientific 
information. 
The tasks were identified to include science process skills. Each activity of the 
programme encouraged or measured certain skills. The skills most relevant to the 
compact programme were observation skills followed by using models and theories 
and communicating science information. The compact programme also included and 
II 
encouraged additional skills that were not mentioned in other classification schemes 
and frameworks such as expressing scientific notations accurately, accurately 
interpreting written information instructional procedures, etc. 
Reliability of practical tests is a well-known problem when attempting to establish 
consistency in practical task responses. However, the compact programme was found 
to be satisfactory in terms of meeting the criteria for test item construction advocated 
by Ebel and Marshall and Hales. 
The compact programme also had its strengths and its weaknesses assessed in the 
context of the Western Cape Education Department Assessment Workbook Criteria, 
but no indication of irrelevance of the compact programme to these criteria was noted. 
This field still needs more detailed research. 
The compact programme satisfied the basic curriculum criteria advocated by the 2001 
Revised National Curriculum Statement Draft, e.g. learner-centeredness, activity-
based, durable, etc. This study concluded that different types of activities and 
programmes should be developed for different criteria. 
The core of ten practical items involving 17 activities was investigated with 308 
secondary level students and 32 tertiary level participants. The achievement 
scores of these participants were compared in terms of various groupings of the 
participants such as their English proficiency, geographical area where the 
schools/institutions are located, gender, familiarity of the participants with the 
apparatus used in the practical tasks, etc. The analysis of these results revealed 
that proficiency in English was related to greater achievement scores on the 
programme, but it was also observed that this was not the only factor related to 
achievement level performance. The areas where the schools were located also 
seemed to be associated with achievement scores possibly implying that. 
resource utilisation or other pre-requisites may also be linked to successful 
science teaching. 
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Chapter 1: Introdudion 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
This chapter describes the context, purpose, origin, background and importance 
of the investigation. It introduces the statement of the research problem, 
conceptual framework, questions to be answered, clarification of terms, the 
research approach, list of dependent and independent variables, assumptions of 
the study, the delineation of the research and organization of the dissertation. 
The research reported in this investigation has been refereed and disseminated 
recently by the writer in seven publications, including the refereed International 
Global Journal of Engineering Education, (2001:327-334). A list of these 
published articles and papers and complete photocopies of these publications 
are attached in Appendix 1. 
1.1 Background and context of the study 
Outcomes-based Education (OBE), which is currently being implemented in 
South African schools, is about systemic change and not only curriculum 
change. , 
The White Paper on Education and Training (1995: 15) stated that cifizens with 
a strong foundation of general education, with the desire and ability to continue 
to learn, to adapt and develop new knowledge, skills and tec~ologies, to move 
flexibly between occupations, to take responsibility for personal performance, 
to set and achieve high standards and to work co-operatively are the education 
and training requirement of a successful economy and society (cited 'in the 
South African Qualifications AuthOrity (SAQA) position paper 1995:3). 
SAQA identified seven cross-field critical outcomes for quality assurance. One 
of these critical outcomes, re-emphasized in the updated, current Revised 
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National Curriculum Statement for Grade R-9 Draft: Introducing the National 
Curriculum Statement (2001: 10), states that learners-be enabled to "use science 
and technology effectively and critically, showing responsibility towards the 
environment and the health of others". 
In Chapter 5 of the White Paper on Education and Training (1995) it is 
emphas.ized that an appropriate mathematics, science and technology educatio~ 
is needed, and in the Revised National Curriculum Statement Draft (2001:14) 
this purpose is again accorded prime purpose. 
One of the major emphases of Outcomes-based Education is to teach students 
how to relate their theoretical knowledge to real life practical situations in the 
community (Revised National Curriculum Statement Draft, 2001:14-15). 
In the new science textbooks that employ an outcomes-based approach, the 
relevant topics are explained through various activities in which students need 
process skills to use different apparatus, (e.g. Ayerst, Clarke and Khumalo, 
1999). Therefore, in an OBE approac~ learners are expected to be able to use, 
handle and make measuremen~s with different items of simple apparatus and 
technology. 
Many educational problems need to be reconsidered, modified and renewed in 
the new and developing South Africa, and solutions must be produced for the 
challenges of the new era where science and technology are in a rapid change. 
Therefore teacher training and school science require corresponding changes 
and new app~oaches to practical work. 
Kahn (2000:19) stated that science and technology education plays a crucial 
role in the development of a country, and that it can be considered as a measure 
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methods must be incorporated into the schools to improve science and 
technology education. 
1.2 Statement of the problem, purpose and key questions, and 
conceptual framework 
Outcomes-based education is developmental (Revised National Curriculum 
Statement Draft, 2001:4). Therefore this study uses sampled groups of 
respondents at different stages of development to find out initially how familiar 
and skilled they may be when exploring selected items of everyday basic 
scientific apparatus. Outcomes-based education is also an "activity-based 
approach .... designed to promote problem-solving" (ibid). Therefore this study 
also seeks to establish how well the respondents can perform with 
understanding on specified tasks involving everyday practical science process 
skills. These enquiries involve hands-on equipment with written instructions for 
each question, instead of engaging the participants in only the less complex 
equivalent paper-and-pencil type of test. According to Kellanghan and Greaney 
(1989:9), traditional paper and pencil examinations ignore other scholastic 
skills and pay little attention to practical skills. 
This investigation seeks to gather information that will address two main 
problems with regard to selected practical performances in high school science 
topics. The study will proceed in two phases. 
Firstly, in phase 1, during eleven field trials conducted within the context of 
high school physics teaching, seventeen topic-specific critiques and judgments 
are to be invited and recorded by each one of 340 users concerning i the 
perceived instructional value and pedagogical effectiveness of a compact 
programme of ten basic apparatus-based practical activities. These hands-on 
tasks have been devised and selected for learners to explore their process skills 
in the syllabus topics light. statics, electricity and magnetism. These particular 
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science activities have been selected and assembled from a larger pool of 33 
possible items, also field tested in preIiminaty trials for this study. 
The ten selected core items of practical work, and the programme as a whole, 
are to be assessed summatively for their appropriate pedagogical. strengths and 
weaknesses in design (i.e. for their instructional value and their quality), using 
the following literature-derived conceptual framework of didactic questions and 
performance criteria: 
• Does each practical item aim to test/encourage one or more of the 13 
process skills listed in the Revised National Curricuhun Statement Draft 
(2001: 99-100)? If so, which process skills? 
• Do the practical items deployed in this study contain additional 
worthwhile process skills that are not mentioned in the Revised National 
Curriculwn Statement Draft? 
• After repeated phase 1 field trials to improve the presentation of the 
apparatus, wording, content and process tasks incorporated into each 
individual practical item, (and also incorporated into the performance 
programme as a whole in its fmal form), do the ten items also meet the 
following standard criteria for test item construction advocated by Ebel 
(1972: 359-360) and by Marshall and Hales (1971:165)? (a) Relevance, 
(b) balance, (c) efficiency, (d) objectivity/ freedom from 
ambiguity/clarity, (e) specificity, (f) difficulty, (g) discrimination, (h) 
reliability, (i) fairness, (j) speededness, (k) control, (1) directedness, (m) 
task specification, (n) validity and (0) standard-based. 
• Do the practical tasks satisfy the following additional criteria advocated 
by the Western Cape Education Department Assessment Workbook 
(May 2001:4) and by the Revised National Curriculwn Statement Draft 
(2001:73)? (a) Transparency, (b) democratic, (c) participatory, (d) based 
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on pre-determined criteria, (e) variety of methods, (f) leamer-paced, (g) 
flexibly expansive, (h) criterion referenced, (i) support the learning 
process, (j) diagnostic, (k) enriches the fast learners, (1) focused and (m) 
addresses the needs of learners. 
• During the eleven phase 1 field trials to improve the apparatus, wording, 
content and process tasks incorporated into each individual practical 
item, and into the performance programme as a whole in its fmal form, 
does the programme of task items also meet the 37 curriculum criteria 
advocated by the Revised National Curriculum Statement Draft (2001: 4; 
7; 10; 14-16), such as: 
(a) Learner-centeredness 
(b) Activity-based 
( c) Promotes learners' effective use of visual, mathematical and 
language skills to communicate 
(d) Enables the learners to understand that the world is a set of related 
systems 
( e) Evidence-based 
(f) Enables prediction, verification and repetition 
(g) Encourages science as a social process 
(h) Requires careful observation 
(i) Promotes an understanding of cause and effect 
(j) Is culture-fair; 
and so on? 
Secondly, having continuously improved the clarity and feasibility of the 
practical performance programme through eleven successive field trials - and 
having established that the final compact version substantially meets all or most 
of the benchmark qualities and South African pedagogical criteria outlined 
above - the investigation then proceeds to phase 2. 
It uses the individual items, comprising a pruned total of 17 tasks, and also the 
refined programme as a whole, to measure and compare collectively the 
performance scores of different groups of participants at different stages of 
development in a variety of learning contexts. Several independent variables 
i 
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are selected, such as the gender, prime (home) language and educational level 
of respondents, and the geographical location of the participating educational 
institution. Significant differences in achievement performance scores are then 
discussed in terms of diversities in the backgrounds and histories of the 
different types of groups, and in terms of the nature of the recorded comments 
and responses of participants. When no significant differences occur between 
mean achievement performance scores, these similarities are also discussed. 
Thirdly, the study categorises, analyses and reports the qualitative findings on 
the overall positive reactions of eleven different participant samples to the 
practical programme as a whole. It also includes occasional minor reservations 
or doubts mentioned by one or two students about some aspects of the 
experimental programme. 
Fourthly, using juries of four to eleven expert science educators, the 
investigation establishes whether there is a perceived relevant match or a 
perceived "irrelevant" mismatch between the science process skills tested by 
the current experimental programme of practical items and the descriptive 
theories of practical science and its classification schemes and criteria proposed 
by (a) Franus (1992), (b) Gardner (1983), (c) White (1988), (d) Solomon 
(1998), (e) Lock (1990), (f) Kapenda, Kandjeo-Marenga, Gaoseb, Kasanda and 
Lubben's (2001) Cambridge-based International General Certificate of 
Education after Millar, Ie Marechal and Tiberghiea (1999), (g) Race (1997) and 
(h) aBE (Revised National Curriculum Statement Draft, 2001). 
If perceived mismatches do occur, perhaps the theories advocated by one or 
more of these authors ultimately might be rejected as inadequate, faulty, 
incomplete or irrelevant. Alternatively, mismatches may also occur due to 
defects in the design of the practical attainment items themselves. If so, should 
these items be revised yet again? 
I 
t 
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Finally.. the investigation will conclude by proposing a number of substantiated 
recommendations for teaching selected aspects of high school physics practical 
work, based on the evidence systematically presented and analysed in this 
study. 
1.3 Origin and purpose of the problem 
Table 1.1 presents the 13 current science process skills (abridged) proposed in 
the Revised National Curriculum Statement Draft: Natural Sciences Learning 
Area: Senior Phase (2001:52, 99-100) for the attainment of national Learning 
Outcome 1. 
Table 1.1 Learning Outcome 1: The learner is able to develop and use science process 
skills in a variety of settings. (Revised National Curriculum Statement Draft 
2001 :99-100) (abridged). 
Learners will gradually develop process skills needed for scientific inquiry. Learners 
should access information: 
• In traditional ways 
• In practical ways 
Process skills 
The meaning of the various process skills used in the document are as follows: 
• Observing and comparing 
• Measuring and estimating 
• Recording information 
• Sorting and classifYing 
• Interpreting information 
• Predicting what will happen if something changes 
• Hypothesising 
• Using models and theories 
• Raising questions about a situation 
• Planning investigations 
• Doing the investigation 
• Communicating science information 
• Design, make and improve a device or system to solve a particular problem 
Hence, applying Table 1.1, this investigation will derive and evaluate a compact 
programme of practical items in high school science, drawn from the textbook 
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content on optics, statics, electricity, magnetism, etc., with the goal of exploring 
the attainment of as many of these 13 prescribed process skills as possible by 
participant learners, working as individuals but free to discuss the practical 
activities with each other democratically before making a final response during 
phase 1 of the research. This will occur in a limited period of classroom time, 
through activity~based, learner~centered, problem~solving involvement 
fomlUlated according to the national curriculum design and assessment 
elements recorded in Tables 1.2 and 1.3. 
Table 1.2 Interaction between the design elements of the Revised National Curriculum Statement 










FOR EACH GRADE 
Table 1.3 Key elements of assessment (Revised National Curriculum Statement Draft 2001 :73) 
To help learners to reach their full potential successfully, assessment should be: 
• Transparent, democratic, clearly focused and participatory. ' 
• Integrated with teaching and learning. 
• Based on pre-detennined criteria or standards. 
• Integrated, in making use of integrated tasks and activities, and a variety of methods, tools, 
techniques and contexts in assessing learners' performance. 
• Valid, reliable, fair, learner-paced, and flexible enough to allow for expanded 
opportunities. 
During the course of attaining these process skills, it is expected that learners, 
in part, "will thus be expected to apply the major principles, laws and concepts 
of science to explain the nature of the world and to make verifiable 
• t 
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predictions". This is national Learning Outcome 2, as reproduced in Table 1.4. 
Hence, this investigation intends to present evidence documenting the extent to 
which the programme of practical items is effective in facilitating the 
attainment of national Learning Outcome 2 with a wide diversity of respondent 
samples with different educational backgroWlds. 
Table 1.4 Learning Outcome 2: The learner is able to develop and apply scientific knowledge and 
understanding (Revised National Curriculum Statement Draft 2001:37) 
There has been an explosion of scientific knowledge in recent times as societies have realised 
the importance of science in economic, social and pOliticai advancement. Technology has also 
played its part in providing more advanced tools for research and for accessing infonnation. It 
is now impossible for an individual to keep pace with the knowledge explosion. 
The idea is that the learner will deal with the major generalisations and achievements of 
science, without going into fine detail and without acquiring a vast amount of factual 
infonnation. 
Learners will thus be expected to apply the major principles, laws and concepts of science to 
explain the nature of the world and to make variable predictions. 
Many investigations have been conducted in Britain, the United States, South 
Africa, etc. during the last few decades to investigate the levels of scientific 
literacy and the conceptual difficulties of science learners and teachers, e.g. 
Galili and Bar (1992), Twigger, Byard, Driver, Draper, Hartley, Hennessy, 
Mohamed, O'Malley, O'Shea and Scanlon (1994), Gilbert, Watts and Osborne 
(1982), Zhaoyao (1993), Laugksch and Spargo (1996), Palmer (1997), Trumper 
(1996), and Howie (1997). However, in most of these studies the adopted 
assessment research instruments consisted of paper-and-pencil type tests only, 
which is not necessarily what active science is all about, as will be explained 
below. 
Therefore, this innovative research study explores the feasibility and efficacy of 
a systematic practical task-based approach to diagnostic assessment in 
everyday scientific situations. Instead of using a paper-and-pencil type of 
evaluation, a hands-on exploratory programme which comprises a sample of 17 
fonnulated assessment tasks and items (selected out of an experimental pool of 
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33 trialled items) is to be used to gather detailed response data from different 
groups of voluntary attendants. 
A recent Western Cape Education Department syllabus document for Physical 
Science (1996: 1-2) stated, inter alia, the following aims and policies: 
1.1.2. To develop in learners the necessary skills, techniques and methods of 
science, such as handling of certain apparatus, the techniques of 
measuring and observation and information retrieval. 
1.1.6. To introduce learners to the applications of science in everyday life and 
in industry. 
1.3.3. The practical work forms an integral part of the syllabus and plays an 
important role in understanding scientific principles and phenomena. It 
must therefore be regarded as an essential aspect of science teaching. 
The development of a society requires scientifically and technologically literate 
people. Recently the Senior Phase policy document of the South African 
Department of Education (1997:Tech 3) required learners to demonstrate an 
understanding of the application of the technological process to solve problems 
and satisfy needs and wants. It also emphasised the importance of 
understanding the impact of technology on people's social life, on the economy 
and on the development of society. Hence, it is in this wider context that the 
present investigation is located. 
1.4 Importance, significance and value of the study 
According to the results of the Third International Mathematics and Science 
Study-Repeat, TIMSS-R, (Howie, 2001), in general. conditions for learning 
science and mathematics in South Africa were not favorable compared to other 
countries which participated in this study. The majority of the teachers whose 
students participated in this study did not feel confident about their preparation 
as science and mathematics teachers. 
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The Revised National Curriculum Statement Draft (2001: 1) has identified three 
main purposes of the Natural Sciences Learning Area. According to this 
document, the revised Learning Area serves to ensure that alllearners:-
1- become scientifically literate by the end of grade 9; 
2- acquire certain scientific skills, attitudes and values that they will use 
in all walks of life; and 
3- understand the full implications of scientific activity on humanity. 
In the same document the Natural Sciences Learning Area is organized around 
three strands: learning science, doing science and science and society (p 2). 
The advantages of scientific literacy have been identified as follows in the draft 
document: 
• It ensures the existence of well-infonned citizens who are capable of 
making judgments and decisions based on logic and reason. 
• It lays the foundation for further studies in Natural Science for those who 
elect to do so. This increases the fund of infonnation and skills available 
to us: infonnation and skills that may have enonnous potential in leading 
to solutions to local, national and perhaps global problems. 
• It provides opportunities for a variety of pathways, leading to economic 
empowennent 
The Revised National Curriculum Statement Draft document (2001: 1) states 
that the teaching and learning of science by working in ways that scientists do 
("doing science") helps learners acquire these skills described above. The 
"doing science" strand in the Natural Sciences Learning Area provides learners 
with opportunities to work in ways similar to scientists. In addition to the ways 
of assessing the acquisition of infonnation in traditional ways - such as tests, 
journals and other reliable sources of infonnation - learners should be given the 
opportunities to use more innovative ways of assessing infonnation such as 
talking to experts, designing and carrying out investigations, etc. Doing science 
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in these ways not only helps to develop the above mentioned process skills but 
also enhances the learning of scientific principles, laws and concepts (Revised 
National Curriculum Statement Draft 21,2001:3). 
One of the major changes brought· by the new Revised National Curriculum 
Statement Draft is that the nine specific outcomes of learning Natural Sciences 
have been reduced to three, and each one of these outcomes matches one of the 
strands mentioned earlier. These learning outcomes are presented in more detail 
in Chapter 2. The document states that a systematic method of study requires 
certain skills, attributes and values; and that teaching and learning the ways of 
scientists (by doing science) help learners acquire these skills. 
Khoali, Bapoo and Rollnick (2001) reported a study that was aimed at 
establishing the validity of an existing questionnaire used as an instrument to 
probe high school students' experience with chemistry practicals. They 
conducted the questionnaire among 98 Grade 12 students from four schools in 
the Johannesburg area. With this instrument they could also identify everyday 
familiarity, book familiarity and familiarity with a laboratory. They also 
interviewed 16 students to check their response consistency with the responses 
they gave to the questionnaires. 
They reported that, in general, the students from the four schools showed book 
familiarity; however, good lab-familiarity was absent. Good lab-[ami/iarity 
meant the students were actively involved with the laboratory activities 
individually rather than with just group work or teacher demonstration. Some of 
their fmdings were: 
1· Naming of common laboratory apparatus was difficult. 
2- Some students had difficulty in naming and giving the uses of laboratory 
apparatus. 
3- Students reported that they either performed a few activities or were not 
exposed to practical work. 
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4- Students simply associated the use of certain apparatus with a particular 
activity in which they were engaged. 
The authors recommended that, instead of using the diagrammatic 
representations of apparatus, it would be ideal for South African school students 
to use real apparatus in their investigations; hence the importance of the current 
research study now being presented. 
Isaacs (2001) examined the three learning outcomes of the Natural Sciences 
offered by OBE that fonn the basis of the assessment oflearners: 
1. The ability to demonstrate an understanding of scientific principles, 
laws and concepts. 
2. The ability to cany out scientific activities and to apply scientific 
principles, laws and concepts. 
3. The ability to demonstrate an understanding of the relationship 
between science and society, and the impact of science on society. 
He argued that learning about science does not bring about a complete 
understanding of scientific principles, laws and concepts. Therefore learners 
must be given opportunities to work in ways scientists do. Doing science not 
only develops the necessary skills but also enhances the learning of scientific 
principles, laws and concepts. 
In the USA, Guzzetti, Williams, Skeels and Ming Wu (1997) studied the 
influence of text structures on the conceptual change of university physics 
students. One of their findings was that 550/0 of Physics students and 48% of 
Honours students reported that they learned concepts best from experiments, 
laboratories and hands-on activities. By contrast 37% of Physical World 
students stated that they learned best by studying their notes and repetition and 
memorizing. 
Howie (2001) concluded from the results of TIMSS-R that the challenges for 
education in South Africa are continuing to mount; and that much has to be 
• 
" , 
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done in the coming years to improve the quality of South African education - in 
particular science and mathematics education. She also stated that~ if South 
Africa wants to succeed in a rapidly changing and competitive technological 
worl~ there is an urgent need to increase the number of pupils with the 
adequate and well-founded knowledge and skills in science and mathematics to 
create a critical mass of matriculants who are able to move into higher 
educatio~ business and industry in the short, medium and long tenn. 
1.5 The nature of the problem: issues of assessment 
Kapenda at al. (2001) examined the practical work conducted in Namibian 
schools with regard to the aspects of task design (inductive-deductive, open-
closed and nature of student involvement) and context of practical work 
(duratio~ interaction pattern~ types of task infonnation and apparatus and 
nature of the student record). They stated that, after Namibia became 
independent in 1990, it underwent a re~onn in its education system; namely, the 
Cape curriculum was replaced by a Cambridge-based International General 
Certificate of SecondaIy Education (IGCSE). Practical work however, was 
absent from most of the school subjects. The IGCSE curriculum for each 
science subject is basically divided into three assessment domains: Domain A-
knowledge with understanding; Domain B- handling infonnation and solving 
problems; and Domain C- experimental skills and investigation (p 413). 
They used the Profile Fonn developed by Millar at al. (1999) which included 
eleven possible learning outcomes of practical work. They reported that about 
half of the observed practical work aimed to familiarize students with objects or 
phenomen~ and support the students in learning a scientific relationship. In 
terms of procedural outcomes, two thirds of the practicals were aimed at 
helping students to use data to support conclusions, and half of the practicals 
intended to provide practice of a standard procedure. No lesson was observed 
where it was intended to communicate the results of the experiment. 
. • , 
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There was a differentiation between object-driven and idea-driven tasks in the 
Profile Form used in this research. However IGCSE Biology and Physical 
Science syllabi did not clearly identify what learners were intended to do with 
the objects and ideas, i.e. whether tasks should be object-driven or ideas-driven 
(p 415). Kapenda et al. (2001:415) also observed that, in general, the practical 
tasks were closed in nature. The teacher prescribed the question to be answered 
and the method of the practical, and even the data handling method was 
described in some cases. 
Visser (2000) presented a workshop at a Science and Technology Education 
Conference which focused on issues around the problem of teaching practical 
work in physical science in secondary schools in South Africa. In this workshop 
were discussed the necessity of practical work, strategies of conducting 
practical work, implementation of these strategies and the assessment of 
practical work. Visser suggested three strategies for conducting practical work 
and their assessment which were: stations involving a number of different 
experiments; predict, explore and explain (PEE) where a well-chosen question 
is discussed among students; and strategies with the teachers' and students' 
own design and execution . 
The complete process of science cannot be learned by merely reading, listening, 
memorizing or problem solving but effective teaching requires active mental 
involvement (Visser 2000: 184). All sciences are built with information from 
direct experiments and the nature of the subject rests heavily on the interaction 
between the theory and the experiment. For conceptualization to occur, learners 
must be both mentally and actively involved. 
There have been several issues around the nature of the practice of assessment 
strategies in science. Champagne and Newell (1992:841) argued that 
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assessment is a highly political process and a critical issue in today's education 
world. 
Race (1997: 18) argued that many areas of study involve practical work, but it is 
often much more difficult to assess such work in its own right. Assessing 
reports of practical work may involve measuring the quality of the end-product 
of the practical work but not the work itself. He laid out some suggestions for 
assessing practical work:-
• Reserve some marks for the process. 
• Get students to self-assess how well they undertook tasks. 
• Ask students to include in their reports "ways I could do the 
experiment better next time". 
• Include some 'supplementary questions'. 
• Design the right end-products. 
Race (1997:37) pointed to the danger of measuring the fmal product of certain 
skills and ignoring measurement of the skills themselves. He laid out ten 
questions and suggested that addressing these questions may help to get the 
balance right. These questions consisted of the following: 
1- What exactly are the practical skills we wish to assess? 
2- Why do we need to measure practical skills? 
3- Where is the best place to measure these skills? 
4- When is the best time to measure these skills? 
5- Who is in the best position to measure practical skills? 
6- Is it necessary to establish minimum acceptable standards? 
7- How much should practical skills count for? 
8- May student self-assessment of practical skills be worth using? 
9- May student peer-assessment of practical skills be worth using? 
10-ls it necessary to have a practical examination? 
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Thus, these are the types of issues and suggestions which will be addressed in 
the current investigation in the light of evidence which will b~ gathered both 
systematically and opportunistically. 
Wilkinson and Ward (1997) suggested that laboratory work should be assessed' 
and should form part of a student's overall assessment. 
Lock (1989) introduced an assessment framework for practical work skills 
appropriate to students of secondary school age (11-18 years). He studied the 
relationship between the component skills of practical work such as 
observation, manipulation, interpretation, planning, report and self-
reliance. He concluded that the skills of interpretation and planning are 
strongly related to each other. 
Buchan (1993:7) noted that there had been major changes in British science 
education policy, and stated that commitment to practical work was central to 
these changes. However the role of practical work had not been defmed. The 
debates were focused on how to assess students' practical competence, not on 
the purpose behind developing this competence. She argued that there is no set 
role for practical work universally. 
Introduction of the assessment schemes in the United Kingdom provided a 
framework for practical science which teachers used to analyze practical 
experiences they provided for pupils. One perceived advantage of the 
introduction of practical assessment was improved motivation on the pupils' 
side, but this was not accepted universally (Buchan 1993: 13). 
1.6 Clarification of terms 
1.6.1. Physics: refers to the study of energy and matter and their 
relationships. 
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1.6.2. Scientific literacy (the public understanding of science): 1- The 
ability to read, write and understand systematised human 
knowledge (Branscomb 1981, cited in Laugksch 1999:5); and 2-
the ability to place news of the day about science in a meaningful 
context (Hazan and Trefi11990, cited in Laugksch 1999:8). 
1.6.3. Practical (manipulative) scientific literacy: refers to possession 
of the kind of scientific knowledge and skills that can be used to 
help solve practical problems (Shen 1975a, cited in Laugksch 
1999:5). 
1.6.4. Paper-and-pencil type tests: refer to tests that do not involve 
any actual apparatus or practical task manipulation. 
1.6.5. Practical test items: refer to 33 test items or tasks (ten 
subsequently selected) that involve pieces of actual apparatus to 
be manipulated, as well as to the instructions requiring the 
demonstration of perfonnance skills by an active participant, in 
this particular study. 
1.6.6. Science process skills: refer to any ability that helps a person do 
science such as observing, inferring, classifying, questioning, 
predicting, experimenting, data analyzing and communicating 
(Rillero, 1998:3). The skills investigated in this study have been 
defmed and identified in Table Lion page 7. 
1.7 Delineation of the research 
The study is restricted to 
• Participants in the age range 12 - 30 years in phase 2. 
• Specifically chosen topics in physics rather than in all school science 
disciplines. 
• A programme of ten core items selected for four basic topics. 
• Conveniently available groups in the Western Cape Province. 
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• A limited time period, usually 25-30 minutes for each student to 
complete the compact programme of ten practical tasks. 
1.8 Assumptions of the study 
The study assumes that the respondents are of good eyesight, perceiving 
structures, apparatus and instructions with reasonable accuracy. It also assumes 
that the participants are interested in practical applications of the theory which 
they have learned about in school and/or encountered in everyday life. It is 
assumed that each student can maintain concentration -on the programme for 30 
minutes. The study also assumes that the participants are interested in practical 
items, even if their prior knowledge is minimal. 
1.9 Research approach 
The research approach adopted is a combination of qualitative and quantitative 
methodology. Chapter 3 elucidates the issues around the selection, 
development, validation, purification, evaluation, pruning and classification of 
the activities according to item analysis, different learning theories and 
frameworks, and outcomes of learning science. The relevance of these theories 
and frameworks will be explained in Chapter 2. The quantitative approach 
employs the use of indices of difficulty and discrimination and correlations, 
chi-square and t-tests in Chapter 4 to compare the response frequencies and 
scores of different sample groups on individual items and on the test as a 
whole. In Chapter 4, the qualitative approach also involves an analysis of the 
recorded observations of the respondents during both phase 1 and phase 2 of 
the study. It involves interviews and categorical classifications of the observed 
and written descriptive responses of the participants, using clusters of common 
indicators and sets of emergent themes, used for improving and describing the 
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For the purpose of this research the responses have been collected by means of 
interviews, observation and answer sheets which have been developed through 
several pilot trials, and tape-recorded conversations of participants during the 
developmental stages. 
1.10 List of dependent and independent variables 
The following variables have been selected for both qualitative and quantitative 
investigation in this study: -
1.10.1. Dependent variables for each participant 
• Summative practical perfonnance achievement scores of each 
student (assessed out of a possible total of 25 marks). 
• Degree of familiarity of the students with each individual piece of 
the apparatus used in the test items (designated on a scale of 0 to 
2). 
1.10.2. Independent variables for each participant 
• Gender (male or female) 
• Primary language (English, Afrikaans, Xhosa, and others) 
• Grade level (Intennediate phase, Senior phase, tertiary level etc.) 
• Schools/institutions in which the participants are based. 
1.11 Hypotheses 
The variables: gender, respondents' home language, degree of familiarity with 
each item of apparatus and grade level are used to fonnulate 14 null hypotheses 
in relation to comparisons of groups' mean practical achievement perfonnance 
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scores. The perfonnance scores of the secondary level participants will also be 
analysed according to the items' inclusion in the matriculation syllabus. These 
hypotheses are presented in full detail in Chapter 3. 
1.12 Chapter summary 
In this introductory chapter the purposes of the research have been presented, 
the research problem has been clarified, and its origin, context, importance and 
background stated. The aims of the research, key terms, assumptions and 
variables have been clarified. The research approach and its delineation have 
been mentioned. 
In the next chapter the relevant literature will be reviewed and the theoretical 
framework and the categories for classification for the selected practical 
activities will be provided. 
1.13 Organization of the remainder of the dissertation 
The next five chapters are arranged as follows-
Chapter 2 introduces the relevant literature review; Chapter 3 explains in detail 
the methodology of the research and the development, refmement and statistical 
parameters of the fmal version of the compact programme of practical 
activities; Chapter 4 tests the hypotheses and presents the results of the study; 
Chapter 5 discusses the quantitative and qualitative results; and finally Chapter 
6 draws conclusions and implications and makes recommendations based on the 
findings and the discussion of these results. 
Chapter 2: Literature Review 
CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
This chapter is presented in 13 sections. 
Following the recent release of the Revised National Curriculum Statement 
Draft's (2001 :99-100) emphasis on science process skills, section 2.1 reviews 
the importance, purpose, strategies, nature, hierarchy, generalisability, 
assessment and investigative nature of school science process skills, with 
special reference to Harlen (1999), the TAPS project (Bryce 1991) and Lock 
(1989). 
Section 2.2 examines the interrelationship between science process skills and 
the aims of practical work. 
Section 2.3 introduces the theory of White (1988) and suggests that his ideas on 
strings, propositions, images, episodes, skills and strategies might be useful for 
a theoretical analysis of basic science process skills. 
Section 2.4 explores the notions of scientific literacy and technological literacy 
in the context of the work of Hurd (1998), Solomon (1998), Miller (1983), 
Jenkins (1994), Shen (l975a; 1975b), Laugksch (1999; 2000) and Laugksch 
and Spargo (1996). 
Section 2.5 focuses on recent studies in scientific literacy and achievement such 
as th~COnducted in 1997 and repeated as @-R in 1999 (Howie, 
2001). ._" M~~ T(M£,.C; 
Section 2.6 reviews research findings on the teaching of specific content areas 
of science relevant to the present study, such as electricity, mechanics and 
optics. 
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Section 2.7 reviews methods of teaching everyday science. 
Section 2.8 discusses the role of continuous assessment, and assessment in 
general, in science classes. 
Section 2.9 introduces teacher training issues in science practical work. 
Section 2.10 summarizes recent gender issues in science learning and 
achievement. 
Finally, sections 2.11 and 2.12 introduce the theories of Franus (1992) and 
Gardner (1983), and suggest how scientific thought systems and processes 
might fit into their schemes of learning. 
2.1. Science process skills 
Learners face academic science in primary and secondary school for the frrst 
time, and this makes the teaching of science and technology in schools 
important, because it is important for the learners to get a positive impression at 
their first experience with academic science. A positive impression may help 
learners to have a positive attitude towards school science and also learners may 
be encouraged to continue science at their later school career. Some basic 
concepts and ideas must be taught in primary and secondary schools, especially 
in an era of rapidly changing technology. Therefore a new approach to primary 
and secondary curricula is needed. Having pointed out these issues, Pudlowski 
(1990) introduced new programme structures and selected core courses in 
several curricula for engineering teachers, with a particular emphasis on hands-
on experiences. 
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Harlen (1999:130) has discussed the assessment of process skills for three 
purposes: fonnative, summative, and national and international monitoring. He 
stated that learning with understanding involves linking new experiences to 
previous ones. In this way ideas developed in relation to specific phenomena 
become linked together and they become 'big ideas' to have more explanatory 
power. The development of the science process skills is crucial in this process: 
if these skills are not developed well, contr8l)' evidence emerging from new 
experiences may be ignored and preconceptions will prevail. This will not help 
understanding of the world. 
Harlen (1999: 130) argued that science process skills are important not only in 
tenns of preparing future scientists but also for the whole population who need 
scientific literacy in order to live and function in a world where science 
impinges on most aspects of personal, social and global life. Therefore science 
process skills need also to be assessed as well as understanding of science 
concepts as end products. He also pointed out that it is important to assess 
process skills only when conceptual understanding is not an obstacle to using 
these skills. If learners are experiencing problems in comprehending the ~ 
scientific concepts (content) they may not be expected to use process skills to 
apply their understanding of these concepts. 
Harlen (1999: 132) suggested four strategies to gather infonnation on the 
development of science process skills to utilise for formative purposes: 
a) observing pupils; b) questioning, using open questions phrased to invite 
learners to explore their ideas and reasoning; c) setting tasks in a way which 
requires pupils to use certain skills; and d) asking pupils to communicate their 
thinking through various ways such as drawings, actions, role play, concept 
mapping etc. 
To identify a focus for further learning, teachers should have an understanding 
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that was outlined by Haden and Jelly (1997) who proposed a list of questions 
v 
for each component skill concerned such as observing, expltili.iing, predicting, 
raising questiolis, planning, communi~ting etc. These lists of questions can be 
used by the teachers as checklists to monitor the development of pupils. 
/ Harlen (1999: 133) stated that assessment is formative only when it is used to 
help learning. He suggested six strategies that teachers can use: 
1- Provide an opportunity for using process skills; 
2- Encourage critical review by students of how their activities were carried 
out and how they could be improved; , 
3- Give feedback in a form that focuses on the quality of the work not on elf)), 
the person; 
4- Give students access to examples of work which meet the criteria of V 
quality and to point out significant aspects of the work; ~ 
5- Engage in metacognitive discussion about procedure so that students see 
the relevance of their work to other investigations; 
6- Teach the techniques and the language needed as skills advance. v-
Haden (1999: 136) pointed' out that five of six categories of the Assesslllent 
I 
Performance Unit (APU) in England, Wales and Ireland were related to process 
skills and three of them involved practical work. He argued that learning does 
not end with formal education but must continue throughout life requiring the 
skills of finding, evaluating and interpreting evidence. Therefore he emphasized 
that the level of achievement of learners in these skills is a measure of their 
preparation for future life and must be part of summative assessment. He 
suggested that evidence collected during formative assessment could be used 
for summative purposes by interpreting them against external standards and 
criteria that are used for reporting purposes. 
Rillero (1998:3) stated that science process skills drive the doing of science, 
and science content knowledge is the knowing of science. He stated that any 
ability that helps a person do science is a science process skill such as 
observing, inferring, classifying, questioning, predicting, experimenting, 
analyzing data and communicating. He argued that gaining such skills is not 
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only important for those who pursue a science-related career, but also because it 
is difficult to imagine a career in this millennium that does not involve science. 
Rillero (1998:4) stated that science content knowledge and process skills are 
important and complementary. He argued that activity-based learning can offer 
a context for both. 
Brotherton and Preece (1995) investigated hierarchies of science process skills 
and their relation with Piagetian development level. They observed only a two 
level hierarchy (basic and integrated) of process skills and they found no 
evidence to support a theoretical multi-level model. They reported finding an 
overlap between developmental level and process skills. Two-levels of skills 
hierarchy were in parallel with concrete and formal levels in Piaget's scheme. 
Auntoh and Woolnough (1994) discussed and investigated the generalis ability 
of six laboratory based process skills: preliminary trials, planning, performing, 
communicating, interpreting and feedback. They observed that two of the six 
skills (preliminary trials and planning) are generalisable, one (interpreting) is 
context-dependent and three (performing, communicating and feedback) are 
inconclusive. 
Donnelly (1987: 135-146) reported findings on variable-handling aspects of 
.,/ 
pupil performance in investigatory tasks using data from the British Assessment 
Performance Unit national swvey programme which included both practical 
and pencil and paper type test items. In this study he observed that much lower 
performance skills were common when the students were asked to state their 
approach to experimental design. Finally he concluded that, to investigate more 
fully the pupils' usage of control-of-variables techniques, one would need first 
to investigate their underlying conceptions of "variable" and of 
"instrumentality" as a central criterion in the validation of scientific knowledge. 
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Harlen (1999: 139) exammedscience process skills and their assessment and 
pointed out tha~ for formative assessmen~ the validity of the instrument is more 
important than its reliability. ,v . 
Lock (1989) introduced an assessment framework for practical work skills 
appropriate to students of secondary school age (11-18 years). This assessment 
framework was validated for him by a panel of ten experienced science 
educators. He used this assessment framework to study the relationships 
between the component skills of practical work. The practical skills concerned 
were: 
• Observation 
• Observe accurately (with correspondence between the record 
and the event, as seen by a supervisor) 
• Read instruments correctly 
• Manipulation 
• Set up apparatus appropriately 
• Use apparatus/materials appropriately 
• Work accurately/systematically with hands/fingers 
• Carry out operations in correct sequence/follow instructions 
• Interpretation 
• Interpret observations 
• Interpret numerical data/diagrams 
• Indicate sources of errors (in material and in methods) 
• Ability to calculate 
• Make predictions 
• Planning 
• Devise a simple experimental procedure (including selection 
of apparatus, measuring instruments) 
• Use of controls/trial experiments/observations 
• Problem-solving 
• Report 
• Use scientific language (written/verbal) 
• Arrange/organise the data/observations 
• Accuracy with which the procedure is reported 
• Self-reliance 
• Asking for assistance and for confmnation of approach. 
Lock concluded that the skills of interpretation and planning were strongly 
related to each other. 
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In the present investigation, this assessment framework will be used by juries of 
expert science teachers to classify the ten practical test items developed in this 
study according to their relevance to certain skills identified by Lock. The ways 
of improving these practical items will also be discussed in the light of this and 
other theoretical assessment frameworks. 
Techniques for the Assessment of Practical Skills (TAPS) was a three phase 
research study focused on assessing open-ended practical investigations and 
developed in Scotland for use by science teachers in Scottish schools. TAPS 1 
was developed to conduct practical assessment of pupils aged 14-16 years for 
basic skills and TAPS 2 was used for assessing process skills. TAPS 3 fonned 
the basis of assessment of investigative skills (Bryce, 1991: 12). 
Bryce (1991: 12) set out twelve advantages of using TAPS 3: 
1- The questions/instructions in the pupil's investigation booklet ensured a 
focus on the scientific skills required during investigation. 
2- Pupils were encouraged to investigate their own ideas and develop their 
own strategies in response to a starter question. 
3- Pupils based practical work on their own working hypotheses. 
4- Each starter question generated 3, 4, 5 . . . variables/practicable 
investigations. 
5- Using group discussion to launch investigations was productive and 
enabled teachers to assess the prospects for individual investigations. 
6- Practical investigations provided realistic contexts for the control of 
variables. 
7 - Particular experimental techniques were perceived by pupils to be useful. 
8- The procedure cards enabled pupils to carry out effective investigations on 
themes/variables of their own choice, or they could provide back-up to 
allow pupils to complete an investigation. 
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9- The assessment criteria were designed to establish standards and 
contribute to good practice. 
10- Formal practical assessment dovetailed with the teaching of investigative 
skills and strategies. 
11- Completed investigation booklets provided a record suitable for later 
grading and moderation purposes. 
12- The management strategy was flexible and allowed whole classes to be 
assessed in reasonably large groups. 
Bryce (1991: 17) also mentioned three difficulties with TAPS 3. Firstly, 
preparation was required by teachers; secondly pupils were not necessarily used 
to investigative work; finally, these investigations took time. 
The implications of this review for the present study are that the evidence 
gathered from the respondents in Cape Town will be used either to support or to 
moderate at least some of the above claims of these various theorists' ideas. 
2.2. The skills and aims of practical work 
Many problems need to be reconsidered, modified and renewed in South Africa 
and some quick solutions must be encouraged for the challenges of the new era 
where science and technology are in rapid change. Therefore teacher training 
and science teaching at schools will also require some important changes and 
new approaches. According to Kahn (2000), technological development must 
be based on .science, mathematics and technology education. He also underlined 
the fact that the curriculum should include the scientific and mathematical 
understanding of technology in everyday life, such as: rehydration, how to 
attach a three-pin plug to a kettle, jump-starting a car, the nature of air and 
water pollution, appreciating risk and fmancial planning, and so on. He 
emphasized that science and technology education plays a crucial role in the 
development of a country, and it can be considered as a measure, of its 
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development. Therefore, specially trained teachers with modem teaching 
methods must be injected into the schools to improve science and technology 
education. 
Hudson (1990:39) argued the value of practical work in science education and 
stated that all we could say is that some teachers are able to use practical work 
successfully with some childen, and achieve some of their goals. 
Hudson (1998) stated that there are many newcomers to the profession who are 
unsure about how best to design and implement hands-on work in school 
science. To fmd a way out of this situation he suggested to reconceptualise 
practical work in tenns of three associated purposes: 1) to help students learn 
science - i.e. to acquire and develop conceptual and theoretical knowledge; 2) to 
help students learn about science - i.e. to develop an understanding of the nature 
and methods of science and an awareness of the complex interactions among 
science, technology, society and environment; and 3) to enable students to do 
science - i.e. to engage in and develop expertise in scientific enquiry and 
problem-solving. Finally he concluded that practical work could be a very 
powerful way of developing students' conceptions and procedural 
understanding. It is capable of providing first hand experiences of scientific 
inquiry and assisting the development of personal expertise in students. 
Therefore the method of using a practical component of science in teaching is 
very important and requires appropriate training. 
In the present study the practical experience is presented in the fonn of a hands-
on programme that can also be used to diagnose problems encountered by 
learners and measure their levels of attainment of desired skills and knowledge. 
Wilkinson and Ward (1997) surveyed the opinions of science students and their 
teachers regarding the purpose and the effectiveness of laboratory work. They 
described laboratory work as being involved in experimental activities and 
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practical work as a broader teon covering excursions, field trips, role-play 
activities and demonstrations etc. They concluded that a distinction should be 
made between practical work and laboratory work; only then can we make a 
valuable analysis and conclusions. 
In a study that focused on the context-dependency of pupil practical skills and 
on the construct validity of practical skills, Lock (1990) compared pupil 
perfonnance on a range of practical tasks with external examination grades 
awarded in biology and chemistry. He found that observation and reporting 
skills appeared to be context-dependent whereas perfonnance on the 
interpretation and self-reliance skills were generalisable. He emphasized that 
practical work should be given a prominent and discrete place in the assessment 
of science subjects. 
In the late 1980s the National Science Board Commission of the United 
Kingdom developed new science curricula that incorporated appropriate 
scientific and technological knowledge and were oriented toward practical 
issues. The data obtained in the implementation process of Scottish Curriculum 
Inquiry Integrated Science (SCIlS) showed that the attitudes of students toward 
science, who were doing science, rather than just reading and language arts in 
this programme, were greatly enhanced (Kyle, Bonnstetter, Gadsden and 
Shymansky, 1988). The current study will therefore not ignore the incidental 
attitudes and reactions of the participants to an exploratory practical assessment 
test in physics. 
Studies focused on the notion of 'life-long learning' have led to a theory of 
'situated learning' or 'authentic learning' that presents a clear challenge to 
conventional curricula and teaching approaches. In countries like the USA and 
Canada a curriculum refonn movement known as 'applied academics' is now 
emerging which places an increased emphasis on the acquisition of academic 
concepts and principles through classroom and laboratory activities that connect 
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abstract knowledge to workplace applications. It is important that emphasis be 
given to this in South Africa's new National Cuniculum. 
Mank (2000) argued that it would be possible to acquire much knowledge of 
scientific infonnation without doing any practical work at all. However, it 
would not be possible to learn how to work as a problem-solving scientist in 
such a way. So those who are concerned to teach the process of science should 
realize that practical work is vital. If we are concerned about "life-long 
learning" of our learners, mere knowledge acquired without any practical 
experience may not provide the outcomes that we desire. 
Clacks on and Wright (1992) reviewed the past evaluation and research on 
practical work to examine the suitability of current practice for learning science 
in the future. They stated that practical work, almost universally, was regarded 
as desirable, if not essential. However most of the research appeared to be 
inappropriate for current schemes and, in many cases, such evidence was 
unavailable. They reported that there was criticism about the effectiveness of 
practical work. Howeyer such criticism was not based on scientific evaluation 
of individual practical work. 
Clackson and Wright (1992) argued that earlier studies all focused on a 
comparison of the relative effectiveness of individual practical work and 
teacher demonstration. However there was insUfficient evidence about the 
superiority of either approach. They quoted the findings of Yager, Engen and 
Snider (1969) on the effectiveness of practical work, which stated that classes 
taught with laboratory demonstrations and individual practical work develop 
more skills than the classes with no laboratory experience at all. 
Coulter (1966) (cited in Clackson and Wright, 1992) referred to traditional 
practical work as a 'deductive approach' and they developed an 'inductive 
approach' in which pupils designed their own experiment to solve a suggested 
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problem. Clackson and Wright (1992) argued that the inductive approach 
tended to impart a better apprecia1;ion of scientific enquiry. They reported that 
the use of demonstrations by film or video would be an effective alternative to 
practical work. Another problem identified with practical work was that the 
learning process was hampered by too much information presented at once. 
Hence,.items used in the present study will not involve too much detail, so that 
the participants will be able to focus on the desired outcome of the assessment 
item. 
Clackson and Wright (1992) argued that practical science could be treated as a 
.. 
subject in its own right. They also suggested that the aim of the practical work 
should be clear to consider if the current practice was the best approach. 
Wilkinson and Ward (1997) compared the opinions of students of different 
achievement levels, and the opinions of students with their teachers, regarding 
the aims of practical work. Both students and teachers ranked "to make science 
more interesting and enjoyable through actual experience" as the most 
important aim. "To give practice in following a set of instructions" and "to 
prepare students for examinations" were considered to be of the least 
importance. Wilkinson and Ward (1997) found that the responses of the male 
and female students were statistically different, and that their achievement 
levels also influenced what the students expected from the laboratory work. The 
reason for the low ranking of "to prepare students for practical examinations" 
may be the lack of practical examinations. When a formal practical assessment 
is involved it may be necessary to involve such practice in school science 
teaching. 
They also compared the opinions of students with their own teachers and the 
results revealed that in five of six schools the students had different views from 
their teachers. They stated that, in each school they surveyed, both teachers and 
• 
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students shared the view as: having formal rules to follow, working in small 
groups, and discussing the results soon after the experiment is completed. They 
suggested that laboratory work should be assessed and should fonn part of a 
student's overall assessment. 
Watts and Bentley (1989) reported four case studies. In one of these case 
studies a teacher stated that he has become increasingly committed to practical 
work as a means of developing pupils' skills but, more importantly, it was a 
purposeful way of learning about the world. They quoted that the findings of 
the Assessment Perfonnance Unit revealed that it was not always successful to 
use routine (passive) practical work The children should be given the 
opportunity to produce their own experiments and test out their ideas. 
Watts and Bentley (1989) stated that children's thinking, conclusions, 
interpretations, and ideas were not the same as what teachers thought they 
would be. They stated that telling by itself did not always give desired results. 
For active learning to occur, children should be involved in the learning 
process. An active learning process requires the students to interpret the events 
or concepts and to develop their own understanding. 
Therefore the kind of practice that is presented in this current research will be 
utilized in this way. After the learners complete the test the results will be 
opened for discussions and the desired responses may be given and the learners 
will be expected to interpret their own response and the correct response. 
Kahn and Volmink (1999) argued that the anticipated improvement in inquiry 
and problem solving skills expected of laboratory activity does not occur 
without special mediation through discussions, further interpretation and 
methodical development of conclusions. Therefore the standard organization of 
practical work is questionable, and meaningful learning should be presented as 
part of an inquiry that will lead to further questions. For a better discussion it is 
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necessary to get the learners involved in the interpretation of the items. After 
the learner gives a response then it can be discussed for better outcomes. 
Closed., content-dominated practicals leading to the teacher's right answer may 
be inhibiting to the development of students' independence and self-confidence 
(Kahn and Volmink, 1999). Investigational practicals based on problems to 
which students can relate to, needing students to personalise their knowledge 
and seeking to make sense of the world, will go a long way to develop mature 
and autonomous personalities sensitive to the resources and limitations of 
science. They pointed to the dangers of muddling together practical and theory 
so that the aims of each one are not distinguished. They argued that each -
theory and practical - should be considered separately from the other so that a 
self-sufficient rationale might be established. 
Swain, Monk and Johnson (1999) conducted a survey of the views of science 
teachers from Egypt, Korea and the United Kingdom (UK). The teachers were 
given the list of aims of practical work in science listed in Chacko (1997). and 
were asked to rank these aims according to their relative importance. The 
supplied aim no.7, "to encourage accurate observation and description", was 
ranked in the top five by all three groups. When the selected top ten aims were 
analysed, it was observed that each group included in their choices the aims 
numbered 2, 4, 8 and 12 (namely 2- To make phenomena more real through 
experience, 4- To practise seeing problems and seeking ways to solve them, 8-
For finding [acts and arriving at new principles, and 12- To arouse and 
maintain interest). 
( 
Swain et al. (1999) employed the questionnaire that had been developed and 
used by Beatty and Woolnough (1982) to gather data for their survey. They 
subsequently suggested that three more aims could be added to the list of aims: 
• To reward pupils for good behaviour. 
• To allow students to work at their own pace. 
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• To add variety to classroom activities. 
They also reported on the conditions under which teachers from each country 
practised their teaching. Egyptian teachers worked in conditions of large 
classrooms and virtually no resources where the principal resource was the 
chalkboard. The Korean teachers worked in relatively opulent conditions 
compared to Egyptian teachers. They had well-equipped and well-resourced 
laboratories. Swain et al. interpreted the Korean teachers' responses as 
reflecting a positivist philosophy of science. 
The UK teachers worked in comparatively well-equipped schools with 
laboratory facilities guaranteed. The teachers worked with practical activities 
for a significant proportion of their time. They reported that the UK teachers 
would apologize to visitors if there were no practicals in the lesson being 
visited. 
They suggested that further work should be done to understand more about how 
local, national and epistemological environments interact and their relative 
contribution. They pointed to three areas that may be productive: a) it may be 
useful to see what opinions the three groups of teachers have on the aims of 
science education; b) ethnographic interviews could provide information on 
their cultural and professional opinions; and c) there is a need for detailed 
observation of the teachers' work in situ. 
To achieve the content achievement aim of practical work, Okebukola and 
Ogunniyi (1984) made four recommendations for carrying out laboratory work 
in groups. These were: 
• Co-operative laboratory work should be used by science teachers to 
improve the cognitive achievement level of students in science. 
• Encouraging high ability students to work together in a group appears 
to be a good approach to improving their achievement levels. 
• Rather than allow low ability students to work together in a group, 
allowing interaction with some average and high ability students in a 
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mixed ability group will lead to improved performance of the low 
ability students. 
• Mixed or heterogeneous ability grouping for cooperative work in the 
laboratory has a more facilitative effect on the achievement of low 
achievers than the competitive goal structure 
Consequently, the practical items developed in this research will be designed in 
a way that they can be used collaboratively in class. If desired the learners can 
be asked to work in groups to develop several skills of the learners such as co-
operation, following instructions, communication, application of their ( 
knowledge, observation etc. 
Watts and Bentley (1989) emphasised the importance of active learning, but 
stated that doing practical work did not mean active learning. They argued that 
passive learning may have suited some learners, but usually it was ineffective 
for many learners. The active learning involved using different approaches to 
teaching. To involve learners more actively it may have been a better idea to 
have given them simple practical exercises or tests, and observe them. In this 
way several problems that the learners encountered might have been diagnosed. 
Usually the practical work was not organised by learners, but they had to follow 
step-by-step instructions, which meant that the learners did not own the 
activities. Pupils should have been given the opportunities to engage in 
experimental work in which a variety of practical and investigative skills were 
developed. Practical work was being seen as a way to encourage skill 
development and enable youngsters to test out their ideas about science (Watts 
and Bentley, 1989). 
2.3. Science process skills and the theory of White (1988) 
Memory is believed to be at the core of learning. White (1988) suggested seven 
different elements of memory to describe the learning in science. The possible 
• 
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relevance of these components of memol)' to the process skills involved in this 
research study is now analyzed and the practical tasks are classified. 
1- Strings 
Strings are sequences of words or symbols that are "given" and cannot be 
readily paraphrased. Physics laws and definitions such as "To evel)' action there 
is an equal and opposite reaction" and "The angle of incidence is equal to the 
angle of reflection" can be considered as strings. 
In the compact programme of practical activities investigated in the present 
study, a strings component of memol)' may be fOWld to be relevant to items 2, 
3,4, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10. (See chapter 3, Figures 3.2 to 3.10). For example 'north 
pole attracts south pole', 'magnitude of current is the same at evel)' point of a 
series circuit', etc.' 
2- Propositions 
Propositions are sequences of words or statements that describe properties of 
concepts or that draw relations between concepts. Unlike strings, propositions 
.; 
can be expressed in an equivalent form. For example D = m can be expressed 
V 
as m=Dx V to calculate the mass. 
Items 2,3,4,6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 are intended to involve propositions such as 
F 
V= / x R, P = -, P (power) = Vx/ etc. 
A 
3- Images 
hnages are mental pictures. Strings and propositions can be seen as images . . 
hnages are not only visual but also related to all five senses. To imagine a 
special sOWld, or visualize words and concepts, are some examples for these. 
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Items 4, 5, 6, 9 and 10 are intended to involve images. The participants are 
required to imagine the interior size of a refrigerator, and the bulb used in a 
room, power and brightness of bulbs, etc. 
4- Episodes 
According to White "episodes are our records of experience, memories of 
events and occurrences we took part in or witnessed". Only the episodes we 
bring to memory are available to us for a long time. An episode can be a real 
event, transfonned event or an imagined event. Episodes are involved in itj!ms 
2,3,4, 9 and 10. Participants may remember the times when they tried to burn a 
piece of paper by using a magnifying glass under the sunlight. 
5- Intellectual Skills 
Intellectual skills are "knowing how", in contrast to propositional knowledge 
which is "knowing that". Propositions are discrete facts, whereas an intellectual 
skill consists of knowing how to perfonn a series of related tasks. The acts of 
discriminating, classifying, and following rules are examples of three different 
fonns of intellectual kills that are important in science. In all of the tasks of the 
current study intellectual skills are involved to different extents. Participants are 
required to know how to read instruments together with the scaling on the 
measuring instrument. They also need to apply the knowledge they learnt in 
theory (what) to actual practical questions (how). 
6- Motor Skills 
Thinking can occur while all the senses are in action. Using the microscope, 
balance, pipette, and burette all involve motor skills. 
Motor skills are involved strongly in items 1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10. The 
participants must be able to handle, use and make measurements with the actual 
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apparatus provided. They need to acquire certain motor skills in order to 
identify and use the apparatus properly. 
7- Cognitive Strategies 
Cognitive strategies are general skills that we use in our thinking, learning and 
doing. In learning science we use general skills such as setting aims and goals, 
considering and working out different possibilities, choosing the best option, 
and generalizing across related contexts. 
Cognitive strategies are found to be relevant to all of the practical test items in 
this study. 
The analysis of the practical skills using White's theory of memory and the 
practical tasks' relevance will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4. 
2.4. Scientific literacy and technological literacy and the public 
understanding of science 
In order to explain the term 'scientific literacy' in detail there are a number of 
different assumptions, interpretations, conceptions and perspectives of what the 
term means, what introducing the concept could achieve, and how it is 
constituted (Laugksch, 1999:3). Laugksch categorized the interest groups 
involved in scientific literacy into four parties. These are 1) the science 
education community; 2) social scientists and public opinion researchers 
concerned with science and technology issues; 3) sociologists of science and 
science educators employing a sociological approach to scientific literacy; and 
4) the informal and non-formal science education community, and those 
involved in general science communication. 
Laugksch (2000) presented a conceptual overview of the concept of scientific 
literacy. Scientific literacy was defmed as what the general public ought to 
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know about science (Oman!, 1993:129), and appreciation of the nature, aims, 
and general limitations of science coupled with some understanding of the 
more important scientific ideas (Jenkins. 1994:5345, both cited in Laugksch, 
2000:71). 
In this research the term scientific literacy is taken basically as the ability to 
- place news of the day about systematized human knowledge in a meaningful 
context (Hazan and Trefil, 1990, and Branscomb, 1981, cited in Laugksch, 
1999). 
From the beginning, in the 1600s of the modern science era, there has been an 
interest and effort to close the gap between the content of academic science and 
the life world of the learner. Today this deficiency has become an international 
challenge for every nation because of the rapid change in the practice of 
science, revolutionary changes in societies and the emergence of the 
information age (Hurd, 1998). Hurd listed twenty-five attributes of a 
scientifically literate person, nine of which (bold) are emphasized in the present 
investigation. According to him a scientifically literate person:-
• Distinguishes between experts and uninf~rmed persons. 
• Distinguishes theory from dogma; data from myth and folklore. 
• Recognises that almost every fact of one's life has been influenced in 
one way or the another by science/technology. 
• Knows that science in social contexts often has dimensions in political, 
judicial, ethical, and sometimes moral interpretations. 
• Senses the ways in which scientific research is done and how the 
findings are evaluated. 
• Uses scientific knowledge, where appropriate, in making life and 
social decisions, forming judgements, resolving problems and 
taking action. 
• Distinguishes science from pseudo-science such as astrology, 
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quackery, the occult, and superstition. 
• Recognises the cwnulative nature of science as an "endless frontier". 
• Recognises scientific researchers as producers of knowledge, and 
citizens as users of science knowledge. 
• Recognises gaps, risks, limits and probabilities in making decisions 
involving a knowledge of science or technology. 
• Knows how to analyse and process infonnation to generate knowledge 
that extends beyond facts. 
• Recognises that scientific concepts, laws, and theories are not rigid but 
essentially have an organic quality; they grow and develop; what is 
taught today may not have the same meaning tomorrow. 
• Knows that science problems in personal and social contexts may have 
more than one "right" answer, especially problems that involve ethical, 
judicial, and political actions. 
• Recognises when a cause and effect relationship cannot be drawn. 
• Understands the importance of research for its own sake as a product of 
a scientist's curiosity. 
• Recognises when cultural, ethical, and moral issues are involved in 
resolving science-social problems. 
• Recognises when one does not have enough data to make a rational 
decision or form a reliable judgement. 
• Distinguishes evidence from propaganda, fact from fiction, sense 
from nonsense and knowledge from opinion. 
• Views science-social and personal-civic problems as reqwnng a 
synthesis of knowledge from different fields including natural and 
social sciences. 
• Recognises there is much not known in science fields and that the most 
significant discovery may be announced tomorrow. 
• Recognises that scientific literacy is a process of acquiring, 
analysing, synthesizing, coding, evaluating, and utilising 
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achievements in science and technology in human and social 
contexts. 
• Recognises the symbiotic relationships between science and 
technology and between science, technology and human affairs. 
• Recognises the everyday reality of ways in which science and 
technology serve human adaptive capacities, and enrich one's 
capital. 
• Recognises that science-social problems are generally resolved by 
collaborative rather than individual action. 
• Recognises that the immediate solution of a science-social problem 
may create a related problem later. 
• Recognises that short- and long-term solutions to a problem may not 
have the same answer (Hurd, 1998:413-414). 
Miller (1983), cited in Laugksch and Spargo (1996: 122), suggested that the 
concept of scientific literacy consists of three dimensions: an understanding of 
norms and methods of science (i.e. the nature of science); an understanding of 
key scientific terms and concepts; and an awareness and understanding of the 
impact of science and technology on society. The present investigation is 
concerned mostly with Miller's second dimension. 
Baker (1991) presented a summary of research in science education for 1989 
and organised the summary around 14 major themes, such as computers, 
curriculwn, misconceptions, scientific literacy, etc. In the part of his summary 
on scientific literacy he concluded that scientific literacy is part of cultural 
literacy and consists of the skills and knowledge that allows a person to live in a 
technological age. He also pointed out that scientific literacy was linked to the 
curriculwn and how teachers present science. Therefore the way the science 
teachers present science has an important role in the degree of scientific literacy 
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of learners and the broader community. In this research a practical approach to 
teaching and assessment in science is utilized and suggested. 
Jenkins (1994:601-611) examined the terms "public understanding of science" 
and "science education for action". According to him, much research in the area 
of the public understanding of science presented a picture of scientific literacy, 
and the concern over the scientific literacy of the public spawned many 
publications. Eventually "scientific literacy for all" has become a slogan for 
science curriculum reform and innovation in many countries. 
Of particular relevance to the present study is the work of Cajas (1999:765) 
who discussed the use of school science in the students' everyday lives as one 
aspect of the public understanding of science. He argued that the goal of 
connecting school science with students' everyday lives moves the discussion 
of the public understanding of technology. He also stated that technological 
knowledge is a.n important element that can help us to connect school science 
with students' everyday lives. Thus, in the practical items used in this research, 
some examples of applications of science and technology in everyday life are 
involved. 
Jenkins (1994) argued that the slogan "scientific literacy" must be changed to 
"science for action". He stated that science education for action demands a 
rationale which is fundamentally different from that which underpins science 
curricula traditionally offered by schools and colleges. Scientific knowledge in 
the context of action is essentially about empowerment. It follows, therefore, 
that institutional provision, curricula, pedagogy and, where required, 
assessment must all be directed towards this end. The assessment action 
strategy used in this study could be used as a tool of empowering the students' 
learning in science classes as it can provide feedback on the process of teaching 
and learning. 
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Solomon (1998) described a comprehensive theory of the multiple dimensions 
of the public understanding of science. She looked beyond the content of the 
school science curriculum, and beyond practical work in school laboratories. 
Among other things, she highlighted the wider importance of science in 
everyday life and in social settings. She moved the context of learning science 
into the home; she engaged economics and science; and she linked the learning 
of science with the employment of trained teclmical experts in the labour 
market and vocational and core communication skills to prepare pupils for 
relevant careers needed by industrialists in a diversity of linguistic and cultural 
traditions. Finally, she focused on science for the development of the individual 
pupil, encouraging the growth of independent learning skills such as creativity 
and curiosity. The following categories, themes and indicators may be drawn 
from Solomon's paper: 
• Science for the personal development of the individual by enhancing 
hislher 
• life skills 
• vocational skills 
• communication skills 
• citizenship skills 
• long-term values 
• personal gr~wth, feelings and emotions. 
• Science as a requirement of a specific profession or vocational 
board/body. 
• Science for its own rational development 
• as a logically structured set of concepts, theories, processes, 
skills, evidence, knowledge and limitations 
• as a development of historical events. 
• The humanistic utility of science 
• for societies' needs 
• for the economic development of a nation with a specific 
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reference to 
- better health 
- the environment 
- social reconstruction 
- science for the work place 
- ethical dilemmas 
- the international future competitive edge 
- mobilization for informed, motivated and substantive 
social change 
- cultural transmission of knowledge 
- adaptable, novel retraining of the workforce. 
These categories, indicators and themes of public scientific literacy identified 
by Solomon will be used to classify and analyze the practical items, where 
possible. 
Pella, O'Hearn and Gate (1966), cited in Laugksch (2000:76), studied the 
literature published between 1946 and 1964 and determined the frequency of 
occurrence of "referents", i.e. terms that were assumed to be related to 
scientific literacy. They concluded that a Scientifically literate individual has 
an understanding of: a) the interrelationships of science and society; b) the 
ethics that control the scientists in their work; c) the nature of science; d) 
differences between science and technology; e) the basic concepts in science 
and technology; and f) interrelationships between science and humanities. The 
understanding of different concepts in science through their simple practical 
applications are involved in the practical test items used in this study. 
Shen (1975a), cited in Laugksch (2000:77), suggested three categories of 
scientific literacy: practical, civic and cultural scientific literacy. Practical 
scientific literacy in this context meant the possession of the kind of 
scientific knowledge that can be used to solve practical problems. 
Therefore this present study will attempt to develop practical test items that 
could possibly be useful as a means of investigating components of practical 
scientific literacy advocated by Shen. 
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Shen (1975b), cited in Laugksch (2000:77), also stated that in industrialised 
countries practical scientific literacy could well be useful in consumer 
protection efforts. Branscomb (1981), cited in Laugksch (2000:77), examined 
the Latin roots of the concept scientific literacy and defmed the concept as the 
ability to read and write systematized human knowledge. Branscomb (1981:77) 
identified eight categories of scientific literacy: a) methodological scientific 
literacy; b) professional scientific literacy; c) universal scientific literacy; d) 
technological scientific literacy; e) amateur scientific literacy; f) journalistic 
scientific literacy; g) science policy literacy; and h) public science policy 
literacy. 
Hazen and Trefil (1990), cited in Laugksch (2000:80), distinguished between 
doing science and using science and stated that scientific literacy only concerns 
using science. They also believed that a scientifically literate person should be 
able to place the news of the day in a meaningful context. For the general 
public using science has a greater importance than doing science. Thus it could 
be argued that school learners should be exposed to different ways of using the 
applications of science and technology in their everyday lives. 
Shamos (1995), cited in Laugksch (2000:80), proposed three fonns of 
scientific literacy. The first fonn is cultural scientific literacy and it is the level 
of scientific literacy held by most educated adults. The second fonn is 
functional scientific literacy. This requires that the individual not only has a 
command of scientific vocabulary but also is able to converse, read and write 
coherently in a non-technical but meaningful context. The third fonn of 
scientific literacy is true scientific literacy. This is the most difficult to attain as 
it involves, in addition to other fonns, also knowing something about the 
scientific enterprise. The school science teaching can contribute to these levels 
of scientific literacy at different levels. 
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Laugksch (2000:82) classified the interpretations of scientific literacy into 
three categories: "Learned", "Competent", and "Able to function minimally as 
consumer and citizen". He included sixteen interpretations of scientific literacy 
and there were five, five and six interpretations in each category respectively. 
Laugksch (2000:83) suggested two features of this summary scheme, described 
above. The frrst is related to the relative or absolute nature of the scientific 
literacy concept. The learned and competent categories are defined in an 
absolute sense whereas the third category is defmed with reference to 
functioning effectively in society, i.e. relative to society. 
The second feature of this scheme is the extent of involvement in and with 
society. Conceptions in the learned category specify no involvement whereas 
definitions in the competent category require at least some form of interaction. 
The definitions in the third category require the individual to use science in 
performing a function in society. 
Laugksch (2000) studied the importance of scientific literacy at the macro and 
micro levels. He stated that, at a macro level, the connection between scientific 
literacy and the economic well being of a nation is accepted to be of a high 
importance. At a micro level the argument that improved understanding of 
science and technology is advantageous to anyone living in a science and 
technology dominated society explains the importance of scientific literacy. 
Laugksch (2000:87) pointed out that there are different definitions of scientific 
literacy. He presented these differences in terms of methodologies used by the 
interest groups he identified: the sociological approach; public opinion 
researchers and science educators. 
Technology is also an intrinsic part of a cultural and social system. It both 
shapes and reflects the values of that particular system. It is not only a matter of 
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research, design and craft but also of economy, production, management, 
labour, marketing and maintenance. Science For All Americans on-line (1997) 
queried which knowledge about the nature of technology is required for 
scientific literacy. It arranged the ideas into three sections: 1- the connection of 
science and technology; 2- the principles of technology; and 3- the connection 
between technology and society. 
It is stated that, as technologies become more sophisticated, their links to 
science become stronger. Engineering is defined as the component of 
technology which is most closely allied to scientific inquiry and mathematical 
modeling. Scientists see patterns in phenomena as making the world 
understandable; engineers see them as making the world manipulable. Scientists 
try to show that their theories fit data; mathematicians seek to show logical 
proof of abstract connections; engineers seek to demonstrate that designs work. 
Engineering has salient importance in the economic development of a country. 
Schacht (1995: 133) highlighted this, and stated that the engineering profession 
had a big part in implementing the Working Nation strategy of Australia, and 
engineering educators had an important role in helping the profession to 
achieve this objective. 
Wald (1999: 1) stated that in some countries such as Israel and Ireland that were 
experiencing large GDP growths, the need for engineers and their future 
prospects were booming. He pointed out that the availability of skilled and 
educated human resources brought the high-tech investment, and he concluded 
that a shortage of highly skilled technical personnel threatened. 
One aspect of engineering education that would produce the kind of engineers 
needed by industry and the workplace would be to make research-based 
learning the standards. Wald (1997:389) stated that a theoretically schooled 
engineer should also be practically inclined and should be exposed to problem-
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based learning which has the capacity to improve the skills needed by an 
engineer to solve real life problems. Thus, it is possible to distinguish between 
the notion of technological literacy and the concept of scientific literacy. 
2.5. Studies of scientific literacy 
In 1995, approximately 25% of the population of the United States was 
described as functionally illiterate and 90% as scientifically illiterate. The 
percentages may vary from country to country but the main issue still prevails 
in all countries. Therefore the investment in education must be meaningful, it 
must be applicable to the daily lives of students, and they must be made active 
in learning science (Kyle, 1995: 1009). : 
In the Third International Mathematics and Science Survey (TIMSS) the 
surveyed sample of 15000 South African school students did not perfonn well 
compared to the other countries. Howie (1997) reported the results of the 
survey on the South African students in comparison with the other countries 
that took part. A questionnaire was conducted to gather infonnation about the 
attributes of the students. Some of the findings were 
• The average age of population 3 (final year) school students was 20.1 
years in South Africa, but it was 17-19 years in other countries. 
• 85% of the South African final year high school students enrolled for 
biology and 70% of these included mathematics. 
• 95% of the school students had intentions of studying further and 75% 
of these planned to go to a university. The most popular area of 
anticipated study for the South African students surveye4 was 
engineering, followed by business. 
• The students preferred biology to physics and chemistry'. 
• The majority had parents with primary school as their highest attained 
educational level. 
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• 60% reported that they had fewer than 26 books at home. In other 
cOWltries this percentage was 3M 23%. 
• 92% did not have a computer; 81% never or rarely used a computer. 
• South African students spent an average of five hours a day on 
homework but did not improve their achievement in this survey. In 
other cOWltries this homework figure was 1 M3 hours. 
The following conclusions were derived from the achievement scores of the 
South African mathematics and science students who took part in this review. 
• Their overall scores were significantly lower than those of students 
from other countries. This was ascertained by comparing students' 
responses to test items focusing on science and mathematics problems 
applied to the real world: 
V The sample of South African students struggled with constructing their 
answers, since they performed very poorly on items when responses 
had to be generated creatively in English. 
• Home language might have had an effect because the majority of South 
v" African students surveyed did not have English as their mother tongue. 
• The students with English and/or Afrikaans as their mother tongues 
performed significantly better than those with other mother tongues. 
• No difference was found between boys' and girls' achievement scores. 
In other countries boys performed better than girls. 
• Students from the provinces of Free State, Gauteng, and K waZulu-
Natal performed better than students from other provinces. 
• South African students achieved relatively better in mathematics than 
in science. 
As stated in the first fmding of TIMSS above, the South African students did 
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use of actual everyday components (concrete apparatus, real life problems, etc.) 
may be important in learning science. 
The above study was repeated in 1999. The Third International Mathematics 
and Science Study-Repeat (TIMSS-R) in South Africa included 8141 Grade 8 
learners from 194 schools. In the executive summary by Howie (2001), it is 
stated that the results of this research were generalizable to each province as 
well as to the whole country. The questions central to this study were: 
• What are the students expected to learn? 
• Who provides the instruction? 
• How is instruction organised? 
• What have students learned? 
Data collected in this study was divided into three categories; 1- the curriculum; 
2- achievement; and 3- contextual data from principals, teachers and pupils. In 
the study, South African participants were exposed to questions that were 
specific to the South African context. 
In both science and mathematics, South African learners scored significantly 
below the international mean scores. Western Cape learners scored the highest 
among the provinces but this was still significantly below the international 
mean score. Some of the fmdings of this study are listed below: 
• Only 0.5% of South African Grade 8 students reached the international top 
10% benchmark. 
• The bottom 5% of South African Grade 8 high school students had a mean 
score of 53 out of 800. 
• The mean score of students from the Western Cape was significantly above 
the mean scores of othet provinces, but this was significantly below the 
international mean score. 
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• Although there was no significant difference between the overall science 
scores of boys and girls, significant differences were found in specific 
content areas: Earth Sciences and Physics. Boys scored 3% higher for Earth 
Sciences and 5% higher for Physics. 
• South African learners seemed to do better in the items that related to basic 
knowledge about the earth's features and human biology, and those they 
could relate to evetyday experiences. 
/. Learners had trouble with the interpretation of tables and graphic L----
representations. 
• The overall average of South African students decreased in both 
mathematics and science by three scale points compared with TIMSS in 
1995, which was not significant. 
• Internationally a major emphasis in science is given to knowing basic 
science facts and to understanding science concepts. However South Africa 
placed only a moderate emphasis on these aspects. 
• 45% of principals reported that lessons at their school were hampered by the 
shortage of instructional materials and 31% by inadequate space. 
/:' 38% of science teachers involved in this study had no formal qualifications 
in science. 
/' Only 26% of pupils spoke the language of the test as their first language and 
these performed better in both mathematics and science. 
• About half of the teachers did not feel competent in the content of either j 
~/ 
science or mathematics. 
As stated in the above findings, it seems important that learners be encouraged 
to make connections between school science and their evetyday experiences. In 
general South African learners scored significantly lower than their 
international counterparts. One of the implications of this result might be that 
the traditional "textbook and writing board only" approach to science and 
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mathematics teaching, learning and assessment be reconsidered to introduce 
new and innovative practices. 
Turner and Sullenger (1999:5-27) identified three competing movements for the 
reform of science teaching. They also analysed some of the deep assumptions 
about the relationship between research science, school sci~nce; and children's 
learning: They pointed out that science studies encouraged the belief that 
science education must be about science as well as being in science. They 
stated that science educators have been influenced by the literature of science 
studies. However, science educators have used the literature selectively, as one 
resource among many, choosing only one that fits their commitment, ignoring 
• 
other elements, and occasionally distancing themselves altogether. When 
required to use practical components, it is reported that the teachers usually 
may not involve their learners in actual practical work. This will tend to occur if 
they lack either the necessary resources or the required training. The fact that 
~8% of the science teachers involved in TIMSS-R ~y random selection had no 
formal qualifications in science may be the case for many other schools in 
South Africa. 
According to Turner and Sullenger (1999), the educational literature has often 
embodied the deep cultured tenet that science education succeeds best when it 
immerses students in the activities and methods of research. Educators must not 
• shrink from hard negotiation over what will count as an understanding of 
science or from their obligation to devise humane and socially responsible 
methods for promoting that understanding. Finally, they concluded that 
scientists need to be better informed about the educational debates over science 
teaching. Thus, in chapter 5 of the present study, the claims of Turner and 
Sullenger (1999) will be discussed more comprehensively in the light of the 
data collected and presented in the current investigation. 
• 
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2.6. Specific content areas of science teaching 
2.6.1 Electricity: cells, resistors, bulbs, current, voltage, wattage, circuits 
etc. 
In England, Black, Solomon and Stuart (1986:185) investigated the awareness 
of electricity of241 11-12 and 13-14 years old pupils, and they found that 61% 
of the 11-12 years old and 35% of the 13-14 year old pupils could mention the 
dangers of electricity. They concluded that the pupils created meaning for the 
scientific concepts through their personal daily lives. 
In the USA, Carter, Westbrook and Thompkins (1999) studied the use of 
scientific tools and equipment to mediate learning about circuits. They reported 
that the tools they believed would mediate learning did not. They interpreted 
this and stated that the tools were not selected from the zone of proximal 
development of students. They also observed that male group members tended 
to dominate equipment usage while girls were less likely to establish ownership 
of the laboratory materials. The familiarity of the learners with the apparatus 
used in the classroom was also an important issue. Thus it is important that the 
practicals that are used in science teaching be selected from the ones with which 
the learners have some familiarity. This present research therefore attempts to 
find out the degree of familiarity of the South African learners with the 
apparatus used in the practical items. 
An underlying idea that many learners bring with them at the beginning of 
formal studies is that there is a 'source' of electricity, the battery, and a 
'consumer' of electricity, the bulb (Shipstone, 1985: 35). Joshua (1984) found 
that learners rarely introduce the notion of potential difference in their 
discussions about electrical circuits. 
Hendricks (2001) reviewed the literature on the learning difficulties that 
learners encounter in electricity and drew the following conclusions: v 
v 
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J • Some students believe in the unipolar model. They regard only one tenninal 
of a battery as being active (Fredette and Lochhead, 1980; Jabin and Smith, 
1994). 
./ 
• Some students believe that current leaves the battery from both tenninals, 
moves around the circuit and clashes in the bulb, causing it to light up 
(Osborne, 1981; Jabin and Smith, 1994). 
• Some students believe current flows around a circuit in only one direction; 
and that current leaves the battery from one terminal and gradually becomes 
weakened as it moves along, so that the later components receive less 
(Shipstone, 1982; Jabin and Smith, 1994). 
• Some students propose that in a series circuit, current will be shared equally 
by all of the components (Shipstone, 1982). 
Regarding currents in branching circuits, popular alternative conceptions 
include the following: 
/ • Current flowing from a battery is constant and is not affected by changes in 
the external circuit (Stanton, 1990). 
• Current has no 'knowledge' of what lies ahead in a circuit. It follows a 
linear path around the circuit. It departs from the battery and then fIrst 
encounters one resistance before it encounters a second. In fact, some 
learners believe that current is 'used up' by various circuit components that 
it encounters along its path (Moodie, Bashe and Watson, 1995; Solomon, 
1980). This is often referred to as the consumer model. 
• Current will divide into two equal parts at a junction, regardless of the 
magnitudes of resistors in parallel that might be present beyond the junction 
(Stanton, 1989). 
Regarding voltages in circuits, learners: 
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• Find great difficulty in discriminating between current and voltage (Evans, 
1978). 
• Confuse cause-and-effect, believing that voltage is dependent on current 
flow, and cannot comprehend why a potential difference can be maintained 
over a gap in the circuit (Shipstone, 1985). 
In addition to these erroneous ideas, students tend to over-generalise simple 
electricity sample problems in physics texts and then apply these 
overgeneralizations to new complex problems with negative consequences. 
Stanton (1989) expresses the following concern directed at the impending 
danger of teaching students only special cases without infonning them that 
these are not the only cases that exist. The following excerpt is representative: 
The writer notes with concern that in the proposed new (South African) 
core syllabus, there is the suggestion that parallel circuits be restricted to 
special cases where the resistors are equal. (Stanton, 1989: 6) 
Extensive research by Evans (1978), Fredette and Lockhead (1980), Osborne 
(1981), Joshua (1984), Shipstone (1985), Stanton (1989) and Jabin and Smith 
(1994), among others, clearly indicates that the teaching of abstract concepts 
makes the topic of electricity a 'minefield' of alternative conceptions. Shipstone 
(1985), in his chapter on 'The alternative electrical concepts exhibited by young 
children', summarises the problem as follows: ~ 
Electricity is a difficult subject. Children are asked to reason in terms of 
abstract notions such as current, voltage and energy. They find it difficult 
to differentiate between the concepts in this subject area. (Ship stone, 
1985:33) 
As stated earlier, students' alternative conceptions have been shown to be very 
'; 
difficult to uproot. Gerace (1992) maintains that these notions are retained even 
after concerted efforts have been made to dislodge them. He advises that one 
needs to know about these alternative conceptions held by students before 
pointing out their flaws or inducing them to reformulate their world-view 
(Gerace, 1992: 30). 
• ~ ., 
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2.6.2 Mechanics 
Gilbert and Zylbersztajn (1985) studied the concepts of force and movement in 
tenns of interactions between scientists' science, curricular science, teachers' 
science and children's science. They divided the conceptions concerning force 
and movement historically into three major groups: the 'Aristotelian view'; 'the 
impetus theOI)"; and 'the inertial view'. They stated that the conceptions of 
students could be examined in tenns of these three perspectives. They argued 
that the sequence of presentation of the concepts of force and movement was 
based on assumptions which were warranted neither by the history of science 
nor by research on children's science. As a result of this, a superseded view on 
the nature of scientific knowledge was conveyed to the students. 
Gilbert, Watts and Osborne (1982: 65) stated that children's prior ideas had not 
been considered sufficiently in the development of the curricf. They 
presented three alternative approaches to curricula: / 
1- The blank minded tabula rasa assumption: which assumes that learners 
come to the classroom with a blank mind and the teacher fills everything 
into that blank mind. 
2- The teacher dominance assumption: when children bring their own ideas 
but the teacher changes these ideas through fonnal teaching, and the 
students change their views. 
3- The student dominance assumption: when children come with their own 
ideas which are sometimes resistant to change, and an interaction 
between the children's ideas and teachers' views occurs. 
The results of the present research might yield some evidence on the nature of 
fonnal science teaching that is happening at some schools. The practical items 
have been selected from the syllabus topics with which the participants would 
be familiar with, i.e. which have been taught to them in their science classes. 
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In South Africa, Enderstein and Spargo (1998) investigated the effect of the 
context in which questions in mechanics were exposed to students and the 
intuitive beliefs of students in the Western Cape and Transkei. They found that 
the context of a question has a clear effect on frequency of choosing different 
options in physically similar situations. They argued that the context of the 
situations used to explore the students' alternate conceptions about particular 
concepts in physics has very rarely been taken into account but it has great 
importance (p 725). Thus, in one of the practical activities to be investigated in 
the present study, shoes from different contexts (formal, soccer and running) 
will be introduced for item evaluation. 
One of the fmdings of Enderstein and Spargo's (1998) research was that 
students had problems in accepting the fact that a surface can exert a force on 
an object. They observed that students were more aware of the upward acting 
force when a human holding an object was involved. They suggested that 
teachers of physical science should study and observe the activities (games etc.) 
in which students involved during their early childhood and should include 
similar situations to demonstrate related concepts in physics. 
Galili and Bar (1992:63) stated that the relation between force exerted on a 
body and the nature of its movement is one of the fundamentals of any 
introductory physics course at any level. They argued that, although long 
discussions have taken place on the subject, it still remains a living problem in 
teaching physics. They stated that the "motion implies force" preconception is 
usually caused by the context of qualitative questions and by situations of non-
zero acceleration, especially when force and velocity are not parallel. 
Galili and Bar (1992) studied the understanding of force-motion relationships of 
high school and college students and pre-service teachers in a Technology 
Teachers College. They reported that pre-instructional high school students and 
the pre-service teachers had a high level (43% and 78% respectively) of pre-
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Newtonian views of force and motion. Pre-service teachers showed a higher 
rate of confidence with only 17% "don't know" answers. 
2.6.3 Optics 
Redish (2000) presented several fmdings about teaching optics and light. He 
stated that understanding images formed by mirrors and lenses is one of the 
topics with which learners usually have difficulties. He also reported that many 
students at university level do not understand basic issues with lenses. For 
example, some of the incorrect ideas that dominate the students' views about 
the real image of a bulb formed by a lens are: 1- removing the lens will make 
the image right side up (45%); 2- the image does not lie on the screen (75%); 
and 3- covering half a lens will block half of the real image (75%). He argued 
that, after mechanics, optics is an area of physics in which a great deal is known 
about what difficulties students have learning it. He also stated that modem 
research-based instructional methods have proven to be effective in teaching 
optics. 
Pompea and Stepp (1995) pointed out that everyone is affected by science in a 
modem world, therefore every citizen should be aware of scientific issues and 
have at least a basic understanding of scientific principles. They stated that 
optics is usually thought of as a senior or graduate-level class. They argued that 
optics is a very demonstrable topic and it can be taught in different ways at all 
grade levels. They added that the students must have an idea of optics before 
they are taught fundamental concepts and they must be given an opportunity to 
play with optics. They argued that many people think that a pair of binoculars 
or a camera is magic, because they have never seen the interior of these items of 
equipment and they cannot name their parts. 
2.6.4 Discussion 
After the findings of the current study on students' basic process skills in the 
topic areas electricity, magnetism, mechanics and optics have been presented in 
, 
• t 
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chapter 4, the discoveries made with the students in Cape Town will then be 
compared and contrasted with the earlier findings disseminated in the literature 
reviewed above, and linkages will be established where possible. 
2.7. Methods of teaching everyday science 
Mayoh and Knutton (1997:849) reported a classroom-based participant 
observation study of 103 science lessons which focused on the use of examples 
of out-of-school experiences by both teachers and pupils. They observed 103 
science lessons and noted and analysed 215 episodes of references to out-of-
school experiences. Talk with teacher was involved in 6golo of these episodes. 
By qualitatively analysing the data they identified twelve major themes: 
1. Referring to mass media. 
2. Referring to personal experience: telling stories. 
3. Referring to common out-of-school experiences. 
4. Referring to Wlcommon out-of-school experiences. 
5. Referring to common objects. 
6. Images from out-of-school experience. 
7. Referring to everyday knowledge. 
8. Referring to everyday words. 
9. Using analogies and metaphors based on everyday experience. 
10. Using everyday contexts for classroom activities. 
11. Developing skills for use in everyday life. 
12. Referring to industry. 
They concluded that the key to improving science teaching and learning was 
through raising the awareness of teachers of common practice in science 
classrooms and through encouraging teachers to reflect upon the everyday 
significance of their classroom actions and commWlication. 
As it can be observed easily from this list, teachers tended to use everyday 
experiences of learners during formal science teaching. This may imply that the 
teachers believed in the effect of bringing examples of everyday reality into the 
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classroom. Hence apparatus selected and used in the practical test items adopted 
in the present study, will be involved in most students' everyday lives. 
Cajas (1999) commented on the work of Mayoh and Knutten (1997) and 
interpreted their data. He stated that the relevance of fonnal science teaching to 
the learners' everyday lives has always been accepted as an important goal; 
however, it has rarely been studied. He pointed out that there was a lack of 
research in this area. The current study therefore emphasizes the involvement of 
learner' everyday experiences in fonnal teaching and records some of the 
incidental attitudes oflearners towards this phenomena. 
Carter, Westbrook and Thompkins (1999) reported the results of research which 
invoked a Vygotskian framework to examine students' use of science tools in a 
ninth-grade physical science classroom. They conducted the study in the 
context of a unit on electric circuits. Having analyzed the data through a 
framework of social cognition they made four claims: a) students who were 
able to verbally relate the tools to everyday experiences perceived themselves -
and were often perceived by their group - as tool experts; b) physically using 
the tools was a necessary prerequisite for using the tools as mediators of 
learning; c) boys initially dominated the use of tools; girls who demanded use 
of tools indicated an awareness of the importance of the tool usage for 
mediating understanding; and d) if the tools were outside their zones of 
proximal development, students could not use the tools to develop an 
understanding of the circuits. 
Hence, the participants in the present study will be allowed hands-on interaction 
with the actual apparatus provided so that it will give them a better opportunity 
to reflect on the concepts involved and the questions presented to them. 
Osborne (1997:61-66) suggested four alternative ways to teach science: 1) 
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sentences; and 4) false concept maps. He stated that improvements in science 
education are most likely to come from making an important distinction 
between doing science and learning science, the former being necessary to 
discover and establish new knowledge of the natural and living world. Osborne 
argued that practical work is only one strategy from an extended preparation of 
a science teacher. These two notions of doing science and learning science may 
be combined as "learning science through doing science". 
Whitelegg and Parry (1999:68-72) examined the issue of learning physics 
content, in the particular context of energy, through real life contexts. They 
introduced two projects, one from the UK and one from Australia. They 
emphasized the importance of selecting appropriate context and described it as 
vital. They also examined a variety of meanings of context-based learning and 
concluded that the term context-based learning describes many different 
approaches. Finally they pointed out that it must be a requirement of a context-
based learning programme that students are able to transfer learning concepts 
between contexts. 
Driver and Oldham (1986: 105) identified three theoretical developments which 
suggested the rethinking of teaching and learning science: the identification of 
children's ideas; the constructivist view of learning; and learning as conceptual 
change. 
These three points should be taken into consideration when new methods of 
teaching science are being developed. For certain practical items in the current· 
study, participants will be required to link their theoretical knowledge from the 
science classroom to their frrst-hand experiences in their everyday lives. 
During the 1990s one of the emergent trends predicted to impinge on 
developing countries was that technology would form a new focus of interest in 
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the curriculum, with an increasing emphasis on the skills needed to solve real 
life problems. 
In South Africa, Outcomes Based Education is currently being implemented in 
the schools, universities and technikons. In Curriculum 2005, Technology was 
named as one of eight learning areas, as well as Natural Sciences, Literature and 
Languages, Human and Social Sciences, Art, Mathematics, Life OrientMion 
and Economic and Management Sciences. Seven specific outcomes were 
adopted for the learning area Technology. These outcomes were listed as 









Understand and apply the technological process to solve probrems 
and satisfy needs and wants. 
Apply a range of technological knowledge and skills ethically and 
responsibility . 
Access, process and use data for technological purposes. 
Select and evaluate products and systems. 
Demonstrate an understanding of how different societies create and 
adapt technological solutions to particular problems. 
Demonstrate an understanding of the impact of technology. 
Demonstrate an understanding of how technology might re:Oect 
different biases and create responsible and ethical strategieE to 
address them. 
The following specific outcomes were adopted for the learning area Natural 
Sciences (Department of Education, Policy Document: Senior Phase, 1997:NS 
6): 
1. Use process skills to investigate phenomena related to the Natural 
Sciences. 
2. Demonstrate an understanding of concepts and principles, and 
acquired knowledge in the Natural Sciences. 
3. Apply scientific knowledge and skills to problems in innovative ways. 
4. Demonstrate an understanding of how scientific knowledge and siills 
contributes to the management, development and utilisation of natural 
and other resources. 
5. Use scientific knowledge and skills to support responsible decision-
making. 
6. Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the relationship 
between science and culture. 
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7. Demonstrate an understanding of the changing and contested nature of 
knowledge in the Natural Sciences. 
8. Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of ethical issues, bias and 
inequalities related to the Natural Sciences. 
9. Demonstrate an understanding of the interaction between the Natural 
Sciences and socio-economic development. 
Curriculum 2005 has been restructured recently and the changes that were made 
to Curriculum 2005 are presented in the latest released Revised National 
Curriculum Statement Draft (2001). Different from Curriculum 2005, the 
Learning Area Natural Sciences has been divided into four main strands and the 
nine learning outcomes of the learning area have been replaced with the 
following three outcomes (p 18):-
1. The learner is able to develop and use science process skills in a 
variety of settings. 
2. The learner is able to develop and apply scientific knowledge and 
understanding. 
3. The learner is able to gain an appreciation of the relationship and 
responsibilities between science and society. 
The four main strands into which the Natural Science Learning Area has been ,1/' 
divided are: 1- Life and living; 2- The Earth and beyond; 3- Matter and /" 
materials; and 4- Energy and change (p 17). 
Thus, in the present study, the practical test items will be classified according to 
the outcomes of learning Natural Science described in the latest revised Revised 
National Curriculum Statement Draft. 
2.S. Assessment in science teaching 
This section investigates several issues around assessment practices in science 
education. Champagne and Newell (1992:841) stated that American science 
students did not do well in the international comparisons on tests of scientific 
literacy. They blamed multiple choice type tests and their focus on isolated 
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and research questions for each task. Finally they concluded that assessment 
was a highly political process and a critical issue in today's education world. 
Therefore, when assessment is planned, the aim and the relevance of the 
assessment, content and method to the desired outcomes should be detennined. 
Sutherland and Peckham (1998:98) identified three characteristics of higher 
education in South Africa: 
• Large classes, 
• Disadvantaged learning backgrounds, and 
• Limited administrative assistance. 
They looked at the assessment practices and discussed different methods such 
as continuous assessment, computer aided assessment, collaborative 
assessment, use of assignment attachments and authentic aspirations in the light 
of the new South African Qualifications Authority (SAQA) Act. They stated 
that many students saw assessment as a discriminatory exercise rather than as 
an opportunity to enhance their skills and knowledge. The SAQA bulletin 
(1997: 100) stated that assessment must be a tool for learning. Therefore the 
practical items developed in this study may also be given to the students and 
subsequently they may be allowed subsequently to compare their ideas with the 
correct responses. In this way, they may have an opportunity to measure their 
own level and worth. 
Sutherland and Peckham (1998: 100) also stated that, if it is necessary to 
inculcate life long learning, the students must be trained to assess their own 
worth. 
They also compared the "traditional" and the "alternative" assessment 
paradigms suggested by SAQA and reproduced in Table 2.1. However, perhaps 
it could be argued that good teachers have always used aspects of both types of 
paradigm, so the distinction appears to be an artificial or contrived one. 
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Table 2.1: The traditional and alternative assessment paradigms. 
Traditional paradigm Alternative paradigm 
Summative focus (for grading) Formative focus (for learning) 
tal in nature Developmental in nature 
Focuses on content . Focuses on the learning process 
Teacher-led assessment Student-led assessment 
Separate from course design Perspective of the curriculum 
Isolated from learning process Integral part of the learning process 
Reliance on examinations Variety of methods 
Explicit criteria • 
Norm-referenced criteria Self-referenced or criterion-referenced criteria 
Over-ernphasis on memory and lower order of Emphasis on critical thinking and higher order thin..<i.ng 
thinking skills skills 
Encourages surface learning Encourages deep learning 
Decontextualised assessments Authentic assessment practices 
They concluded that, to maximize the positive effects of assessment, it would 
become necessary for some staff to review their assessment practices, and 
educators must acknowledge that assessment is based on human judgmen1 and 
not pretend that it is an accurate, rigorous, objective and scientific exercise. 
The principles of assessment in Outcomes Based Education are summarized 
under ten points in the Assessment Workbook published by the Western Cape 
Education Department (WeED) (May 2001:4): 
1- Assessment is transparent. 
2- Assessment is criterion-referenced. 
3- Assessment assists learners to reach their full potential. 
X 4- Assessment involves a shift away from learning as memorization. 
5- Assessment involves learners actively using relevant knowledge in re~-life 
contexts. 
6- Assessment is continuous. 
'f 7- Assessment focuses on knowledge, skills, attitudes and values and not only 
on the content. 
x 8- Assessment is diagnostic, enabling the teacher to monitor strengths and to 
address the needs of learners. 
;( 9- Assessment covers a wide spectrum oflearning activities and tasks. 
10-Assessment enables teachers to pace learners and to provide enrichment for 
fast learners. 
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The Learning Area Natural Sciences (NS) has been re-define~cently, and its 
/-
p~oses and ~pecific outcomes have been presented ~ the latest Revised 
National Cumculum Statement Draft (2001). The char~stics of the 
assessment in NS have been summarized as follows:-
1- Transparent, democratic, clearly focused and participatory. 
2- Integrated with teaching and learning. 
3- Based on pre-detennined criteria or standards. 
4- Integrated, in making use of integrated tasks and activities, and a variety of 
methods, tools, tecluriques and contexts in assessing learner's performance. 
S- Valid, reliable, fair, learner-paced and flexible enough to allow for expanded 
opportunities (p 73). 
It is stated that assessment in NS has two main purposes; to monitor the 
progress of learners and to facilitate learning so that they can reach their 
potential (p 74). 
It is observed from these statements that, in an OBE medium, assessment will 
not be a discriminatory process that is used to determine who passes and who 
fails, but it will be used as a tool to facilitate and stimulate learning. The new 
draft docwnent also encourages the learners to involve themselves in their 
assessment. 
Continuous Assessment is the assessment model that is recommended in the 
National Curriculum Statement Draft Document because it covers all OBE 
assessment principles. Continuous Assessment can be used for five purposes 
(pp 76-77): 
1- Baseline assessment: to establish what the learners already know. 
2- Diagnostic assessment: to find out about the nature and the causes of the 
learning difficulties experiences by learners. 
3- Formative assessment: to monitor and support the process oflearning. 
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4- Summative assessment: to provide an overall picture of the learner's 
progress at times when an overall progress report is needed. 
5- Systematic evaluation: to assess the education system at regular intervals, 
carried out at national level. 
The types of practical items used in this study could be widely utilized for the 
fIrst four purposes by changing the levels of the items. From each one of these 
items simpler and more complex items could be developed and used for 
different purposes. 
A cycle of planning of teaching and assessment is explained through a diagram 
in the Assessment Pack 1 by the Western Cape Education Department (2001:4). 
This cycle considers assessment as a tool that should reflect on the teaching and 
learning process. 
The national Senior CertifIcate Examinations Guidelines document (2001:3) 
stated that 30% of the Higher Grade (HG) and 15% of the Standard Grade (SG) 
examination in Physical Science should focus on application problems and their 
explanations. 
There has been a need for a complementary programme to be developed to 
. investigate the practical scientifIc literacy of the learners and teachers, across a 
wide range of topics in science. As a result of the lack of practical work, many 
learners have perceived school science as abstract and having no relation with 
practical life. 
Consequently, in the present study, a programme is being developed to assess 
the practical scientific literacy levels in selected areas of school-level physics in 
the South African context. 
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2.9. Teacher training and science practical work 
Bekalo and Welford (1999) reported their fmdings of a research study focused 
on teacher education. They studied the experiences of student-teachers' pre-
service science education regarding practical work in Ethiopia. They stated that 
secondary teacher education consists of a) academic courses and b) 
methodology courses. 
They reported that the traditional practical work was perceived by tutors and 
students as a set of routine activities for arriving at a pre-determined solution by 
following detailed instructions. Tasks involving more open-ended 
investigations were not observed during their survey. There was no practical 
activity observed in any of the sessions they visited. They quoted the opinions 
of a teacher-trainer who stated that they were pure physics, chemistry and 
biology graduates and they had not taken enough educational courses. 
They argued that teachers did not attempt to organize practical work in schools, 
even when there were conducive classroom settings and reasonable resources, 
because they did not know how to! Especially in the TIMSS-R (2001) results it 
has become obvious that South Africa is experiencing a problem of 
underqualified science and mathematics teachers. 
Bekalo and Welford (1999: 1307-1308) made recommendations regarding 
practical teacher training under five headings: 
1. A balance between the curriculwn .load and the credit given to 
academic and pedagogy courses. 
2. Broadening the scope of the practical work. They argued that the 
existing emphasis restricts the range of possible strategies available 
for promoting practical work. 
3. Emphasis on school curriculwn and settings. 
4. Examination and assessment: the current examination strategy does 
not test fully the scientific and pedagogical activities and skills. 
5. Enhancing the competence of educators. Teacher training institutions 
are required to review and develop their staff's specialism. 
.. 
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In South Africa similar problems might be expe~enced due to the current 
situation of teacher qualifications and training. One of the emerging issues in 
the new revised Curriculum 21 draft document is the training of the educators. 
Potenza (2001:4) presented a curriculum reform timeline in South Africa which 
showed that new training of teachers will start and continue in the near future. 
Also, very few science and mathematics teachers were over 40 years old, 
suggesting that many of the teachers may have been relatively inexperienced. 
Furthermore, South African education is experiencing problems in terms of 
inadequate teacher qualifications and low provision of educational aids (Howie, 
2001). In 2001, only 1% of black matriculants wrote the Higher Grade 
mathematics examination. 
The Minister 'of Arts, Culture Science and Technology, Dr. Ben Ngubane 
(2000), stated that Government does take science and mathematics seriously, 
and is committed to confronting the evidence derived from TIMSS-R and its 
implications. He stated that in South Africa there are too few researchers (0.72 
per 1000 members of each profession), and this is clearly the result of low 
intakes in science and engineering faculties at universities and technikons. 
President Thabo Mbeki (2000 and 2001) emphasised the centrality of 
mathematics and science as part of human resource development and stated: 
Special attention will need to be given to compelling evidence that the 
country (South Africa) has a critical shortage of mathematics, science 
and language teachers, and to the demands of the new information and 
communication technologies. (National Strategy for Mathematics, 
Science and Technology Education in General and Further Education 
and Training, 2001: 2). 
In the National Strategy for Mathematics, Science and Technology Education in 
General and Further Education and Training which was published by the 
Department of Education (2001:12), it is stated that the low level of output in • 
• 
~ , 
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science and mathematics has a direct impact on the system to produce qualified 
science and mathematics educators. It is reported that only 500/0 of mathematics 
and 420/0 of science teachers were professionally qualified in their fields. It is 
also reported that more then a third of mathematics, 450/0 of general science and 
40% of physical science teachers had less than two years of classroom teaching 
experience. 
2.10. Gender issues in science learning and achievement 
Keeves and Kotte (1996) reviewed sex differences in mean science 
achievement scores in ten countries. They summarized their patterns of fmdings 
not only in terms of age groups from 10 years to 18 years; but also within the 
major science fields of biology, chemistry, and physics. They concluded that 
clear differences in science achievement occurred between 10-year-old boys 
and 10-year-old girls; that these differences widened during the years of high 
school; and that they were greater in the physical sciences than in biology. 
The TIMSS-R (2001:14) results revealed that there were no significant 
differences South African between boys and girls on the overall achievements. 
However, significant differences were observed in two content areas; Earth 
Sciences and Physics. On physics, boys achieved 5% higher than girls. ~ 
In Nigeria, Erinosho (1994) recorded that some differences occurred between 
/ boys and girls in their performances in physics, chemistry and biology. For 
example, in physics, 58.60/0 of girls passed in contrast with 55.4% of boys. In 
chemistry, 50.5% of boys and 48.1% of girls passed. In biology, 64.2% and 
56.70/0 of boys and girls respectively passed. 
With few ~xceptions, boys have been found to outperform girls in science 
achievement measures (Walberg, 1967; Fleming and Malone, 1983; Erickson 
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and Erickson, 1984; Howie and Doody, 1989; Levin, Sabar and Libman 1991' , , 
and Young and Fraser, 1994). 
Keeves (1992) compared the results of the first and second lEA studies and 
suggested that, for a few countries, female students outperformed male 
students, particularly in the physical sciences, narrowing the gender differences 
in science achievement. 
Many studies have focused on attempting to explain the sex-related differences 
that have been found in science achievement. The attempts to explain the 
gender differences have centered on two opposing theoretical perspectives: 
biological causes and sociological causes of sex-related differences in science 
achievement. The sociological causes appear to have wider acceptance in the 
educational community. 
Among Nigerian chemistry students, gender differences were attributed to 
social attitudes, values, interests, aspirations and other cultural practices like 
socialization (Adigwe, 1992). 
Theorists favoring sociological explanations for gender differences in science 
achievement have frequently focused on the classroom process as a possible 
key to understanding the origins of gender differences in science achievement 
(Hacker, 1992). 
They suggested that gender differences in science achievement arose from 
differences in some factors associated with everyday out-of-school activities 
and classroom experiences (Kahle and Lakes, 1983; Johnson and Murphy, 
1984; Johnson, 1986; Hoffman, 1987; Haggerty, 1987). 
Weinburgh (1995) reviewed the literature between 1970 and 1991 to analyze 
gender differences in student attitudes towards science. Her findings suggested 
• 
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that males might have shown more positive attitudes than females toward 
science in the parallel differences in their science achievement. 
2.11. The intelligence theory of Franus, and scientific thought systems 
Franus (1992) identified five subsystems of thinking that will be used in this 
study to examine the practical task items. The practical tasks' perceived 
relevance to the subsystems of thinking will be discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. 
These subsystems of thinking are presented in Table 2.2 below. 
One of the purposes of the present investigation will be to gauge the extent to 
which his cognitive and technical subsystems of thinking might or might not 
accurately reflect the intellectual processes which occur during basic practical 
activities in science, based on the evidence gathered during the current study. 
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Table 2.2 Five subsystems of thinking after Franus (1992: 163) 
Cognitive Tecbnical Artistic Musical Literary 
Direction cognition of the objective Production of material Painting, sraphic 811, Instrumental or VO<:aI The ranges of belles 
reality objects whiclt have utilitarian sculpture music letters. 
value 
Leading Development ofa system The improvement of living Development of Development of thedevekqnnentof 
Idea of knowledge oonditions aesthetic culture musical culture humanity's general 
culture 
Kind of Scientific statements and Construction of material Picture, sculpture, Musical Prose, poetry 
creative theories objects and the refinement of architecture, decoration compositions 
product 
tecltnological processes 
Immediate cognition of truth Refmement to create the most Expression of an idea Creation of acoustic Creation of a 
aim advantageous, utilitarian using an artistic beauty and power of beautiful product form of a product resource and the current expression in sound through the best form 
concept of beauty to express the ideas. 
Function of Solution to curiosity and Facilitation oflife and work Excitation of aesthetic Excitation aesthetic The development of 
product interest, as well as the emotions and feelings. feelings a world-outlook, 
need for knowledge in imagination, feelings 
order to use it in practice and attitudes in 
readers. 
Dominant Word, verbal descriptions, Technical drawing. enriched The composition of Notes, music record Verbal language 
carrier of enriched by patterns, by verbal descriptions, forms and colours 
information 
symbols and drawings symbols and patterns 
Material The envirorunent world. Raw materials and semi- Special artistic Sounds Written and spoken 
substance nature, people, social manufactured goods accessories words. 
of action 
organisations 
Dominant lmaginative-conceptual Technical notions (of Images offorms and Acoustic images of Words and 
substance categories, scientific laws, materials., norms, operations), colours, images of sounds., melody imaginative-
of thinking 
theories, hypotheses, technical images (spatia~ rompositions, spatial mode, rhythm, conceptual constructs 
empirical data kinetic, constructive, images timbre, chords, from all areas oflue. 
operative), scientific rules percussion 
consonance, 
dissonance 
Thinking Strictness which is Mathematical precision The discretionary Discretion in the Deep, humanistic 
rigorous dependent upon problems aspects of choice of style of composition and generalised. composition, and means and instrumentation 
of expression 
Scale of Limited by level of Limited by scientific Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited 
freedom of knowledge available on cognition of natural laws, the 
creative 
the topic and resources state of technology, and the 
a vailable for researclt possibility of carrying it out 
action in practice (within economic, 
cultural, social restraints). 
Classification F cog F tech Fart Fmus Flit 
Symbols 
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2.12. The intelligence theory of Gardner, and scientific thought systems 
Gardner (1983) advocated his theory of "Multiple Intelligence" challenging a 
single numerical IQ score. According to Gardner, components of intelligence 
can be identified separately, and some people develop some types of 
intelligences more than the other types of intelligences. Gardner conceptualized 
the human potential and mapped out the human abilities into seven intelligences 
as follows: 
1. Linguistic Intelligence. Linguistic intelligence can be developed through a 
variety of ways such as brainstonning for ideas about a science concept and 
recording them, using a task or diagram to explore students' 
understandings, dialoging with the teacher, telling stories of scientists, 
debating scientific issues, writing research papers, canying out scientific 
discussions, and communicating science using proper vocabulary. 
Especially in the pilot stages of this research, Linguistic Intelligence will be 
involved when the participants are asked to discuss and critique the practical 
items among each other and to comment on the items either verbally or in 
writing. The participants will be required to communicate science thorough 
appropriate vocabulary. Therefore, if this kind of practice is utilized in a science 
class, it may contribute to the development of the learners' Linguistic 
Intelligence. 
2. Logical-Mathematical Intelligence. Those students who exhibit logical-
mathematical intelligence show interest in new developments in science, 
conduct "what if' experiments, give rational explanations for events, think 
on a more abstract and conceptual level and ask questions about how things 
work. They also like to conceptualize, think critically, measure, categorize, 
analyze and quantify. They enjoy engaging Socratic questioning. In this 
method the teacher does not talk at students; instead, he/she dialogues with 
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students to fmd out the students' optruons and beliefs about SCIence 
concepts. 
This kind of intelligence will be involved in physics practical items 1,2, 3,4, 5, 
7, 8 and 9, to be explained in chapter 3, when the current practical items may be 
, used to develop Logical-Mathematical Intelligence of science learners. With 
some revision and amendment of practical tasks this may be achieved more 
effectively. For example the learners may be given a related problem and they 
may be asked to work out the procedure and do the actual investigation (e.g. 
current at different points of a series circuit, etc.). 
3. Spatial Intelligence. Spatial Intelligence involves pictures and images in 
one's mind or in the external world. :rhe three dimensional structure of an 
atom may be an example for the pictures in one's mind. 
This intelligence will be involved in items 4, 5 and 6. In these items the 
participants will have to imagine the powers of the bulbs that are used at homes, 
and the power of the bulb of a refrigerator, etc. 
4. Bodily-Kinesthetic Intelligence. Bodily-Kinesthetic Intelligence involves 
hands-on experiments, and whole body movement. Hands-on science is an 
active process when the senses are brought into action. However it involves 
thinking as well. 
In all of the practical items, the participants will be required to handle and work 
with different types of apparatus. Therefore this kind of intelligence may have a 
strong relation to the practical test items used in this study. Again, the practical 
items may be used in different formats in order to achieve better outcomes 
depending on the context and the aim the exercise, (e.g. to let the students 
connect the ammeter; to let them connect the resistors to get different overall 
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resistances; to ask students to make different connections of cells; to ask 
students to obtain a real image of the window and to show it to the class, etc.) 
5. Musical Intelligence. Musical Intelligence may be developed in science by 
encouraging the students to write poems or songs by using scientific 
concepts; or by investigating the properties of sound using different musical 
instruments. 
6. Interpersonal Intelligence. Learning occurs through observing, listening 
and speaking. Thus it is a social phenomenon. Interpersonal relationships 
can be developed when the group members freely share their ideas about 
science concepts. Thus a science class may serve as a context in which to 
develop interpersonal communication skills. 
As in the case of Linguistic Intelligence, Interpersonal Intelligence will also be 
involved, especially during the pilot stages of this research. 
7. Intrapersonal Intelligence. Working together is critical in science but so is 
the work of the individual scientist. A scientist may produce a solution to an 
issue that has not been recognized by anybody yet. In a science class, 
allowing the students to explore their own ideas about a natural 
phenomenon may develop the intrapersonal skills of the students. In this 
way the students may be involved in self-assessment. 
In order to allow the development of Intrapersonal Intelligence, the students in 
science class may be allowed to perform these practical tasks and may be 
required to compare their responses with the expected ones. In this way the 
students will be able to assess themselves as well, which is one of the points 
that is emphasized by Outcomes-Based Education. 
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In this preliminary theoretical analysis of the items according to the Multiple 
Intelligence theory of Gardner, the intelligences numbered 2, 3, 4, and 7 appear 
to be strongly related to the current study. The intelligences numbered 1 and 6 
also appear to be involved in making the amendments and revisions of the 
fonnat of these practical test items. 
2.13. Chapter summary 
This chapter has presented and discussed a review of relevant literature in 
twelve sections. It examined the issues around science process skills which are 
playing an important role in the latest Revised National Curriculum Statement 
Draft and their analysis and assessment. The chapter discussed the notions of 
scientific and technological literacy and gave a summary of the studies on these 
fields. Research studies conducted in specific topic areas of physics were also 
presented, together with methods of teaching science in everyday contexts. 
Other issues discussed in this chapter included assessment practices in science 
teaching, the importance of teacher training, and gender issues in learning and 
teaching science. The theoretical inputs of various writers such as Solomon 
(1998), Gardner (1983), Franus (1992) and White (1998) have been introduced. 
CHAPTER 3 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
In this chapter the sample groups of respondents who took part in this research, 
the fonnat in which the research has been conducted, the practical test items 
used to collect the data, the nature of the data, and the methodology for 
processing and validating this data are described, explained and discussed. 
Fourteen derived null hypothesis are presented for subsequent testing in Chapter 
4. Ten core items containing 17 individual practical tasks are selected for 
inclusion in the final version of the compact programme after extensive field-
tes~ng and pruning. Their selection is justified in terms of the literature-derived 
criteria adopted in chapter 1, section 1.2, and in terms of their satisfactory item 
analysis parameters. 
3.1 The sample groups of respondents 
Twenty-nine geographically convenient and randomly available samples were 
involved in this study - eleven in phase 1, and 17 in phase 2. Testing occurred 
in educational institutions ranging from the most impoverished to the most 
affiuent, and the total number of respondents exceeded 300. Participants 
supplying feedback and suggestions included primary, secondary and tertiary 
level students, and also included science educators and academics attending 
national conferences at the University of Stellenbosch and the Peninsula 
Technikon, and participating in an international conference at the University of 
Port Elizabeth during the period of 1999 - 2001. 
The size, nature and characteristics of the sample groups were as follows: 
Sample 1: Four general and physical science teachers-in-training at the 
University of Cape Town who piloted an initial pool of 33 possible items. 
Sample 2: Five grade eleven physical science students at St. George's 
Grammar School who critiqued the same batch of 33 practical items. 
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Sample 3: Eight science and technology teachers and lecturers at University of 
the Western Cape who critiqued 12 more refined versions of the items. 
Sample 4: 14 grades 10-12 Xhosa speaking physical science students from a 
historically disadvantaged physical science class at Oscar Mpeta High School 
who wrote suggestions and comments on 18 of the items. 
Sample 5: 16 grades 5-7 science students at Lanner House Primary School, 
Worcester who participated in the trial of 21 of the more basic practical items 
and commented on them from their point of view. 
Sample 6: Seven science and technology education academics attending a 
Southern African Association for Research and Development in Higher 
Education (SAARDHE) conference at the Peninsula Technikon in June 1999. 
This sample group of participants critiqued, validated and classified the items 
according to the theories explained in Chapter 4. 
Sample 7: 24 grade 8-11 students, from different schools in the Western Cape, 
attending the annual Science EXPO held in the Education Building, University 
of Cape Town who trianed eight of the practical items in optics. 
Sample 8: Six Afrikaans speaking bilingual primary science and technology 
teachers-in-training at the University of Stellenbosch who critiqued, responded 
to and commented on different aspects of 34 trialled practical items. 
Sample 9: Eleven primary science and technology teachers-in-training at the 
University of Cape Town who evaluated and commented on the practical items. 
Sample 10: Four science and technology education lecturers at the University 
of Cape Town who critiqued and classified the practical items according to 
different theoretical frameworks. 
Sample 11: Nine science and technology education academics attending a 
Southern African Association for Research in Mathematics and Science 
Education conference held at University of Port Elizabeth in January 2000 who 
critiqued. validated and discussed the practical items in terms of their relevance 
to different learning theories of science. 
Sample 12: 29 Grade 8 learners at Camps Bay High School who responded to 
the final programme containing ten core practical items, (comprising 17 
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individual tasks), and who also commented on the nature, value and difficulty 
of the items. 
Sample 13: 17 Grade 10 biology only students at Camps Bay High School who 
responded to the final core of ten practical items, and who commented on the 
nature, value and difficulty of the items. 
Sample 14: 18 Grade 11 biology only students at Camps Bay High School who 
responded to the final core of ten practical items, and who commented On the 
nature, value and difficulty of the items. 
Sample 15: 15 Grade 12 biology only students at Camps Bay High School who 
responded to the final core of ten practical items, and who commented on the 
nature, value and difficulty of the items. 
Sample 16: 15 Grade 12 science students at Camps Bay High School who 
responded to the fmal core of ten practical items, and who commented on the 
nature, value and difficulty of the items. 
Sample 17: 28 Grade 10 Xhosa-speaking physical science students at Masiyile 
High School who responded to the final core of ten practical items, and who 
commented on the nature, value and difficulty of the items. 
Sample 18: 26 Grade 11 Xhosa-speaking physical science students at Masiyile 
High School who responded to the fmal core of ten practical items, and who 
commented on the nature, value and difficulty of the items. 
Sample 19: 32 Grade 12 Xhosa-speaking physical science students at Masiyile 
High School who responded to the fmal core of ten practical items, and who 
commented on the nature, value and difficulty of the items. 
Sample 20: 19 Grade 10 physical science students at Livingstone High School 
who responded to the fmal core of ten practical items, and who commented on 
the nature, value and difficulty of the items. 
Sample 21: 29 Grade 12 physical science students at Livingstone High School 
who responded to the fmal core of ten practical items, and who commented on 
the nature, value and difficulty of the items. 
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Sample 22: Nine Science teachers-in-training at the University of Cape Town 
who responded to the fmal core of ten practical items, and who commented on 
the nature, value and difficulty of the items. 
Sample 23: 23 Primary school teachers-in-training, receiving science education 
classes who responded to the final core of ten practical items, and who 
commented on the nature, value and difficulty of the items. 
Sample 24: 19 Grade 9 general science students at Star International High 
School who responded to the fmal core of ten practical items, and who 
commented on the nature, value and difficulty of the items. 
Sample 25: 10 Grade 10 physical science students at Star International High 
School who responded to the fmal core of ten practical items, and who 
commented on the nature, value and difficulty of the items. 
Sample 26: 7 Grade 10 biology students at Star International High School who 
responded to the fmal core of ten practical items, and who commented on the 
nature, value and difficulty of the items. 
Sample 27: 19 Grade 11 male learners at Islamia High School who responded 
to the fmal ten of core practical items, and who commented on the nature, value 
and difficulty of the items. 
Sample 28: 19 Grade 11 female learners at Islamia High School who responded 
to the fmal core of ten practical items, and who commented on the nature, value 
and difficulty of the items. 
3.2 Research Methodology 
3.2.1 Survey research method 
Initially, willing and available sample groups of participants were randomly 
selected to collect data for the research. This involved choosing or inviting 
respondents from geographically most convenient institutions within a radius of 
100 kilometers. After this, more purposive sampling was implemented to 
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include participants at all Icveb of MlCI(H..'COOomIC sta tus and educallonal 
background, as depicted tn liJustl1llloo 1 I 
lllustratlOll J I ~ nllurc orthe •• : pan~ i.II the rcsean:h Slucly Iphue I .nd phMc: 2). p-ooptd 















3.2.2 AdminislratioD of the praf ticallest ilfms 
In this study. Instead of engagmg the more tnl(huona] papcr-and-pencll type of 
assessment Items. a compact programme of core pracucaJ assessment Items In 
high school was developed and used to collect the data. Laugksch and Sparg<> 
( 1996127). \'oho developed pap«-and-pencil types of test Items to measur-! 
scientific hterac-y. also stated thaI II .... as no longer fashionable to advocate th'! 
use of paper-anC-peocll types of asse-SJ'IlcnL and then::fore new assessmem 
StnlteSics should :)C used 
In Imp1ementlOg these ncw. untutored practical actl1,-1ues, actual Items of 
apparatus were phYSically p-esent. together Wi th 'Hltten lOS\nlct lons. and the 
partiCipants .... ere mVllrd 10 IUtempt to employ process skills to answer cacb 
question by handhng, explonng and examining these Items of apparatus. Eacb 
• 
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item's slalion was presented on a mounted display with a black paper 
background, as shown in the photographs in Figures 3. 10 to 3. 10 describ:d In 
the nexl section. 
Usually a large room was required for the administranon of these lIems, 
because each Item had to be presented separately. and each dIsplay occupied an 
area of roughly half a square meter Because the partIcipants also required ~ pace 
10 work with each ilem. a fairly large area was sought for the administrallon of 
the test , such as a school hall in some instances. 
3.2 .3 Initial and finnl selection of th e core 1len15 and pruclic!ll ae th 'ities 
The practical test items were selected frOm the baSIC comcnt of the chapters or 
standard South African school science school tcxtbooks such ~s Brink and 
Jones (2000) PhYSical Scicncc Grades 10-12: van Zy1. Craul , Meyer. ~Iuller, 
Spies. and van Hane (1999). Physical SClimee Grade 11-12, STudy Hnd ~13ster 
The optics items. for example were selected because thcy appear in the Grade 9 
and 10 physical science syllabi. However optics is not in\'ol\'ed in the final year 
(matriculation) syllabus, so some senior classroom educators do not necess .lri ly 
co\'er the chapters on optics \\, Ith senior classes. Ne\'enheless. the pl1lC1ical 
items included in this study are usually covered during school science leaching 
al different grade le\'els, at dlfferenllcvels of complexity and difficulty 
1lIIllally. 33 pracheal Items and aCU\'lues IHrc developed The worc.tng. 
apparalUs IU1d prescntauon fOrnlal of these Items unden\ent Ilume:ous 
mo(hficatlons through l'llfIOUS pilot mals. as reponed below 111 seClion 3.4 
In phase I. sample groups. numbers I to II hsted above, were in\'ol\"(~d in these 
pilol trials. The items were progrcssh'ely modified in their contenl and \Iordmg. 
accordmg to the reeel\'cd responses and eommelll5. In phase 2. for the I.l.rge 
data colleclton. ulnmately only len of these 33 lIems \\ere chosen for the mass 
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data collection with the subsequent groups of panicipants, namely, samples 
groups numbers 12 to 28. The fina l core often basic items, emphasizing pl"3cess 
skills, comprised a t01ll1 of 17 mdividual activi ties, and fomled the compact 
version of the practical programme adopted for phase 2 mass testing. In 
accordance wi th the sdet:tion criteria adoptcd in chapler I (section 1.2), Table 
3. I records how well each practical ilem matches the 200 I science curriculum 
criteria, as agreed upon by consensus of a panel of four experienced SClelice 
educalOfS. 
Took 3 1 n.: Rn t$ld N~tion:al Cumculum SUI.menl Df:lft (200 L lllt~SS $lnlL~ !C~lcd bj [lie «.mpact 
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2· Sh .... , , , 
J. Mapdl , , , , , , , , 
4. I.IW>' aIoba ''''''1*'' .... , , , , , 
J. Llalu ,lobo .. ,," .. lion , , , , , , , 
II- c"n """b,"~",,"s , , , , , 
,. ildUW\<C ooku"," _ , , , , 
... Cun",,' ,."..jln, """ 
0$11"",100<1 
, , , , • , 
9· M3(.hlllll m""", ""Po" , • , 
to- """II< '" len"" , , , , , , 
Table ] 2 also records how well the compact practical programme as a \\holt. 
In its final form, meets the criteria advoc8led by the National Draft Re\lSed 
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Cumculum Statement (2001 "4;7;10;14-1 6), in the consensus judgment of SIX 
expcnenced teache~ of physical science - three Arrikaans-English bilingual. 
one Turkish-English mlmgual. and two whose prime language IS English. The 
teachers/judges rated the relevance of the practical tasks to the process skills on 
a scale of 0 (nOt relevant) to 3 (highly relevant). 
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Table 1 2 The <;OnitllSU5 '\N' of.;.- e.\fICrleno;ed ICIIchcl'5 <:L ithool KicI1Cl: 01\ 110 .... ell lile COfI1p1K1 
pIOSl1lmnx. II a ,"'hole. mttIS !he cnttru .a.v;:,ltd by tIoe 2001 l\n-lJI:d NahO<L>I Curr rulum 
Sll lenxm OraJI 
The cnlcna for test Ilem conSlruCllon SCI out by Ebel ( 1972) and by Maf;hall 
and Hales ( 1971) requi re mcasurCUIClllS of Ihe reliablhlY. difficult)'. 
discnmlOlltion Ilnd specific II) of ellch p.1nicular activity task, in order 10 Jusuf) 
or suppon the inclusu)rl of each item to the final compact program~ of 
prachcal work Howe\'er, because the relevant coefficients and indIces would be 
better derived from larger scale testing, rather than from pilot lfial results, these 
measured criteria advocated by Ebel and b) iI,·larshail and Hales will be 
calculated and pre.ellted in Chapler 4, as pan of the results of the in\,esllga.;on 
At that pollIl stronger e\idence WIll be aViUJable (such as Cronbaeh alpha 
coefficients) with whIch to justify the final selettion of the ten core pmctlcal 
itcms for the compact versIon of lllc e .... perimcntal programmc 
Other rea50M for limIting the content of the compact progmmme. and for 
se1ccung these particular ten core items on which to focu5 were : 8) In the jllot 
mals the palllcular HCIlV1!les prodllced a wide range of scores. b) sInce the 
administration of the test had to occur during the restricted normal work 
programmes of the various insti tutions viSltt:d. only a limited penod of ume 
could be allocated for the admmistration of items and for the data coilcl.tlon 
with each group of respondents; c) the feasibtlll), of attempting 10 mal1agt the 
proeessing of a large amount of quaillalive data obtalllcd from more than 300 
respondents suggested thai the numbcr of mcluded actIVIties be pmned. and d} 
these particular items emphasized process skills 
The presentation. formal and \\ording of IheSt' ten core Items also undCf"\\tnt a 
final re\1sion after lIl-depth dISCUSSIon \\llh a panel of tlghl e~penenced 
kcrurers and scu.'nce educator.>, some of \\ hom \\ere in\"olved In eadler snges 
of the rtseareh (sample 3) 
The len core items (eompflSmg 17 mdlviduallasks) fmall) selected for mass 
testmg III phase 2. arc presented In FIgures 3 110 3. 10 bela\\', together .\lIh 
photographs of the apparatus used E ... amples from the remamder of the 
available pool of 33 exploratory Items arc attached and depIcted III Appendl'( 2 
You are given a measunng cylinder 
and a solid object. Measure the 
volume of the object by using the 
measuring cylinder you have. \\ nte 
down the value:: you found on the 
ans", e::r she::et. 
FigJ~ 3 I ,.\ measuring CylllldcT and a solid obJcct. 
hem1 
Examine the three shoes 
Choose the one thai applies the 
most pressure on the floor \\hen 
the same person wcars 11 
Figure J 2. ~. fonn al shoe. a soccer boot and a snca\"er 
Item :!-
Look at the magnels and lhe 
compass Usc lhe compass 10 
tdenllfy lhe NOr/h 1'011, of each 
magnet 
Figure 3.3 A compass ~nd three magnets With different shapes 
Ite m 4 
E.""mine Ihe mo hghl globes (60W and 
IOOW). 
a-Indicate the one which will be 
cheaper TO usc when swiTched on 
(i e. I'ohich will result in a 100000er 
elcctricity bill) 
b-Indicalc the one \\hich will glow 
brighter than the other "hen 
sl'o;lched on 
Figure 3 4 T Jo.O lighl globes 100 walt and 60 wall 
Item 5 
Read the mformJuOIl 00 the light globe 
(3 8V 0 3.'\) If the hght globe has a lX"'er 
of I \\<In (J S' O h.IWan). appro~lImtell 
hen, m:u1! of these light globe~ "ould Sl'~ 
the s:l1TlC bnghlncss as the hght sJob·~ on 
}OUJ refngerator'/ (You can think ofille Ight 
bulb In lour room 300 1he SIZC of your J(()fT1. 
and compare them wilh a JCfng~l1llor) 
Figure 3.5 />. tiny light globe and an objective eyepIece 10 use while reading Ihe 
informauon 0:1 the ligm globe. 
h cm 6 
Examine the four differcnt arrangem"nts 
of cells (plus to minus, minus to minus, 
plus to plus etc) and Ihc bulb 
Indlcatc Ihe one orlhe four 
combinations thai will allow the bulb 10 
glow for Ihe longeST pcnod when 
connecled to Ihc bulb 
Figure J 6 F')l.lr diftctent arrangements of cells (+ 10 -, - to -'. - 10 + and IWO cells 
;n parallel) anj a light lulb wllh twO wires 
YOII an:: given a ClrCUi! thll.l m voh 1:$ three 
re$ISumces each of 10 n and [he cell s \...(oJ.: 
lU the CIrcUIt c:arcli.Jll}. and .rudy !he "",> 
[he mIston arc eoonected (~IYS, par:l!kl 
de 1 Wollo; out !he o' eraU ( total) re$~ct 
of llle Clrewt. You ClJl died )"our 11tSVoe'" 
by IllI2nS of the n:adl"i you SIX" on !he 
~cr 
Figure: 3.7. A clrcutt mvohi ng (wo resisiors In p.1rallcl and a tlmd onc ttl 
serics with t.lt'm; they an: alto~cther connccted to two cclls 
Itl'"m 8 
l..ook II th': ClrcUI' I,,"(:n 
a· IndJealc 1M dHttllClQ or .be COO"I:f[' ICInaj 
cum'N ... '" lh~ lbe (1=11 ( .. "", 
from lbe • pole: ofl"" ce[1s o' T,,"~flh dlf ' 
pok: of."" oells) 
1;>- R.nd doe ,-aI"", of lhe CUITt"llI al Ihc am'.elc. 
"h,,,I, iJ IOInl.b.ough poim A 
c- Gucss ho ... much cum:m goes .hrough pOInl 
B 
Figurc 3.8. A cIrculI thBllilIIoh cs fWO cclls in SCTl e$ wl lh two bulbs and an 





• . . 
" J . 
, . . 
,,~, , , 
\ . ..... 
You are proVIded wllh m,rrors labelcJ 
1.2 and 3 Examine them and match 1 "It' 
numbers to lhe types of concave:. CQn ... e." 
and plane on lhe .OSller sheet 
Figurc 3 9 A plane, a COOCill\'C and I convc~ mIrror 
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Look It the double COIIClve lern and 
double con~ex lens Byobservltion, 
indiCite the lens that can give )'OU a real 
Image of the window 
Figure 1 10 A double concave and a double conve)!. lens 
3.3 Ditta collection sheets 
3.3.1 The qua uTitn lin' data coli l"Clion 
93 
A special ~ nswer sheet, reproduced In Figure 3. 11 , was developed for the 
collec tion of Ihe quanTiTaTive da ta. Half of the space on this sheeT \\as allocaTed 
fo r Ihe ans" ers \0 Ihe pracltcal test items, and the o ther half was assigned for 
eolleellng data on Ihc past e)lperiences and Ihe anribules of panlclpants, sue h as 
Thei r familiar;l) wilh Ihe apparatus used 
In The firsl half oflh ls ans\\er shC'ct. a space \\as provided for the parhcipam:s TO 
Wille oo\\n Ihelr respo~s to each task. Depending on lhe T} pes of responses 
expecTed from the partIcipanTs, the format of these spaccs vaned In quesllons 
\\here the participants \\e re f(Qulred 10 make measurements (c g to (eeoT(. the 
\olume of a plcce of stone) or read a measurtng lDstrument (e.g. an ammeter), 
blank spaces wcre provided so Iltallhe pantcipants could write thelT answer. (to 
items I, 6, 7, 8b and 8(:) For the other tasks the partIcipants \\ere require d 10 
exammc Ihe apparatus and to tId: the relevant boxes on the answer s~ ee ls 
(lIen15 2, 3, 4,.5, 8a. 9 and 10) 
On the second half of the page a Ils\ of apparalus used in Ihe qucs tions was 
provided m table form The PllrtlClpantS \\ere asked to mdicme \\hether 01 not 
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they had handled these objects at home, at school or both. The participants were 
required to tick the relevant options for each item of apparatus on this page, i.e. 
there were three boxes for each item of apparatus labeled "home", "school" and 
"never". 
For the purpose of processing the data collected on this part of the answer sheet, 
the tenns "home familiarity", "school familiarity", and "overall familiarity" 
were used to classify the participants' backgrounds according to their previous 
experience with the apparatus. For the participants, "home familiarity" meant 
that the participant had handled a particular item of apparatus at home; "school 
familiarity" meant that the participant had handled the apparatus at school; and 
the "overall familiarity" meant that the participant had handled the apparatus 
both at home and at school. 
Excluding the pilot trials, a substantial amount of quantitative data was 
subsequently collected in phase 2, on the now fmal and stabilized programme, 
using 340 participants in Cape Town during 2001 in 16 sessions. The duration 
of each session varied, depending on the size of the group. Because all 
participants were required to answer the questions individually, only ten 
participants at a time were allowed to work their way through the programme of 
ten core activities. No person-to-person discussion was pennitted during these 
sessions. Each person spent an average of 15-20 minutes on the ten tasks in 
phase 2. 
Figure 3.11 Answer Sheet 





c=JShoe c:::=JSoccer boot c=J Sneaker 
Tick the north pole of 
each magnet 





Away from the + terminal 
of the cells 
c=JTowards the + terminal 
of the cells 
b-
c=JConcave c=JPlane c=JConvex 
c=Jconcave c=Jconvex 
Indicate which apparatus you 












Lenses I magnifying glass 
Male I Female 
At home At school Never 
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3.3.2 The qualitative data collection 
The qualitative data was also collected by means of an open-ended question 
presented on a separate page (Figure 3.12) and attached to the respondent's 
answer sheet. After the participants had completed the practical activity 
programme, they were asked to comment on their experiences with the items. 
The respondents reflected on individual tasks as well as on the compact 
programme as a whole. They were also asked to offer their opinions on the 
nature of the work, and on having this kind of practice in their classrooms. 
The studies were conducted by the researcher, and the participants were 
observed while they were proceeding through the practical activities. During 
some sessions of the pilot studies the conversations of participants were also 
recorded by an audio recorder. Samples of the audio-captured data appear in 
Appendix 3. 
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Comments: 
You have gone through a practical test experience. Please give your opinions and feelings 
about this kind of practice. Did you find it difficult? Should/can it be used in lessons? Shotid 
it be left out of classroom practice? 
.............................................. ~ ..................... ~~.~~ ............................. . 
Figure 3.12. The comment sheet 
97 
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3.4 Pilot trial refinements during phase 1 
Pilot studies in phase 1 were conducted with conveniently available random 
samples on eleven different occasions; for example, during visits to schools, on 
schools' science days, at science expositions, during seminars, at science and 
technology education conferences etc., with diverse groups of participants. As 
mentioned in section 3.1, among these participants, were primary, secondary 
and tertiary level students, teachers in training, science education academics and 
science educators. Altogether, more than 400 written comments and suggestions 
were received during the eleven pilot trials. Examples and summaries of these 
comments are included in Chapters 4 and 5 and are reproduced as photocopies 
in Appendix 4. 
Pilot trial no. 1 
In the fust pilot trial the science teachers-in-training critiqued the items in great 
detail for 60 minutes. They showed that some of the instructions for the tasks 
were not clearly worded or they contained faulty apparatus. According to the 
respondents, six of the items required re-wording, and for four items the 
working of the apparatus itself needed to be checked. Some examples of the re-
wording appear in detail in Appendix 5: 
Pilot trial no. 2 
This detailed critique, using five intrinsically motivated grade 12 physical 
science students at a private co-educational grammar school, lasted for 1.5 
hours. From the point of view of the development of the materials themselves, 
the outcome of the second pilot study was that the apparatus of two items 
(numbered 7 and 11) of the 33 triaIled items was modified or amended. 
Otherwise all the other materials and activities received a high degree of 
approval and endorsement by the five students. 
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Pilot trial no. 3 
With experienced science and technology educators and lecturers at the 
University of the Western Cape, the aim was not to attempt to derive the 
physics answers from the participating attendants. The purpose of the practical 
evaluation was to obtain a consensus validation of the literary expression cf the 
re-worded items, one by one, and to gather suggestions for improving the 
acceptability of the whole programme. Comments raised by the attendants 
during the discussion session are discussed in detail in the next chapter. 
Pilot trial no.4 
The fourth evaluation of the materials, that had already been modified three 
times, occurred for 45 minutes with English second language (ESL) high school 
physical science students whose primary language is Xhosa. 
As a result of the students' responses and comments and suggestions, wordings 
of some of the practical items underwent another revision. For example, the 
initial wording of item 3 was, " What is the smallest weight that this scare can 
measure?" It was re-worded as, "What fraction of a newton can this scale 
measure?" Initially Item 9 asked the participants to identify a magnet with 
opposite polarity, but the participants had difficulty in understanding the 
instruction. Therefore it was revised, and it subsequently asked the participants 
to identify the north pole of the magnet. 
Pilot trial no. 5 
This study, lasting two hours, was conducted using only 21 elementary items 
and activities with primary school children aged 10-13 years. It was sur:nised 
that even some members of the general public might also have attained only a 
basic everyday literacy in science and technology at a primary schoolle'\:el, so 
feedback was sought from younger children as well. Therefore only the simple 
tasks were used. The first aim of this study was to record what kind of reaction 
the primary school pupils would give to such an exploratory activity, while 
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introducing them to a little practical work as part of their normal elementary 
science and technology lessons. The primary school students, who were in 
grades 5-7, said they enjoyed handling the apparatus such as mirrors, lenses, 
simple circuits, burning the bulbs, etc. This study was conducted during. a 
formally time-tabled, structured science day organised by their school. The 
verbal and written responses of the children indicated that they valued the 
experience and learned new science and technology skills and subject content 
(as indicated in their comments recorded in attached Appendices 3 and 4). 
Pilot trial no. 6 
Seven science and technology education academics participated actively in this 
study during a national higher education conference. The attendants evaluated 
the practical items in optics by consensus, and they classified the activities 
successfully according to the themes and categories of Solomon, Lock and OBE 
which were presented to them on cards of different colors (Appendix 6). 
Pilot trial no. 7 
This study was administered during a regionally organized science expo, in 
which talented school pupils from different schools exhibited their projects and 
competed with each other, at the University of Cape Town. The vohmteer 
participants, who were science enthusiasts in grades 8-11, evaluated eight items 
on optics in detail. 
Pilot trial no. 8 
The eighth pilot trial was conducted at the University of Stellenbosch with 
primary science and technology teachers-in-training and academics. Their 
overall impression on the programme of 33 refined items was strongly 
encouraging, expressing the wish that it be extended to wider samples and 
enlarged. The detailed evaluation of the tasks took 45 minutes, and all the 
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participants urged and requested that the programme be repeated with their 
other classes of students in the near future. 
Pilot trial no. 9 
This pilot trial was administered at the University of Cape Town, with eleven 
primary science and technology teachers-in-training. They evaluated all the 
items in writing and responded to them, and they also made further small 
comments on different tasks. It was concluded that the structure, format, 
working and relevance of each item were now clear and acceptable. 
Pilot trial no. 10 
The tenth study involved four science and technology education lecturers at the 
University of Cape Town. The attendants also classified six of the items 
according to the presented details of three theories: those of Specific Outcomes, 
Franus and Lock on cards of different colours; and they reached consensus. 
Pilot trial no. 11 
Nine academics participated in this last pilot trial during an international 
conference of Southern African researchers in mathematics and science 
education. They evaluated sample tasks from different topics, and gave further 
comments on individual items and on the programme in general, as recorded in 
Appendix 7. 
Various participants described the most serious shortcomings of the practical 
tasks and their materials in the early phases as follows: 
• Some of the instructions were ambiguous and misleading, 
• Some items of apparatus were not clear, 
• The answer sheet was incomplete and not well-prepared, 
• During the administration of the test at the early stages the number of 
participants in one group was too large, 
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• Some signs and symbols that the students were not familiar with were 
used without explanation (e.g. n ), and 
• Some items lacked a focus outcome. 
This investigation was conducted mostly with science classes. It would be 
interesting to fmd out how the students who are not taking up science would 
react to this kind of activities. 
3.5 Treatment of the data collected 
The proposed method of treatment of the quantitative and qualitative raw data is 
described in this section. 
3.5.1 Treatment of the quantitative data 
The marks allocated to each task varied from item to item. The whole test 
totalled 25 scale points. For the tasks in which the participants were required to 
write down the result of a measurement, marks were scored for stating the units 
of measurements, and for the way of expressing the units (e.g. when writing 
"cm3 ", the location or position of the number "3" in expressing unit of volume 
also counted for marks). 
The items were scored as follows: -
Item 1. The task was worth of 3 scale points: 1 mark was allocated for the 
correct numerical value of the volume, 1 mark for the unit and 1 mark for the 
notation of expressing "cube". 
Item 2. The task counted 1 mark. 
Item 3. The task counted 3 marks: 1 mark was awarded for the correct 
identification of each magnet. 
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Item 4. The task counted 2 marks: 1 mark was allocated for part 'a' and 1 mark 
for part 'b'. 
Item 5. The task counted 1 mark. 
Item 6. The task counted 3 marks. In this question the participants were 
required to estimate number of tiny bulbs. The evaluation of the responses in 
this item depended on how close the participant's response was to 15, which 
was accepted to be the correct answer. 3 marks were awarded if the response 
was 14-16, 2 marks were awarded if the response was 10-13 or 17-20, and 1 
mark was awarded if the response was 5-9 or 21-25. No mark was awarded for 
the responses that were not between 5 and 25. 
Item 7. The item counted 2 marks: 1 mark was awarded for the numerical value 
of the resistance and 1 mark was awarded for the unit. 
Item 8. The item counted 6 marks: 1 mark was allocated for part 'a'. For parts 
'b' and 'c', 1 mark was awarded for the numerical value of the current in each 
part, 1 mark was awarded for the unit of the current, and 1 mark was awarded if 
the participant gave the same answer to parts 'b' and 'c'. The reason for this 
was that current in a series circuit is the same at every point of the circuit. 
. Therefore, if a respondent gave the same value for both parts, even if the value 
was wrong, 1 mark was awarded. 
Item 9. The item counted 3 marks: 1 mark was awarded for each mirror 
identified correctly. 
Item 10. The item counted 1 mark, awarded for choosing the correct lens. 
To prepare the quantitative data for subsequent statistical analysis, the total 
scores on the test as a whole (25 marks), as well as item by item, will be 
obtained for various grouping arrangements (such as male/female; English fITst 
language/second language; etc.). 
The answers collected from the participants will be entered into the computer 
by the researcher to store for the statistical analysis. Data will be stored by 
Microsoft Excel, the computer software that enables the user to record data on 
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spreadsheets. When entering the data into the computer on "the familiarity of 
the participants with the apparatus used in the practical items", numerical values 
will be used to be able to utilise this data for statistical purposes, i.e. 1 point 
allocated for each degree of familiarity of a participant with a given item of 
apparatus. If a participant handled a particular piece of apparatus both at home 
and school he/she will be given 2 points. The data stored in Excel will be then 
transferred to another software package, Statistica, to perfonn the statistical 
analyses. 
The proposed method of quantitative analysis will involve calculations of 
indices of difficulty and discrimination for each item; calculation of means, 
standard deviations, and alpha coefficients for the total achievement scores of 
various samples; and use of chi-square and t-tests for comparisons of the 
participants' responses; etc. 
3.5.2 The qualitative data: proposed methods of treatment and analysis 
The responses given by the participants to the open-ended question will be 
reflected on and summarized. An attempt will be made to develop analytical 
questions, and to classify the responses using emerging categories, themes, 
patterns, perspectives, relationships and indicators, and to identify the' 
conceptual and substantive issues embedded in the responses. 
The suggestions made by the participants, during both the pilot studies and the 
mass study, will be analysed. Possible conclusions will be drawn and 
recommendations made. The observed interactions of the participants, both with 
the items and among each other (during pilot studies) will also be reported. 
3.6 Null Hypotheses 
The following 14 null hypotheses will be tested in phase 2: -
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Null hypothesis la: Overall achievement of308 secondary and 32 tertiary level 
students on the compact programme of 17 activities. 
Ho1a. There will be no significant difference between the total achievement 
scores of the secondary students and the tertiary level students. 
Null hypothesis lb: Achievements of secondary and tertiary level students on 
individual task items. 
Ho1b. There will be no significant differences between the achievement scores 
of the high school students and the tertiary level students on each one of the 17 
individual tasks comprising the ten basic items. 
Null hypothesis 2a: Overall achievement scores of the 157 males and 172 
females. 
Ho2a. There will be no significant difference between the total achievement 
scores of the 157 male and 172 female participants. 
Null hypothesis 2b: Achievement scores of males and females on individual 
items. 
Ho2b. There will be no significant differences between the achievement scores 
of the males and females on each one of the 17 individual tasks comprising the 
ten items. 
Null hypothesis 3: Overall achievement scores of students from diffirent 
grades. 
Ho3. There will be no significant differences between the total achievement 
scores of the high school students from each different grade level. 
Null hypothesis 4: Involvement of particular topiCS in the matriculation 
syllabus and the achievements of participants on these items. 
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Ho4. There will be no significant difference between the high school students' 
achievement percentages on those items that are involved in the matriculation 
syllabus and on those items that are not. 
Null hypothesis 5a: Overall achievement scores of participants according to 
their English proficiency levels. 
Ho5a. There will be no significant difference between the total achievement 
scores of participants who are English first language speakers and those who are 
not. 
Null hypothesis 5b: Achievements of participants according to their English 
proficiency levels on individual tasks. 
Ho5b. There will be no significant differences between the achievement scores 
of participants who are English first language speakers and those who are not, 
on each one of the 17 individual task items. 
Null hypothesis 6a: Overall achievement scores of participants and their 
schools/institutions. 
Ho6a. There will be no significant differences between the total achievement 
scores of the groups of participants classified according to their 
schools/institutions 
Null hypothesis 6b: The participants' schools/institutions and their 
achievement scores on individual tasks. 
Ho6b. There will be no significant differences between the achievement scores 
of participants from different schools on individual tasks. 
Null hypothesis 7a: Correlation between scores of overall achievement and 
"home familiarity" scores. 
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H07a. There will be no significant correlation between the total achievement 
scores of participants and their scores for total home familiarity with the 
apparatus. 
Null hypothesis 7b: Correlation between scores of overall achievement and 
"school familiarity" scores. 
H07b. There will be no significant correlation between the total achievement 
scores of participants and their scores for total school familiarity with the 
apparatus. 
Null hypothesis. 7c: Correlation between scores of overall achievement and 
"overall familiarity" scores. 
H07c. There will be no significant correlation between the total achievement 
scores of participants and their scores for total overall familiarity with the 
apparatus. 
Null hypothesis 8: Correlations between participants' achievement scores on 
individual items and their "extent of familiarity" with the apparatus used in 
particular items 
HoS. For individual items, there will be no significant correlation between the 
achievement scores of participants and their "extent of familiarity" with the 
apparatus that was used in the particular item. 
3.7 Chapter summary 
This chapter has introduced the samples engaged in the study, the systematic 
refmement of the research instruments, and the methodology in which the study 
was conducted. The hypotheses to be tested, and the methods of processing the 
qualitative and quantitative data have also been explained. Details of the 17 
individual tasks finally adopted for use in phase 2 of the investigation have also 
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been presented, and the selection of these tasks has been justified in tenns of the 
specified criteria adopted in section 1.2 of Chapter 1. 
The results and fmdings of the study will now be presented in Chapter 4. 
CHAPTER 4 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
In this chapter, the results and fmdings are presented in five sections. 
Sections A to C report the mass findings obtained for phase 2 of the 
investigation, when a total of 340 participants from a wide range of 
backgrounds (samples 12 to 28) were tested over a period of six months on the 
compact programme of exploratory practical activities in basic physical science. 
This programme comprises ten core items containing a total of 17 individual 
performance tasks requiring the demonstration of science process skills. 
Section A presents the basic statistical properties and parameters of the compact 
programme as a whole, as well as item by item, using the raw data obtained 
from the 340 respondents, in unrefmed form. Statistical analyses are then 
performed on the raw data to detect and possibly discard any clearly defective 
items or activities. If necessary, a refmed or statistically improved form of the 
performance scores on the compact programme will then be obtained for use in 
subsequent hypothesis testing. 
Section B presents the quantitative findings of the research in which the 
hypotheses are tested statistically, and the results are analyzed and displayed 
through various tables and graphs. 
Section C sets out the qualitative fmdings. It analyses, summarizes and reflects 
on the responses of the 340 participants to the open-ended question (Figure 3.12 
The comment sheet). It attempts to develop analytical questions and to classify 
the responses using emerging themes, categories, patterns, relationships, 
indicators and perspectives. It also seeks to identify important conceptual and 
substantive issues embedded in the responses. 
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Section D reports the results obtained when juries of f~ur to eight experienced 
professional science educators from two universities attempt to establis~ the 
extent to which each one of the 17 individual practical task items is congruent 
with (i.e. is in harmony with, matches and is relevant to) the theories, criteria 
and classification schemes of science practical work advocated by F::-anus 
(1992), Gardner (1983), White (1988), Solomon (1998), Kapenda et aL (2001), 
Race (1997), Lock (1990) and OBE (Revised National Curriculum Statement 
Draft,2001). 
Finally, in section E, the fmdings recorded in Sections A to D are used to 
synthesise and present the evidence showing the extent to which the fmal 
version of the compact programme of practical activites meets and satisfies the 
13 standard criteria for test item construction prescribed by Ebel (1972~ and 
Marshall and Hales (1971), such as efficiency, specificity, fairness, difficulty, 
directedness and so on. 
4.1 Section A: The compact programme: its basic statistical properties 
and parameters 
Table 4.1 records the means, standard deviations and a-coefficients for the 
individual practical tasks obtained with n=340 participants, and also for the test 
as a whole, i.e. a=0.58. According to Prof. M. B. Ogunniyi (penonal 
communication, 13th October 2000), "The reliability of practical test items is 
customarily uncertain". When Harlen (1999:139) examined science process 
skills and their assessment, he pointed out that the validity of the instrument is 
more important than its reliability. Thus, an alpha-coefficient of 0.58 for this 
compact programme as a whole is not unsatisfactory. Removal of three 
activities, namely items 2, 3B and 5, however, would improve the coefIlCient 
cronbach alpha to 0.65. 
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Table 4.1 Parameters and statistical properties of the final ten core items (consisting of 17 individual 
tasks), 'comprising the compact programme of apparatus-based practical activites in basic physical 
science for a combined sample ofn=340 test participants in phase 2 of the investigation 
Items/acti vities n Mean SD Max. Cronbach alphas 
1. Displacement volwne 340 1.82 1.31 3 -
I 
~. Shoe pressure 340 0.55 0.50 1 -
,3A. Magnet A 340 0.41 0.49 1 
3B.MagnetB 340 0.52 0.50 1 0.48 
3C. Magnet C 340 0.46 0.50 1 
~A. Electricity: light globe cost 340 0.95 0.22 1 r 
~B. Electricity: Light globe brightness I 340 I 0.94 0.24 1 0.12 
5. Electricity: Refrigerator light 340 0.73 0.93 3 
6. Electricity: duration 340 0.28 0.45 1 
0.50 
7. Electricity: resistance 340 0.55 0.67 3 
SA. Electricity: current direction 340 0.68 0.47 1 I 0.61 
SB. Electricity: Ammeter reading 340 0.37 I 0.63 2 
SC. Electricity: Current estimation 340 0.53 0.83 3 
~ght Con",v. mirror 340 0.64 0.48 1 
ight: Convex mirror 340 0.61 0,49 1 0.85 
0.67 
ight: Plane mirror 340 0.79 0.40 1 
10. Light: Lens image 340 024fOA"3 1 -
rr otal score 340 11.06 3.91 25 0.58 
Table 4.2 explains how the Cronbach alpha coefficient for the test as a whole 
would be altered (marginally) by the removal of individual items. However, 
since deletion of items 2, 3B and 5 from the compact programme will have only 
slight effect on the total reliability, all 17 activities will be retained for the next 
stage of the analysis of the participants' scores. However hypotheses involving 
the unreliable activities 2, 3B and 5 taken individually, will be treated very 
cautiously. 
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Table ..J J prt~IS the ,tem analysI5 for all 17 aCIIV11lC:S In terms of their 
acceptable 1('\ ('15 of difficulty. and III Itnns of the lT abll it), to dlscn mlllate 
between high and low achievers on the compact programme as II \\hole 
To calculate the difficulty and the discrimination mdices of the item. the 
method descnbed by Ebel ( 1912.384) has been used Ebel suggested takmg the 
upper and lower 27"0 of the achlc\'crs 011 the .!2!.l!! test to perform the 
calculations of the individual ile.' m dillicuhy and dlscnmmatlon mdlces In this 
research STUdy 27" 0 of the 30\0 paOlClpanlS is 92 pnnlcipanls. so the 
achievements of the' top 92 paT1.cipams hal e been compared \\Ith those o f the 
bottom 9 2 pIlJ1 ICI P.lI11S. Item b } tlem 
Table ~ 1 he,u ,m.,h 1011 Indas 0( d,fficulll and d,scnmlll.1tIon 
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~ " " " " .. , ''" " (I 2~ 
" " '" " .. '" , og " 'J 12 
'" " '00 .. " In '" " 1111 ,
" '" " " " ~ , • UN • " '" , " '" ~ m .' '" , " no , ,n .' ~,S 1 " '" " " ~, .j.I I ~11 In '" " "" 
" " .. " '" " '" " '" ~ " .. , '" '"' " ~ , " Il II .. " ., " '" " '" " lin 
'" " .~ . " ~" 1 '" 'II ~ " o .~ 
~ ~ , n " 2-11 .. ~~ I " '" 
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In Tabll' 4 J , the fomlllla for calculatlOg the lIem difficulty mdC'lt is 
d: (92 - 92) -(NU ->- /l'L) ~ 100 
(92"92) I 
If the calculated diffieuhy Index is less than IS·~ for a panicuhv lIem. then thaI 
Item is adjudged to be too easy A diffitulty mdex c)(ceedmg 85'. suggcSIS thaI 
the Item IS 100 hard. 
The fonnula for calculating tIle indl')!: of d iscrimination. In this IIISlanee, IS 
n: (NI ' - NL) 
" 
Indices of dl5cnminallon are Interpreted as follows 
[) ·0 50 excellent. 
a 50>0 >0 40 \cry good, 
0.39>0>0.30 good, 
029>0>0.20 f.1tr 
Table 4 3 Justifies the retent ion of the quened 1\em 2: shoe prt'.)SUN! Its index of 
discnrnination (0.40) is very good. and its difficulty level (53.8°0) IS close to the 
ideal of 0.50%. 
Table 4.3 also Justi fies the retention of the queried IIem 5 electric/I) 
refrigeraTOr hulb. Its d.scnmmallOn mdcx (0.39) .s also good. and ils difficulty 
len' l (68.5':0) .s also acceptable. 
However, act.\,!) 38 maw,!:' B .s not only of dub.ous rehab.ht) . II also falls 
completely 10 dlscnmmale bct\\een lugh lind 10\\ ac1I1C\'crs on tile eompacl 
pro~'flUT1me as it whole. Ho\\ eve r liS le,'el of difficulty (47.3~'.) 15 almoslldeal 
Lastly. aCIl\llty 4- light globes IS perhaps tOO easy. while activity 6 eirclrIC'll) 
Jural/ull ornl OCII1>11) and acthuy 10: /em III/age are weak dlSCnnllllalors. 
However. the main overall finding and wndusion ansmg from the results 
presented 111 Tables 4. 1 104,3 is that all 17 practical task items will be 
provisionally retained in Ihe compact programme for the next stallstieal 
analyses, because although several items are not entirely ideal in all the 
desirable aspects sought. they do have identifiable strengths. 
Also, Figure 4.1 on page 112 depicts a near·normal distribution of scores 011 the 
prognlllll1le as 3 whole by the diverse sample of n= 340 pm1icipants This IS 
plc(lsing, since bimodal distnbutlons tend to occur \\i th teacher-made tests. 
unless the items are mailed and carefully refined, so this common mistake has 
been avoided in the fomlUlation and compilallon of the compact pracHcal 
programme. 
4.2 Seelion 8 : Prlosentat ion of the q uantitative fin dings: hypothesis 
tes ting 
III tlus section the total progranune scores and indivIdual item scores of 
different groups of partic ipallIs are eomllared quantit aT ively ac,ordi llg to 
various independent variables such as gender, home language, geographical 
area from wluch the panicipants came, elc The phase 2 programme's 
populatIOn compnses N-"340 partlclpal1[s, separated in to various judiclow> 
samples according to the nature o( [he independent van able selected 
4.2.1 ,\ cademic lel'el ofsehoolli nsti tut ion as an independent va riable 
I/(}/a. Orual/ achiCI'emcnl of JOR .\'ccolldary and 31 tertiary le,'el swdellfs on 
IlIc ClJmpucl programme of / 7 acti"itin 
Null hypolheSlS la states "That 1111.'1'1.' Will be no Significant d ifference betweel1 
the total achie\ement scores of the secondary students and Ihe tertiary lel el 
students" Null hypothesis In is refnted, The findings presented in Table" 4 
show that the mean achievement score (out of 25) of the 32 lert lary 11.'\1.'1 
participants is 15.97, whereas tile mean achievement score of the 308 second:tT) 
le\el participants is only 10.55. The difference is statisticall} significant. As 
expected, the tertm!) samplc has a beller level of process skIlls In SClcnce than 
the secondaJ) school sample It is suggested lhat the compact programme nlight 
be a useful measure of level of process slo.:111 tlo:\"e1opmo:nl but lhl5 cannot be 
I:UlIdUlkd sim:c E lIglt ~!t bel'pull laugullgc Il rufi";ICIIL}, 11m}' ~bu bc 1I nt<:\Ut 
reducmg perfonnance achrel'ement 
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Table 4 4 A comparison of rile 100ai achic'~luenl (CSt scores or 1"" =mial)' t .... ·cI C'OIlp and tile: 
teruary 11:\..:1 group _ ... , Tcnilll}' aroup 
otoll..t T"'al Ln1 
" '" " '" - -" , " , W. 1()_Sl 1.61 " lH1 '" ." no ,000·' •• p<O.OI 
• • • • • 
r------~':~:-~·~':-:~·:~:~:'~~:.:::'-::-:·:: .. :....----------~ 
i : 
• • • • • .. 
" 
I/o/b. Aclliel'ements of ucondary Il/Id tertiary le l'!!1 swdellfs on indi"itillld 
fu.\"k item.\" 
Null hypothesis Ib states: ··That there will be no signifkam qifTcrcnces between 
the acluevement scores of tile high school students and the [enial)' level 
students on each on~ of the 17 individual tasks comprising Ihe len basic items" 
taken individually. The findings presented in Table 4.5 show that significant 
differences OCCLlr between the achievement scores of the participams from the 
two different institutional levels on items I, 2, 3A, SA, SB, se, 9A, and 98. 
Thus, null hypothesis I-Io lb is refuted for those eight test activities. 
Note: Because the distributions of the scores for individual items aTe skewed. 
the chi-square lest has been used, rather than t-tests. 
Table ~ 5 Compansoni of ICortS of ~ and Icrt ... ') bel p::ll00paoU on 'nd'nd .... 1 ,ICIlU 
TcnUl')- pq>(rJl) "''''-... ,- '" ,- '" ,". , , , ~ ~ , , ... "~ I .~ 
" 
, ... ~.~ .~ .~ ~ , 
* 'o'ii-f-* , -¥,; +.;-, , Ei- "'- ~ '" ." o~ , , 
~ -Hi- I~ ~ -" , ., , "" .n ~ , ~ , 
I ~ 11 _ 
~ " 
, ... "" .n 17~8 , 
-7.!-.. , on ." n .11 ~ ,~ 
~"' 
4.2.2 Gender as an independent \'flrillbh.' 
flQZa. O,'eralladlie,'ement scores v/ tile /57 m"le.1 "ml 171/emales 
Null hypoth!:5 ls 2a states' "That there "II! be no slgrHticant difference bct\\ een 
thc lotal achi!:\"ement scorcs of lhe 157 male and 172 fcmalt pal1lClpanb" The 
findings prC'sC'ntcd In Table 4 6 sll()\\ that thiS hypothesIs 15 tenable (1 t IS nOt 
reJectcd). The mcan tOlal aehic\·cmcnl SCOTC' of the I!n malc pamClpilnlS IS 
J090. "hlch IS not slgmficallll) different from the mean tOIlt! achlc\cment 
score of II 27 for the 172 female pal1lclpanlS. 
Fm'I.1lc fI""'P M.te ""'" 
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llo2b. A chicl'emellt scores of mules ulldfeltluJe.~ 011 indil'idl/u/ ilems 
Null hypothesis 2b states: "Thm there will be no significant differences bet\\cen 
the achievement scores of lhe males lind femal t s on each one of the 11 
IIldividuallasks compn sing the ten items". The find mgs presented III Table 4.7 
show that thIS hypothesIs IS rejected for items 2 li nd 10, but tenable for the other 
practicallasks. However. Ihis isolated finding may be spurious. smce item 2 has 
dubious reliability. 
Tobie ~ 7 ComP'l"sons oft"," :>clUe"> ernent scm"s of ",,,1<:5 ~nd feo.ales 00 md" ,dU.111tc11l5 . 
1'emale poup In-1721 M, I" IIOOP (n~l S7 ) 
11<111 nO .~, " M"," ..,,"" • "'- " ;;;- , , '" 
'" () ~71 '" m ", o Ql l ' --+,- 0'" OW o 4~7 OW 'V '"' II ~ 9 " O.~5J "" 093. W '" , "'" O~ , , , o~, .% "'" 0 .. '" 11 .8 l) ~9 , 
, om ",,' "" '" '" OS I 0·13 , 
" 0424 O~ 0) 11 -iii- 1* ~ , 
" ~ 
, 
o ~71 ,,~ '" 1 J ) 'I 12 
~ 
, 
"' ~ "" --"-""'- " -"C 'II • ' I~""j 
4.2.3 Grade !el'e! oflhe Illirliciliants as an indel~ndent variable 
1103, Ol'erull u"hiew:ment scorl!!J,' o[!ml/lent.lIrom dif[erem grades 
Null hypothesIs 3 Slates - Thal lhere \\111 be 110 significant differences bel"eell 
the lotal aehlel'emen! scores of the high school snldcnts from each differt"nt 
SlfIde lew'" The fi lldtngs presented 111 Table " 8 show that th is nul! hypothesis 
IS reJt""Cled for elgi11 combtnallons of grade levels, StX of I'hleh lIl\ohe the 
len llll) sample 
Table ~ . Comparn<lM bc:I"~ till: IOI:lllOSI acblCl"m;:nl swtc:s (01)1 of HI of parudp.~n1 pwps al 
d,ITc'e .... Jlr:w:Ic: k\cls 
, , 
" 
No Sign i lieanl dl fferellces arc found bel" eell tht· follo\\ 109 smde leI e 1 plli ri 
Bel\\ ccn Grade 8 Hnd GrAdes 9 to 12, 
bell'een GrHdl' 9 Hnd GlAdes 1010 12, and 
between Grnde I I nnd Grndc 12 
,-' ____ ______ -"21 
-1 .2.4 The test items' specified inclusion in the matriculation syllabus as 3n 
indepcndcnI \'ariablc 
Table 4.9 presents the mean scores obtained for items I (0 10 by Ih (" sample of 
n 30R secondary level pan icipanls 
Table ~ 9 S"m,n;,!'\ 1ol • .'.llihCl ror ,he perfoflll.1n.., on eacb a f ;u;,nlS I 10 II) II!- lbe ~" le\d 
population of '08 p.)n 'C'p.1011 
The lIems numbc~d 1. 2. 9 and ]0 (hlghliglned cells) are not mcnlloncd 
speClficall) In the marncuiahon syllabus of the Westen! Cape blucation 
Depa11mcnl The specIfied Items numbered 3, 4. 5, 6, 7 and 8 li re mcludcd 
dU'f"Ctl) 111 the matncuhmon S} !labus. 
Table" 10 prcscrllS a comparison of the 101al IlCrfOnn8n ce scores of the 3-1 0 
paniclpolilS on these IwO I)pcs of Items. (' lIher ullspeclfied in the s)llabus or 
mcludcd In the syllabus (specltied) 
"C"h=.,p""'C4C'P~,~,~~~""'.""i,." .... ""d"'''''''''CI,C"O'C'=f",R"'~~"'"",--_______________ -,122 
Table ~ 10 Too.' penorn",',e!iCOl'C5 of {no lO~ p:lnoe'p.mIS on si_, unspecIfIed nen" and Lofl elC\'on 
specIfIed lIemS. ""h rdor<:nec (O ,he nlalfLculailOll \) Ilabu, 
'=' '"= " />1...,(%) '" {·'-01"" ~ , 1~2*9A·9B..gc·l0 """""r, ,. ,,~ \141 
Spcc,fi«l ,~ ,,~ 
.~ ". 038 ro. 4SSB 
Null hypothci is 4 sta tes. "Thal lhere .... mlle no significant difference Lx:twccn 
the Il1gh school s1Udcms' adllc\'cmcnt percrntages on those lIems Ihl are 
in\'olved in lilt matn .. ulation syllabus and on those Items thai are not" 
1104 IS supponcd The resu lts pre,cnted In Table 4 10 show that there IS no 
sIgnificant difference between Ihe \olal pcrfommnce scores of particIpants on 
those specified Hems that arc illcluded III m:nnculalion and the unspecified 
items Ihal are not included. The mean achlevcmenl of 57.40% on the !Ierr..s Ihal 
are l10t l11Vol\ed in Ihe matriculalion syllabus is nOI sigl1 ificam ly higher titan the 
meau achievelllem of 45.58% on Ihe Items that are specifically invoh-ed In 
matneulalloll syllabus. The lack of slatislieal significance is due to Ihe high 
val ues oflhe ,1andard deviations oflhe test scores . 
.... 2.5 Englis h rrofic i enl'~' ~ ! 'H' independent ... ' riable 
11050. OW' rolf ochie" cmcnl .,core.~ of pOrlidpollt~ on'ordillg /(I thdr EII,::Ii.~1I 
proficiellcy lel",/.\' 
Null hypotheSIS 5a states: "Th~t there will be 110 significllnl difference hem'een 
the total achlevemem scores of pamcipams who arc Enghsh First langJage 
speakers and i) lleS who arc not" The Fi nd ings presented III Table 4 I I rejecilins 
null hypothesis The mean total aChH.'vemenl score for all English firSllangi lage 
participants is 12 42 whereas the mean achievement s<;o re for all Engltsh sec-and 
language part clpams 15 only 8 8 L The difference in underachievement is hlghl) 
sIgnlfic3m (r-9.20. df"338; p<O.OI) 
,CA~",~",,',4~P""oreom. .  '";"""".w,,"",""~")"·."·."'"f"R"'~~~1"" ,-__________________________ -,123 
T3blc ~ I J TI", 111131 achlC\~lI1I'"t tal SCOmi of p.1n1t1p.lnl$ dMi,flcd Koord,nG 10 tl",,, En&"" , 
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Figure 4 1 $hows the frequencies of I Olallchi~·l'menl scores of English firs! language 
panicipants and English sewlld language participants. Figure 4.3 also prestnn the 
distributions of 10lal achie .... emem scores of English first and 5e1:ond language 
participants However, it distinguishes between tWO 1)'PtS of Engli$h second languase 
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The null h}1}oihem 5b SUItes' "Thal there wi ll be no significant differences 
between the achievement scort's of partielpanls who arc English first language 
speakers and "ho are nO', on each one of the 17 indlvidualt3sk Items" The 
findmgs presenled in Table 41 2 sho" tim! this nu ll hypothcsis is lcn~ble (i.e. is 
not rejected) for items 3A. 3C, 4A. 411. and 10 but is rejected for items I. 2. 3B. 
5. 6.7, SA. SI1. SC, 9A, 911 and 9C. English first language JHIrtlclparllS achle\ed 
significuntly higher mean seol'es dlllU English second language parllclpants 011 
itcms I, 2, 6,7. SB. 8(', 9A and 913, but on tasks m, 5. SA and 9C the Enghsh 
$Ccond language participants .scored higher 
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Table 4.12 Comparison of scores of English first language (nl) and English second language speaking participants 
(n2) on each item individually. 
Chi·square 
nl n2 M. SDI M2 S~ df value P 
1. Displacement volwne 212 128 2.36 1.04 0.91 1.22 338 86.77 0.000" 
2. Shoe pressure 212 125 0.60 0.49 0.46 0.50 335 5.93 0.015-
3A. Magnet A 212 128 0.42 0.49 0.38 0.49 338 0.31 0.58 
3B. MagnetB 212 128 0.46 0.50 0.50 338 6.03 0.014· 
!3C. Magnet C 212 128 O. 0.50 338 0.23 0.63 
14A. Electricity: light globe 212 128 0.95 0.94 0.24 338 0.13 0.72 cost 
I4B. Electricity: Light 212 128 0.95 0.93 0.26 338 0.21 0.64 !globe brightness 
5. Electricity: Refrigerator 212 128 0.65 0.50 0.88 0.50 338 20.50 0.000" ight 
. Electricity: duration 212 128 2.24 0.21 0.95 0.24 338 14.50 0.000" 
Electricity: resistance 212 128 0.73 0,22 0,24 0.26 338 41.00 0,000·· 
8A. Electricity: current 212 128 0,73 0,95 1.40 0,87 338 5,60 0.026· direction 
8B. Electricity: Ammeter 212 128 0.45 0.44 0.23 0.46 338 5.00 0.000·· reading 
8C, Electricity: Current 212 128 0,69 0.70 0,27 O. 17,73 0.000" estimation 
9A. Light: Concave mirror 212 128 0,92 0,27 0.49 19.62 0,000" 
9B. Light: Convex mirror 212 128 0.74 0.70 O. 0.46 3 00 0.000" 
9C. Light: Plane ~ 128 0.92 0.92 1. 0.55 338 56.48 0.000" 
10. Light: Lens image 212 128 0,23 0.44 O. 0.50 338 0.28 0.60 . 
• p<0.0, •• p<0.01 
4.2.6 The participants' schools/institutions as an independent variable 
H06a. Overall achievement scores of participants and their 
schoolslinstitutions. 
The null hypothesis 6a states: "That there will be no significant differences 
between the total achievement scores of the groups of participants classified 
according to their schools/institutions". The findings presented in Table 4.13 
show that this null hypothesis is rejected. The mean scores range from a low of 
7.53 for school 30 to a high of 15.97 for school 40. Only school 10 and school 
50 have comparable mean scores. 
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Table 4.13 Comparison of total achievements of different schools 
School nl n2 MI SD1 M2 SD2 t-value df p 
10 vs. 20 98 48 10.91 3.42 11.98 1.54 -2.07 144.0 0.041· 
01' 98 86 10.91 3.42 7.53 2.66 7.39 182.0 0.000" .v 
98 32 10.91 3.42 15.97 3.25 -7.35 128.0 0.000" 
10 vs. 50 98 34 10.91 3.42 3.45 0.43 130.0 0.671 
10 vs. 60 98 42 10.91 3.42 14.21 2.75 -5.54 138.0 0.000·· 
20 vs. 30 48 86 11.98 1.54 8 2.66 10.62 132.0 0.000·· 
20 VS. 40 48 32 11.98 1.54 15.97 3.25 -7.38 78.0 0.000" 
20 vs. 50 48 34 11.98 10.62 3.45 2.42 SO.O 0.018· 
20 vs. 60 48 42 11.98 1.54 14.21 2.75 -4.84 88.0 o.ooo .. ! 
30 vs. 40 86 32 7.53 2.66 15.97 3.25 -14.40 116.0 0.000" 
30 vs. 50 86 34 7.53 2.66 10.62 3.45 -5.24 118.0 O. 
30 VS. 60 86 42 7.53 2.66 14.21 2.75 -13.20 126.0 0.000" 
40 VS. 50 32 
~ 
3.25 10.62 3.45 6.48 64.0 0.000·· 
40 VS. 60 32 
42 10.6: 
3.25 14.21 2.75 2.52 72.0 0.014· 
50 VS. 60 34 3.45 14.21 2.75 -5.07 74.0 0.000" 
-" p<0.0.) ** p<0.01 
School 40 achieved significantly higher total scores than all the other schools, 
except for school 60. 
Ho6b. The participants' schoolslinstitutions and their achievement scores on 
individual tasks 
Null hypothesis 6b states: "That there will be no significant differences between 
the achievement scores of participants from different schools on individual 
tasks". This null hypothesis is partially rejected. For example, for item 3 Table 
4.14 shows no significant differences between some pairs of schools, but 
significant achievement difference between other pairs of schools. 
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Table 4.14 Comparisons of schools/institutions on item 3 (magnet pole) 
Task School nl n2 MI SD1 M2. I S~ t-value df p 
10 vs. 20 98 48 0.42 0.50 0.48 0.50 -0.69 l 144 0.490 
10 vs. 30 98 86 I 0.42 0.50 0.29 0.46 1.81 182 0.072 ! 
10 vs. 40 98 32 0.42 0.50 0.72 0.46 -3.03 128 0.003** 
10 vs. 50 98 34 0.42 0.50 0.41 0.50 0.07 130 0.947 
10 vs. 60 98 42 0.42 0.50 0.29 0.46 1.48 138 0.140 
20 vs. 30 48 86 0.48 0.50 0.29 0.46 2.20 132 0.029* 
20 vs. 40 48 32 0.48 0.50 0.72 0.46 -2.16 78 0.034" 
3A 20 vs. 50 48 34 0.48 0.50 0.41 0.50 0.60 eo 0.551 
20 vs. 60 48 42 0.48 0.50 0.29 0.46 1.89 88 0.061" 
30 vs. 40 86 32 0.29 0.46 0.72 0.46 -4.53 116 0.000·· 
30 vs. 50 86 34 0.29 0.46 0.41 0.50 -1.27 118 0.205 
30 vs. 60 86 42 0.29 0.46 0.29 0.46 0.06 126 0.954 I 
40 vs. 50 32 34 0.72 0.46 0.41 0.50 2.60 64 0.012* 
40 vs. 60 42 0.72 0.46 0.29 0.46 4.04 72 0.000·· ! 
50 vs. 60 34 42 0.41 0.50 0.29 0.46 1.15 74 0.255 
10 vs. 2 98 86 0.53 0.50 0.58 I 0.50 -0.69 182 0.492 
10 vs. 30 98 32 0.53 0.50 0.56 0.50 -0.31 128 0.756 
10 vs. 40 98 34 0.53 0.50 0.53 0.51 0.01 130 0.990 
10 vs. 50 98 42 0.53 0.50 0.31 0.47 2.44 138 0.016* 
10 vs. 60 48 86 0.52 0.50 -. 0.50 -0.67 132 0.502 
20 vs. 30 46 32 0.52 0.50 0.56 0.50 -0.38 78 0.718 
20 vs. 40 48 34 0.52 0.50 0.53 0.51 -0.08 eo 0.940 
3B 20 vs. 50 48 42 0.52 0.50 0.31 0.47 2.05 88 0.043* 
20 vs. 60 86 98 0.58 0.50 0.53 0.50 0.69 182 0.492 
30 vs. 40 86 48 . 0.58 I 0.50 0.52 0.50 0.67 132 0.502 
30 vs. 50 86 32 0.58 0.50 0.56 0.50 0.18 116 0.855 
30 vs. 60 86 34 0.58 0.50 0.53 0.51 0.51 118 0.608 
40 vs. 50 86 42 0.58 0.50 0.31 0.47 2.96 126 0.004** 
40 vs. 60 32 34 0.56 0.50 0.53 0.51 0.27 64 0.791 
50 vs. 60 32 42 0.56 0.50 0.31 0.47 2.23 72 0.029" 
10 vs. 20 98 48 0.50 0.50 0.52 0.50 -0.23 I 144 0.815 
10 vs. 30 98 86 0.50 0.50 0.58 0.50 ·1.10 182 0.272 
10 vs. 40 98 32 0.50 0.50 0.56 0.50 .0.61 128 0.543 
10 vs. 50 98 34 0.50 0.50 0.53 0.51 ·0.29 130 0.770 
10 vs. 60 98 42 0.50 0.50 0.31 0.47 2.10 138 0.038" 
20 vs. 30 48 86 0.42 0.50 0.42 0.50 -0.02 132 0.983 
20 vs. 40 46 32 0.42 0.50 0.63 0.49 -1.84 78 0.069* 
3C 20 vs. 50 48 34 0.42 0.50 0.56 0.50 ·1.27 eo 0.209 
20 vs. 60 48 42 0.42 0.50 0.26 0.45 1.54 88 0.126 
30 vs. 40 86 32 0.42 0.50 0.63 0.49 ·2.01 116 0.046* 
30 vs. 50 86 34 0.42 0.50 0.56 0.50 ·1.39 118 0.168 
30 vs. 60 86 42 0.42 0.50 0.26 0.45 1.73 126 0.085 
40 vs. 50 32 34 0.63 0.49 0.56 0.50 0.54 64 0.592 
I 40 vs. 60 32 42 0.63 0.49 0.26 0.45 3.32 72 0.001*· 
50 vs. 60 34 42 0.56 0.50 0.26 0.45 2.73 74 0.008** 
• p<0.05 •• p<O.OI 
4.2.7 Participants' degree of familiarity with the apparatus as a correlate 
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H07a. Correlation between scores of overall achievement and "home 
familiarity" scores 
Null hypothesis 7a states: "That there will be no significant correlation between 
the total achievement scores of participants and their scores for total "home 
familiaritj' with the apparatus". The findings presented in Table 4.15 show that 
this null hypothesis is rejected. The biserial correlation between the 
participants' "home familiarity" and their total achievement scores r=0.24 is a 
low but a statistically significant correlation (p<O.OI, N=340). 
Table 4.15 Biserial correlations between total achievement scores and the participants' familiarity with 
the apparatus (N=340) 
Home familiarity School familiarity Overall familiarity 
Total Score 0.24 0.24 0.31 
P 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Ho 7b. Correlation between scores of overall achievement and "school 
familiarity" scores 
Null hypothesis 7b states: "That there will be no significant correlation between 
the total achievement scores of participants and their scores for total "school 
familiarity" with the apparatus". The findings presented in Table 4.14 show that 
this null hypothesis is rejected. The biserial correlation of r=0.24 is a low but 
statistically significant one (p<O.OI, N=340). 
H07c. Correlation between scores of overall achievement and "overall 
familiarity" scores 
Null hypothesis 7c states: "That there will be no significant correlation between 
the total achievement scores of participants and their scores for total "overall 
familiaritj' with the apparatus. The fmdings presented in Table 4.14 show that 
this null hypothesis is rejected. The value for the biserial correlation coefficient 
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of r=O.31 is low but is, nevertheless, a statistically highly significant one 
(p<O.OI, N=340). 
HoB. Correlations between participants' achievement scores on indivi::l.ual 
items and their "extent of familiarity" with the apparatus used in particular 
items 
In this section "Extent of Familiarity" refers to the participants' total familiarity 
with each item of apparatus (Home Familiarity +School Familiarity). 
Table 4.16 Correlations between participants' achievement scores and the extent of their famiiarity 
with the apparatus in individual test item 
The null hypothesis 8 states: "That for individual items, there will be no 
significant correlation between the achievement scores of participants and their 
"extent offamiliarity" with the apparatus that was used in the particular item", 
The statistical analysis of the data collected from the participants shows that this 
null hypothesis is tenable (i.e. is not rejected). No significant correlation was 
found between participants' achievement scores on individual items and the 
extent of their familiarity with apparatus in particular items. 
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4.2.8 Summary of achievements of different samples 
Table 4.17 summarizes the mean performance levels obtained on the compact 
programme by the various types of samples and groups participating in this 
study. It can be seen that the group of tertiary participants achieved the highest 
mean score which is almost double the mean score obtained by the lowest 
achieving group - English second language speakers. 
Table 417 S f h ummary 0 t e mean pe ormance scores 0 t e lartlclpatmg groups on the rfi f h whole test 
I Group n Mean SO 
Tertiary level participants 32 15.97 3.25 
Secondary school learners 308 10.55 3.61 
Grade 12 91 11.01 2.74 
Grade 11 67 11.88 4.16 
Grade 10 91 9.42 3.66 
Grade 9 19 9.79 3.60 
Grade 8 29 10.28 3.79 
Female participants 172 11.27 4.17 
Male participants 157 10.90 3.67 
English prime language participants 212 12.42 3.52 
English second language participants 128 8.81 3.48 
4.3 Section C: Presentation of the qualitative findings 
The qualitative findings of the research comprise an analysis of the tape-
recorded and written comments and observations of the participants while they 
were responding to and evaluating the practical test items and activities. 
The classification and debates about the theories of learning science, assessment 
frameworks and learning outcomes will also be discussed in this section in 
relation to the evidence collected and presented. 
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The participants were asked to write down their comments about the prac:ical 
test items on the record sheet provided. A total of 408 comments made by 340 
responding participants tended to focus on the following themes: -
1. Affective responses to the tasks. 
2. Process skill responses. 
3. The value of the programme for learning. 
4. The difficulty of the practical items. 
5. The demands and enthusiasm of the participants for more practical 
assessment activities and practical science tasks. 
6. Science as a school subject. 
The tape-recorded and written comments made by various participants are .ow 
gathered, presented and analysed under these six themes. Appendix 4 contains 
photocopies of the handwritten responses, representative of the themes. 
4.3.1 Affective responses to the tasks 
Some of the written comments made by the participants' focused on 6eir 
feelings and emotional responses to the tasks presented in this study. Their most 
frequent affective response words used to describe the programme are listed in 
table 4.18. 
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Table 4.18 Affective response words written by participants in the programme to describe the tashs and 















Expression of interest 
Examples of the participants' written comments quoted verbatim were: -
• "I feel that this test was very unique and different. It was unusual but 
very interesting". 
• "This is interesting way of learning ". 
• "I find electricity qUiet interesting because it is applicable H. 
• "Magnifying glasses were very interesting", 
• "Ifound magnets and mirrors aspects more interesting". 
Expression of goodness 
• "I felt that this exercise was a good method for determining prior 
knowledge ". 
• "This is a very good way oflearning". 
Expression of enjoyment and fun 
• "I enjoyed this it was fun ". 
• "I especially enjoyed the mirrors ", 
• "I really enjoyed looking at the objects. I would rather prefer this to the 
teacher explaining them to us ". 
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Combinations 
One participant wrote "The practical test was different, but I think different 
methods make it much more exciting". 
One high school learner pointed to the importance of allowing learners to do 
individual practicals. 
Participants expressed mostly positive opinions on the programme. Some said it 
is more appealing to the participants than using textbook only, or their teachers 
explaining this type of teaching on the board. However it was also stated in the 
student comments that practical and theory must be mixed, i.e. neither must be 
left out-' One participant wrote, "It must be done and it must be explained 
~ 
aftenvards ". Two other participants wrote, "This is a very good way of 
learning, it cannot all be taught like this. It should also be explained by 
teacher". 
Other participants did not specifically indicate their opinions about physics but 
they wrote their comments with a positive attitude: -
• "I agree that basic science is necessary for everyday life ". 
• "Magnifying glasses were very interesting". 
• "I especially enjoyed the mirrors ". 
• "Thank you for a very nice lesson". 
4.3.2 Process skill responses 
Table 4.19 records process skills word and tenns which the programme was 
attempting to foster among the participants (Revised National Curriculum 
Statement Draft 2001:99-100). It also records the number of times these words, 
or their equivalent, appeared among the qualitative comments spontaneously 
offered by the participants when they completed the programme evaluation 
sheet (Figure 3.12 The comment sheet), or which appeared in the tape recording 
of the group work sessions. • 
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Thus, Table 4.18 provides independent evidence to substantiate by triangulation 
the claim of this investigation that the experimental programme of materiah and 
activities succeeded, at least in part, in attaining some of the intended outc:>mes 
in respect to fostering awareness of science process skills as they were being 
used by the participants. 
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Table 4.19 Process skill words and tenns spontaneously used by 340 participants in the program:ne to 
describe their activities with the items and apparatus (including tape-recorded words and phrases) 
Words (or their equivalent) spoken or written by the participants Frequency 
Handling, touching, experiencing 29 
Observing, watching, looking for 11 
Reflecting, re-examining, looking back, reviewing, remembering 11 
Conceiving and idea applying 9 
Answering 7 
Experimenting, happening, doing, investigating, carrying out 5 
Explaining, inferring, reasoning 4 
Solving the problem 4 
Suggesting, hypothesizing, thinking of possibilities 3 
Listening 2 
Making sense of 2 
Changing I 
Completing, filling in I 
Deciding relevance 1 
Estimating, guessing, suggesting I 
Improving 1 
Improvising I 
Inventing, making, devising I 
Planning, devising, formulating 1 
Raising questions about I 
Using instruments I 
Working together I 
Assigning roles, duties, tasks 0 
Choosing 0 






Finding a rule, a connection, a relationship or a pattern 0 
Finding a way 0 
Generalising 0 
Interpreting 0 
Making more reliable 0 
Measuring 0 
Modelling 0 
Predicting, anticipating 0 
Questioning 0 
Recording, writing about 0 
Referring 0 
Re-focusing 0 
Reporting, communicating, telling 0 
Seeking 0 
Sequencing 0 
Sketching, tracing, drawing, photographing 0 
Sorting, classifying, grouping 0 
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4.3.3 The perceived value of the programme for learning 
This section presents the comments of participants who focused on the value of 
practice, i.e. on how it enhanced their learning experiences. A total of 88 
participants specifically mentioned in their comments that the programme 
provided advantages for learning science. They emphasised that this type of 
experiential ins1ructional methodology made it easier to picture the specific 
topics in science, and easier to understand them. 
Although the nature of the activity involved in the study was largely a practical 
self-assessment, the participants emphasised that it should be used more often 
as a method of teaching. Participants wrote:-
• "1 would like to have another (practical) test because the more we test 
ourselves the more we learn ". 
• "It makes me want to learn more". 
• "It makes mefeel better". 
• "1 pick up information more quickly when 1 observe and do it ". 
• "It is easier to understand when all jive senses are involved". 
• "1 think practicals allow you to learn more efficiently because you come 
to your own conclusions". 
• "1 learn better from this ". 
Another aspect of the practice commented on was that basic science is easier to 
remember when it is taught through practical methods. Fifteen participants 
particularly noted that they remember something better when they physically 
see and have contact with real objects: -
• "I remember things better when 1 work with actual apparatus ". 
• "It is easy to remember". 
• "1 have done these exercises in Grade 8 and 9 and I still have not 
forgotten them ". 
• "1 don't like experiments because people crowd on experiments and we 
usually do not have time to think ". 
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Seven participants advocated that learning would be enhanced if the practical 
programme were combined with other teaching methods such as textbook, or a 
teacher explaining on the board, etc.: -
• "I would like it to be explainedfurther". 
• "Science is a very intense subject and should be made interesting by 
alternative methods". 
• "This method should be combined with the textbook and used in filture ". 
• "Practical work and theory must be mixed". 
• "This is a very good way of learning. it cannot all be taught like this. It 
should also be explained by teacher". 
4.3.4 The difficulty of the practical items 
An open ended question posed to the participants asked whether or not they 
found the test difficult. Thirty participants indicated that the practical tasks, 
either partially or as a whole, were difficult whereas 65 participants indicated 
that they did not find the programme difficult. Some of the comments made on 
this aspect included: -
• "It is very difficult yet very interesting". 
• "I didn't find it difficult ". 
• "I find the practical test diffiCUlt ". 
4.3.5 The personal demands and enthusiasm of participants for practical 
assessment and practical science tasks 
One of the major themes that emerged in the oral and written comments of the 
participants was the frequent demand of the participants for the practical 
programme. They were invited to indicate whether it should fonn a part of 
classroom practice or whether it should be excluded from classroom practice. 
143 participants indicated that they strongly supported the practice and that such 
programmes should be conducted in classrooms regularly. Some of the 
participants wrote: -
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• "I think it definitely should be used in classroom practice as it is easier 
to remember once the theory is put to practice ". 
• "Please give us more practical tests so that we can get familiar with the 
practical experience. Please come back again and again! II 
• "I hope that we can have tests like this in other subjects as well ". 
• "I hope we can do it again ". 
• "It should be included in classroom practice ", 
4.3.6 Science as a school subject 
Some of the participants commented on their past experiences of science as a 
school subject. Eleven participants indicated that they do not like science and 
that they dislike physics in partiCUlar. These participants were high school 
students who were not taking physical science as a subject. They wrote: -
• "The word "science" makes me nervous ". 
• "I hate science but I don't mind practical work". 
• "When I was younger I used to enjoy science. It got progressively 
harder and harder and more confusing. Now Ijust don't understand it", 
Other participants commented on their experiences of the content of the science 
as a subject: -
• "Science at school is much more technical than what I need to know for 
day-to-day life ", 
• "Everyone's goal should be to learn the universe therefore it s 
important to understand science concepts", 
• "We must show the learners practical applications of concepts" (An 
educator's tape-recorded comment during a discussion on how to get 
learners in science more actively.) 
4.3.7 Summary 
The important substantive issues embedded in the 408 written comments appear 
to emerge as: the necessity for teachers continuously to make science more 
interesting; to relate school science to the everyday lives of the learners; the 
importance of motivating the learners to participate in classroom activities; and 
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the necessity for setting alternative targets for learners who do not pIn to 
pursue a career directly related to science. 
Some of the important relationships highlighted included the attitudes of 
participants towards science and their perceptions of the difficulty and nature of 
the subject as documented in Appendices 3 and 4. Unexpected perspectives 
mentioned by students were: a negative attitude towards homework and 
textbooks; the perception of many high school learners that science is necessary 
but mostly uninteresting; the importance/desirability of involving computer-
related issues in science; and the suggestion that this type of programme 
practice should be used in other school subjects. 
Patterns of written responses tended to concentrate on the participants' 
experiences with and opinions of the practical tasks, and of science as a school 
subject. Categories and descriptions such as "interesting", "difficult", 
"confusing", "easy to remember" and "school science" were used to identify 
important emerging themes such as the affective response to the tasks, the walue 
of the programme and the difficulty of the practical items. 
Current issues or words in science which received little or no mention 0::1 the 
open-ended comment sheets were: gender; globalization; poverty; medium of 
language instruction; time allocation; scientific ethics; the costs of the 
apparatus; level of participation; the method of displaying the items; the 
participants' own grade levels and the academic levels of the practical task;; the 
relation of the practical tasks to matriculation examination requirements; and 
the intended future careers of the school learners. 
In chapter 5 these issues will be discussed in more detail in the context of the 
wider literature published in the field of science education. 
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4.4 Section D: Evaluation of the design, context and structure of the 
compact programme in terms of eight different theories of practical 
work 
One of the purposes of this investigation is to gauge the extent to which the 
present compact programme of 17 practical activities in basic physics can be 
considered to in hannony with recent and current theories and conceptual 
frameworks of school science practical work. If there is a mis-match or a lack 
of congruence in some respect, then either some of the theories themselves may 
require modification or some aspects of the compact programme itself might 
require amendment. 
Thus, one of the outcomes of this section of the dissertation will be the 
identification of the stronger theories of the design and implementation of 
practical work for basic high school physical science. Data was collected from 
''juries of experts" typically comprising discussant groups of 8 to 12 
professional science and technology teachers and academics. 
The participants were provided with differently coloured classification cards 
(Appendix 6) on which were written explanatOlY details of theories used in this 
research. The classroom experts were asked to rate the relevance of each 
component of evety theory to each one of the ten individual items in the 
compact programme of practical work. Their consensus responses are presented 
in Tables 4.20 to 4.26. A sample copy of these classification cards is attached in 
Appendix 6. 
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Table 4.20 How relevant are the various aspects of Gardner's theory of multiple intelligence to the 
compact programme of practical activities? The consensus views of eight science/technology educa:OIS 
on a scale of 0 to 3. 
Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 Item 4 Item 5 Item 6 Item 7 Item 8 Item 9 Item 10 Total 
GLing 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
I 
2 2 2 20 
GLM 2 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 2 3 24 
GSpat 2 2 I 1 2 1 0 0 2 2 14 
GBK 3 2 3 1 2 3 3 3 3 3 26 
GMus 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
GInter 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
G Intra 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 7 7 10 7 9 8 8 7 9 10 
Table 4.21 How relevant are the various aspects of Franus' subsystems of thinking to the com?act 
programme of practical activities? The consensus views of eight science/technology educators on a 
scale of 0 to 3. 
Item I Item 2 Item 3 Item 4 Item 5 Item 6 Item 7 Item 8 Item 9 ~ Total 
FCog I 1 I 2 2 2 3 2 1 I 2 17 
FTech 3 1 3 1 2 2 3 3 1 2 21 
FArt 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 
FMus 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Flit 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 20 
Total 6 4 6 5 6 6 8 7 4 6 
Table 4.22 How relevant are the various aspects of White's components of memory to the corr:.pact 
programme of practical activities? The consensus views of eight science/technology educators :)0 a 
scale of 0 to 3. 
Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 Item 4 Item 5 Item 6 Item 7 Item 8 Item 9 Item 10 Total 
WStr 1 2 3 2 2 2 2 3 1 2 20 
WProp 2 3 3 2 3 2 3 3 1 2 24 
WJmg 1 2 2 3 3 2 1 2 3 2 21 
WEpi 1 1 2 3 2 2 1 I 1 3 17 
WInt 2 2 3 2 3 2 3 3 3 2 25 
WMot 3 2 3 1 2 3 3 3 3 3 26-
WCog 2 1 2 2 2 3 2 I 2 19-
Total 12 14 17 15 17 15 16 17 13 16 
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Table 4.23 How relevant are the various aspects of Lock's assessment framework for practical skills to 
the compact programme of practical activities? The consensus views of eight science/technolctgy 
educators on a scale of 0 to 3. 
Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 tem4 Item 5 Item 6 Item 7 Item 8 Item 9 Item 10 Total 
LObs 3 2 3 2 2 2 I 3 3 3 3 26 
LMan 3 2 3 1 2 3 3 3 3 3 26 
LInterp 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 22 
R:=t 3 2 3 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 22 2 1 3 1 2 3 2 3 1 2 20 
Total I 13 9 15 7 9 12 12 14 10 11 112 
Table 4.24 How relevant are the various aspects of Solomon's multiple dimensions of the public 
understanding of science to the compact programme of practical activities? The consensus views of 
eight science/technology educators on a scale of 0 to 3. 
Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 Item 4 em8 Item 9 Item 10 Total 
SInd 2 2 2 2 2 17 
S Prof 2 2 2 3 2 1 20 
SRat I 2 2 1 3 2 2 20 
SHum 1 2 2 2 2 2 15 
Total 6 6 7 7 8 7 8 9 8 6 72 
Kapenda et al. (2001) examined the practical work conducted in Namibian 
schools with regard to the aspects of task design (inductive-deductive, open-
closed and nature of student involvement) and context of practical wcrk 
(duration, interaction patterns, types of task information and apparatus and 
nature of the student record). The practical tasks in this investigation have also 
been classified and evaluated according to the same criteria. The criteria used 
are organised as presented the Table 4.24 below. 




Table 4.25 How relevant are the various criteria of practical tasks used by Kapenda et aI. to the conpact 
programme of practical activities? The consensus views of eight scienceltechnology educators on a 
scale of 0 to 3. 
Item Item Item Item Item Item Item Item Item Item 
Criteria Total 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Inductive (KA I) 1 1 2 1 1 2 I 2 2 
Deductive (KA 2) 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
'aQ Open(KA3) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ~ 1 ID 
t~ Closed (KA 4) 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 1.:5 
:: Student involvement 3 3 2 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 2S 
(KA4) 
Duration (KC 1) 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3) 
13 
''::: Student interaction 1 I 1 I I 1 I 1 D u 
(KC2) a ~~ Types of task 
3 2 3 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 23 o ~ 
J 
infonnation and 
apparatus (KC 3) 
Student record 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2" 
(KC4) 
Relevance ofOBE's outcomes 
Curriculum 2005 has been restructured recently as Revised National 
Curriculum Statement Draft (2001) that has just been released. Different from 
Curriculum 2005, the Learning Area Natural Sciences has been divided into 
four main strands and the nine former learning outcomes of the learning area 
have now been replaced with the following three outcomes (p 18):-
1. The learner is able to develop and use science process skills in a variety 
of settings (LO 1). 
2. The learner is able to develop and apply scientific knowledge and 
understanding (LO 2). 
3. The learner is able to gain an appreciation of the relationship and 
responsibilities between science and society (LO 3). 
The relevance of the 17 practical tasks in the present compact programme to tie 
three learning outcomes set by Revised National Curriculum Statement Draft 
(2001) has been investigated and discussed by the jury of eight experts in the 
field of science and technology education and the following table has been 
produced by consensus. 
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Allhough the sizes of the "panels of professional science educators" or "juries 
of ex pens" might Ix: considered small, lh~y did tend to reach almost unanimous 
tonsensus in theIr classifications of the relevant!.' of the practical aClivuies. It 
can be pro\~SlOnally concluded from Table 4.27 that the theories of SCIence 
practical work which most closely match the compile! programme of prattlcal 
activit ies IIf C those of 
• "LO I + L02 + LOr, i.e. Outcomes·Based Education's Revised 
National Curriculum Staterncm Draft (2001); and 
• "KC I + KC2 + KC3 + KC4". i.c. the theoretical criteria for practical 
ac tivities ad\'ocated by Kapenda el Ill. (200 1); and 
• "L Obs , L lI.-Ian, L Imcrp, L Plan. L Rep", 1 e the assessment 
framework for practical skills of Lock (1989) 
The least relevant theory appears to be the criten a suggested by Kapenda et a]. 
(200 I) with regard to the mpecfI of Imk dl'!ilglI. 
-
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4.5 SectionE. Evaluation of the tfi .... version of the compact programme 
in terms of standard test item aJI1struction criteria 
a. Evidence that the programme is relevant 
The practical tasks/activities are based on the general and physical science 
school syllabus and the everyday experiences of the participants. Thus the tasks 
involved are relevant to the teaching 1bat takes place at South African Schools, 
as evidenced by the photocopied connments recorded by both students and staff 
in Appendix 4. 
b. Is the programme balanced? 
The compact programme used in 1Ihe present study has been found to be 
unrepresentative in tenns of the topilCs it covered. Since the programme had to 
be conducted during the classroom, periods at institutions, the range of the 
topics had to be confmed to 'mechamcs', 'electricity' and 'optics', i.e. to only 
two out of 20 chapters of Brink and Jones (1985-2000) and two out of 13 
chapters of Study and Master ( 1999-200 1) 's Physical Science textbook. 
c. Evidence for the efficiency of the items 
The compact programme required the completion of 17 individual practical 
tasks in 20-25 minutes. Thus the compact programme can be considered 
efficient in tenns of time. 
d. Evidence for the objectivity of the items 
During the early stages of phase 1 the compact programme involved some 
ambiguously worded tasks. However these items have been revised and refined 
repeatedly for objectivity until agreement was reached on all the intended right 
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answers. The tasks of the compact pro)gramme were mostly short-answers type 
such as only a numerical value, ticking relevant options etc. 
e. Evidence for the specificity of rtbe answers to the items 
According to Ebel (1972:374) the experienced science/technology educators 
should agree among each other that a given answer is the correct one, whereas 
novice students (non-experts) should s:core close to the expected chance (guess) 
score, as recorded in Table 4.16. 
4.6 Chapter summary 
This chapter has been presented in five sections. The quantitative analysis of the 
Rractical items/activities has been presented, and the achievement data gathered 
from 340 participants hav~ be~m analysed and compared according to various 
grouping criteria such as gender, English proficiency. levels, participants' 
schools/institutions and their locations, etc. 
The qualitative findings of the research, which comprise the responses of the 
participants to an open-ended question, have also been presented and possible 
emerging themes and trends have been drawn from these responses. 
The relevance of the compact programme of practical tasks to various theories 
and classifications of science practical work have been laid out, as judged by 
experienced science and technology educators. 
Finally, the compact programme as a whole has been appraised according to 
standard test item construction criteria such as relevance, balance, efficiency, 





DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND FINDINGS 
In this chapter the fmdings of the research will be discussed. The results will be 
linked to those of other authors in field, and an attempt will be made to provide 
reasons and explanations for these findings. In the previous chapter the findings 
of this research were presented in two main sections. In this chapter the same 
sequence will be followed. The relevance of the theories involved in the 
previous chapter will also be discussed and suggestions will be made in order to 
develop and improve the theoretical basis of practical assessment in science. 
Set out in chapter 1, pages 3-6, are the seven main purposes of this 
investigation. This chapter discusses whether each of these purposes, in turn, 
has been satisfactorily achieved in the light of the evidence, data and results -. 
which have been presented in chapter 4. At the same time it points out how the 
new fmdings uncovered in this study either confirm or extend previously 
existing knowledge in physics education. 
5.1 Purpose no.1: To gather evidence to establish the extent to which the 13 
process skills listed in the Revised National Curriculum Statement Draft 
(2001) are tested by the 17 practical activities in the compact 
programme. 
The recent Revised National Curriculum Statement Draft (2001) emphasizes the 
importance of promoting scientific literacy among leamqs through developing 
science process skills and promoting the life-long leamership; and the evidence 
presented in the current investigation supports this proposed approach. 
Adey (2001) examined some of the impacts of theory on the development of 
science curricula and the practice of science teaching. He criticised the process 
\ 
\ 
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skill movement in science education and argued that the process skills 
movement ignores the importance of content. Adey also argues that process 
without content is not possible. 
The emphasis on content and process seems to precede the emphasis on the end 
product of learning. The Revised National Curriculum Statement Draft (2001) 
states that the learning area Natural Sciences has two major aims: to monitor the 
progress of learners (a process) and to facilitate learning so that they can reach 
their full potential. With the compact programme of practical activities 
educators may have more chance to observe and record the learners working 
and using their skills, which may make it easier for the educator to monitor the 
process of learning. 
Bennett and Kennedy (2001) quoted the following recommendations by the 
National Council for Curriculum and Assessment (NCCA) in Ireland:-
• Practical work should be an integral part of the syllabus. 
• All students should perfonn a set of mandatory experiments listed in the 
syllabus. 
• Students should be given credit for practical work. 
• There should be assessment of the practical work done by each student. 
• The assessment should be valid, fair and impartial. 
• The assessment should be externally monitored. 
• The student's record of practical work carried out should be central to 
the assessment. 
• The practical assessment should be worth 15% of the overall mark in 
the fmal examination. 
There is evidence in the literature to suggest that practical work should be part 
of classroom activities and should be assessed. In the present study, the 
participants also expressed their enthusiasm and support for practical work and 
for support in science teaching (see page 34 of chapter 4). However the research 
in the field does not seem to be conclusive, especially with regard to specifying 
its nature and methods. At this point, the above listed recommendations have 
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specified in the fmal examination. The compact programme has introduced the 
idea of using actual apparatus in the fonnal assessment of science learning, 
although this approach is not explicitly mentioned in the Revised National 
Curriculum Statement Draft (2001). 
The judgments and opinions of the experienced science and technology 
educators and academics, regarding the relevance of the activities to the process 
skills, are listed and summarized in Table 3.1. These fmdings are now discussed 
in more detail for each item. 
Activity 1 asked the participants to determine and measure the volume of an 
object with irregular shape. The participants had to hypothesize how to measure 
the volume. Then they needed to plan an investigation to do this and perfonn 
this investigation; and then they measured the volume by using a measuring 
cylinder. They recorded this infonnation and they had to communicate this 
infonnation on the answer sheet paying attention to the scientific unit notations. 
The issue of unit notation is not specifically mentioned in the revised document. 
Activity 2 asked the participants to identify one of the three shoes that applies 
the most pressure on the floor by observing the three shoes, comparing their 
surface areas, estimating the pressures they would apply, then using the theory 
of pressure and area. 
Activity 3 required the participants to identify the North Pole of three 
differently-shaped magnets. They needed to refer the theories regarding 
magnetism and produce their own hypothesis on the method of identifying the 
North Poles. Then they needed to plan an investigation to evaluate this 
hypothesis by observing the behavior of the compass needle when magnets are 
brought closer (doing the investigation). Their observations needed to be 
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intetpreted and the participants had to predict and confinn the North Pole of the 
magnets. 
In item 4, the respondents were given two light bulbs (100W and 60W). In part 
A they were asked to indicate which of the two bulbs would cost less to use; 
and in part B they needed to select the one that would glow more brightly. To 
respond to this activity the participants needed to have observed light globes in 
streets, shops or at home. By interpreting the information provided about the 
bulbs they needed to propose a hypothesis to explain the relation between the 
power of the bulb and its cost and brightness. By referring to and interpreting 
their past observations and experiences with light globes they needed to sort and 
classify them according to their costs and brightness. Finally they needed to 
communicate this information on the answer sheet. 
Item 5 asked the participants to estimate how many of 1 watt tiny bulbs would 
be sufficient to illuminate the inside of a normal refrigerator, which requires the 
participants to imagine and compare the size of a refrigerator and a room. The 
mean score of the overall sample on this item was 24% correct, within a 
reasonable margin of error, agreed upon by a panel of experienced physics 
teachers. 
This low score could mean that they did not know how to approach the task 
because, during the pilot trials when the participants were given a delayed clue, 
then they could make an acceptable guess. Most participants verbally indicated 
that they never looked at the power of the bulb in a refrigerator. Most 
participants were aware of the power of an ordinary bulb used in a room, but 
they were unable to compare it with the refrigerator light globe - a higher order 
thinking skill to be carried out using a basic item of apparatus held in the hand. 
In this item the participants frrst needed to ask themselves what the power of a 
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they needed to predict the power of the refrigerator bulb. They had to intemret 
this infonnation and the infonnation given in the task and es~ate how many 
of these bulbs would be necessary for a refrigerator. They also needed to record 
this infonnation and communicate it with the researchers by putting it on the 
answer sheet. 
Item 6 asked the participants to identify one of the four different arrangements 
of cells that will light a bulb for the longest period. They fIrst had to observe all 
four arrangements to identify and sort the types of connections. Then they 
needed to refer to their theoretical knowledge about the connections of cells, for 
example, in torches or alann clocks, and interpret it for this particular case. 
They needed to be able to ask and answer what the effects of different 
connections of cells are on a circuit. Finally, they had to compare all three 
connections with each other and choose the correct one. 
Item 7 included a circuit that involved two cells in series, three resistors each of 
10 ohms and an ammeter to indicate when the circuit was completed and 
current existed in the circuit. Two resistors were connected in parallel to each 
other and they were connected to the third one in series. Therefore the 
participants had to analyse (observe) the circuit carefully to identify how the 
resistors were connected. Then they had to remember how to calculate the 
resistance of different combinations and connections of resistors theoretically 
and record this infonnation for calculation. After perfonning calculations they 
expressed (communicating scientifIc infonnation) the result with scientifIc unit 
notations. 
Item 8 had three parts. Participants were given a series circuit that involved 
cells, two bulbs and an ammeter connected between the bulbs. The first part of 
the task asked the participants to indicate the direction of the conventional 
current, which required them to observe the circuit and identify the + and -
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between the two bulbs using the ammeter, and then they had to communicate 
this value with its unit on the answer sheet. They had to remember or deduce 
the rule for the magnitude of the current in a series circuit (theory) and combine 
it with the present information and predict the magnitude of the current at a 
point on the circuit wire after the second bulb. 
Item 9 involved three different types of mirrors (concave, convex and plane) 
and the participants were asked to identify each type of mirror. They simply had 
to hold and examine the mirrors (observe), compare them with each other, 
classify them according to their shape and put this information on the answer 
sheet (communicate). 
Finally, item 10 presented two lenses (convex and concave) and asked the 
participants to identify the one that gives a real image. This required them 
observe the lenses, distinguish between concave and convex, remember and 
apply the theory, and intemret this information. They could also choose an 
experimental method by setting a hypothesis and designing an experiment using 
the theoretical background (real images can be cast on a screen), and then 
canying out the experiment and intemreting the result. 
The fmdings for the 17 activities were that 'observing' was the most relevant 
skill, and skills of 'using models and theories' and 'communicating science 
information' were also highly relevant, followed by the 'interpreting' skill. The 
compact programme did not include any open-ended tasks which would require 
the partiCipants to design a new device, model or a system. Only the more basic 
skills were involved in the programme. 
The compact programme emphasized additional process skills that are not 
directly specified in the Revised National Curriculum Statement Draft 
(2001:99-100), such as skills in expressing accurately the scientific notation of 
units, translating between mathematical formulas and text, comprehending 
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written infonnation and instructional procedures, applying conceptual 
understanding to practical situations, visualizing, linking school science to 
evetyday reality, etc. 
S.2 Purpose 00.2: To develop and discuss a practical programme of 
activities and items which meet the criteria for test item construction. 
It can be very difficult to satisfy adequately and simultaneously all of the 
nonnative criteria for test item construction such as relevance, balance, 
efficiency, objectivity/freedom from ambiguity/clarity, specificity, control, task 
specification, directedness, fairness, validity, standard-based, difficulty, 
discrimination reliability and speededness. Especially when it is a practical 
activity, it is even more complicated. 
Leonard and Penick (2000:360) pointed out that valid standard-based activities 
should engage the students in observing; asking and identifying questions and 
problems; identifying dependent and independent variables; fonnulating 
hypotheses; designing and conducting experiments; manipulating independent 
variables; collecting data; organizing data; displaying data; inferring from data; 
generalising; applying generalisations; communicating results; and fonnulating 
new hypotheses. They also argued that inquiry often makes learning more 
interesting and engaging, and it can have lasting effects on one's mind. 
In the compact programme there were instances where this was the case. For 
example, activity 3B had an almost ideal difficulty but it failed completely to 
discriminate between high and low achievers. On the other hand, activities 1 
and 9B had excellent discriminations but their difficulty indices were not close 
to ideal. 
Activity 4 was agreed by experienced science educators to be clear, fair, valid, 
efficient and relevant, but this item had a low discriminating coefficient, a low 
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difficulty index and a low reliability coefficient. However it didn't affect 
negatively the overall reliability of the programme. 
While trying to make a particular item specific, focused, efficient and clear 
from ambiguity other characteristics may have to be compromised. 
5.3 Purpose no.3: To discuss the appropriateness of the Western Cape 
Education Department (WCED) Assessment Workbook criteria. 
No specific data was gathered regarding the appropriateness of the criteria laid 
down in the WCED Assessment Workbook. However, no comment or 
indication of the irrelevance of the compact programme to these criteria was 
stated either. Perhaps the programme was not focused on the specific skill(s) or 
content knowledge. It may need to be revised to measure specific skill( s), then a 
more focused programme could be obtained. 
The data collected reflected the variety of the sample groups, but the size of the 
sample could have been larger. Perhaps it could also have been more coherent. 
Data gathered from tertiary level participants and educators tended to be more 
dependable and clear because they were more mature and serious about the 
tasks. In the case of secondary level participants, due to the negative attitude of 
some of the students towards science, a few might have been less careful and 
serious, for example, by handing in blank programme evaluation sheets. 
Problematic for a classroom teacher could be the implementation and evaluation 
of the criteria suggested by WCED, i.e.: transparency, democratic, 
participatory, based on pre-determined criteria, variety of methods, learner-
paced, flexibly expansive, criterion referenced, support for the learning process, 
diagnostic, enriches the fast learners, focused and addresses the needs of 
learners. One of the issues that the educators indicated in certain discussions 
. • 1 
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was their comprehension of these suggestions and criteria. They complained 
that the official documents are usually difficult to relate to their actual 
classroom practice. For example, the meaning of a science assessment test 
being "democratic, participatory and transparent" may not be very clear to the 
educators. 
5.4 Purpose Do.4: How well does the programme meet the 35 Revised 
National Curriculum Statement Draft (2001: 4; 7; 10; 14-16) criteria? 
The present programme of practical tasks was evaluated against the 35 criteria 
for assessment advocated by Revised National Curriculum Statement Daft 
(2001). The experienced science educators agreed that the present compact 
programme satisfied the following criteria: learner-centeredness; activity-based; 
durable; promotes the application of scientific knowledge and understanding; 
encourages careful observation; fosters an appreciation of the relationships and 
responsibilities between science and society; enables prediction, verification 
and repetition; lays the basis for further studies in science; promotes 
understanding of science as a human activity; is culture-fair; promotes learners' 
effective use of visual, mathematical and language skills to communicate; 
enables learners to make sense of the world; is logical; is intuitive; is evidence-
based; and promotes an understanding of cause and effect (Table 3.2). 
When the overall programme is analysed it lacks the characteristics of peer 
assessment, open-endedness, promoting an understanding of the history of 
science, promoting an understanding of the relationship between science and 
other Learning Areas, and promoting an understanding of responsibility to 
ourselves, society and the environment. To design extension and enrichment 
options that would cover all these characteristics could be the next phase of 
development for the core activities of the programme. 
l 
\ 
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Experienced school science teachers agreed that the compact programme is 
learner-centered, activity-based, durable, logical, promotes application of 
scientific knowledge and understanding, enables prediction, verification and 
repetition, requires careful observation, lays the basis for further research in 
science, promotes understanding of science as human activity, encourages girls 
to participate in science activities and culture fair. They also indicated that the 
following criteria were satisfied to a moderate degree: the programme promotes 
students' visual, mathematical, and language skills to communicate, IS 
evidence-based, and enables learners to make sense of the world. 
The practical activities of this compact programme therefore have the basis for 
further development for both teaching and assessment. The activities cab be 
extended, refined and amended to use for various curriculum purposes. 
5.5 Purpose no.5: To determine and discuss the programme performance 
scores of different groups of participants· in mfferent contexts at different 
levels of development. 
Recent TIMMS results (Howie, 2001) revealed that South African students did 
not perform well on the questions relating to the real world situations. However, 
they performed better on the items that they could relate to everyday 
experiences. Although these two conclusions might seem to contradict each 
other, it may mean that South African students were not able to relate every real 
world situation to their own experiences and they were not familiar with wider 
applications of scientific knowledge and process. The findings of this present 
study are also in agreement with this argument because, for example, when the 
participants were asked to identify which of the two light globes (100W and 
60W) would be cheaper to use and would be brighter, most of them replied 
correctly because they deal with light globes regularly. However when they 
needed to estimate the power of a refrigerator bulb by comparing the size of a 
room and a fridge, most of them failed to do so. 
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The mean score of the participants on the electricity items was 4.44 (out of 15). 
The identification of the conventional current in a series circuit was one of the 
challenges and a cause of alternative conceptions in electricity (Osborne, 1981~ 
Jabin and Smith, 1994). Activity 8A asked the participants to indicate the 
direction of conventional current in a series circuit which consisted of a battery, 
two bulbs and an ammeter connected between the bulbs (Figure 3.8), but only 
232 out of 340 participants could point to the correct direction. The nature and 
the direction were conceptual issues in the topic of electricity. 
Another misconception in electricity is that some students tend to think that 
current gets weaker and weaker as it goes around the circuit and it gets used up 
(Ship stone, 1982~ Jabin and Smith, 1994; Moodie, Bashe and Watson, 1995; 
Solomon, 1980). In the item 8 of this study, a series circuit (described above) 
was given to the participants. The participants were required to read the CUlTent 
(after the first bulb) from the ammeter and estimate the current at another point 
(after the second bulb) of the same circuit. 221 participants indicated that the 
magnitude of the current at that point was '0' which indicated that tlese 
participants assumed that the current is used up by the two bulbs and after the 
bulbs there were no more currents in the circuit. 
Stanton (1989) argued that students tend to overgeneralise the situations that 
they experience and that they tend to apply them to all the related situations As 
stated in chapter 2, electricity has many abstract notions, so learners may 
acquire alternative conceptions in this topic. 
In the TIMSS-R results it is stated that a major emphasis is placed on knowing 
basic science facts and concepts. However South Africa places only a moderate 
emphasis on these aspects (Howie, 2001:39). 
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The mean total achievement score of the 340 sample participants was 11.08 (out 
of 25) in this research. An analysis of the achievement scores indicated that the 
participants could identify apparatus and could make basic measurements with 
the simple items of measuring instruments supplied. However, when the task 
required deeper conceptual understanding the participants had difficulty. For 
example, they could identify the concepts of 'convex' and 'concave' to an 
acceptable extent but, when they were asked about the types of images formed 
by convex and concave lenses, they produced very low scores. 
In the TIMSS studies differences also occurred between the achievements of 
English first and second language students in South Africa. Especially when 
they needed to generate the answers themselves in English they achieved much 
lower scores because they appeared to lack deeper language skills. 
The majority of South African students who took part in the TIMSS study did 
not speak English as their first language. One interesting finding of TIMSS 
research was that the students with either English or Afrikaans as a prime 
language performed better than the students who spoke other mother tongues. 
This may be due to the fact that such learners live mostly in rural areas where 
they do not necessarily converse in English. They use English only as the 
medium of learning at school which may not necessarily be enough to improve 
usage of English. Only 26% of the participants in TIMSS spoke English as their 
fIrst language. In South Africa only 9010 of the population comprises English 
fIrst language speakers (Marsh and Shaw, 2001:240) 
In this current research, it was also expected that differences would occur 
between the achievements of English fIrst and second language participants. 
When mean total achievement scores are considered significant differences 
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In order to explore a possible cause of this difference, it was decided to consider 
some other variables that may influence this. Therefore the resp~nses of English 
second language participants were divided into two groups according to the 
geographical areas their schools are situated. 
This analysis revealed a surprising result (see Table 4.11 for details). As might ~;;: 
be expected, English second language participants at high schools situated in ~ 
privileged areas achieved significantly higher scores than those who attend 
schools situated in unprivileged areas (townships). However, when these 
privileged English second language participants were compared with English 
frrst language participants, it was discovered that the English frrst language 
participants achieved only slightly higher than them, yielding no significant 
difference. This unexpected finding suggests that language proficiency levels of 
the participants is not the only factor that influences their achievement. 
Level of the participants' English proficiency obviously had an impact on their 
achievement because the wordings of the practical items in this research were in 
English and the participants needed to comprehend what a particular task 
required. However, through a nwnber of clarifying pilot trials this factor was 
minimized as much as possible. 
Therefore, other explanations need to be considered. One possible reason for 
the underachievement may be a lack of resources, because one participant 
indicated that hislher school did not have the apparatus and equipment that were 
used in the practical tasks. 
When the participating schools/institutions were compared the lowest achieving 
school was a high school situated in a township. The socio-economic status of 
participants from schools situated in more privileged areas was more favourable 
than those in townships. Therefore this has a direct impact on the schools' 
provision of equipment and the necessary facilities. 
" • , 
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Another reason for underachievement may be the educator factor. It was also 
indicated in the TIMSS report (Howie, 2001:35) that 38% of the science 
teachers did not have formal qualifications in science. However, in this study 
this was not investigated except for informal discussions with teachers. Marsh 
and Shaw (2001:236) stated that many South African teachers are ill equipped, 
under-qualified and unprepared, especially in rural areas. 
While being observed during their SO-minute sessions, the participants in the 
schools in underprivileged areas did not show a high level of self-confidence. 
They were usually hesitant to ask questions and handle the apparatus in the 
practical items. 
Surprisingly, on activities 3B, 3C, 5, 8A, 9C and 10 English second language 
participants achieved higher mean scores that English first language speakers. 
The difference in the underachievement of English first language participants 
were significant on items 3B, 5, 8A and 9C. The underachievement of English 
fITst language participants on activity 3B will not be discussed here due to the 
low reliability of the task. 
English second language participants achieved higher mean scores on items 5, 
8A, 9C and 10. However these differences were not significant. 
In order to reveal more information about the link between English proficiency 
and the achievement scores, the practical items may be divided into two groups; 
the items on which English fITst language participants achieved higher and the 
items on which English second language participants achieved higher. The 
average difficulties of the items in these two groups were calculated separately. 
It was observed that the items on which the English fITst language participants 
achieved higher scores had a 41,8% difficulty level and the other items had a 
53,4% difficulty leveL However it must be noted that items 3B and 5, on which 
i , 
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English second language speakers achieved higher scores, had low reliabilities. 
On item 10 English second language speakers achieved only slightly higher 
than English first language speakers but this item had a 75.50/0 difficulty level. 
This may indicate that there are important factors other than English proficiency 
that influence the achievements of participants on a practical test. During the 
developmental stages of this test, practical items were administered with 
different sample groups, including Xhosa speaking students. One of the 
purposes of this was to eliminate as many extraneous factors as possible that 
may influence the achievements of the participants. Another purpose was to 
make the wording of the items as clear and understandable as possible to all of 
the participants so that the results could focus on the actual achievement of the 
participants rather than on other factors. 
The level of English proficiency of the English second language participants 
who were at township schools appeared to be low, and this could be observed in 
the written comments they supplied. They also tended to use simple language in 
their comments, and basic grammatical and language errors were common. 
The finding that the tertiary level participants achieved significantly higher than 
the secondary level participants is expected. The participants in the tertiary level 
institutions studied science in high school and, being older, they may have had 
more experience with the concepts and topics involved in the practical 
activities. Nine of these 32 tertiary level participants also had science degrees. 
Participants in School 30, situated in an underprivileged area, achieved 
significantly below all the other schools. They were all Xhosa speaking 
students. Remembering the participants' English language proficiency levels 
and their achievements discussed above, this fmding gives a clearer picture 
about the underachievement of certain groups of participants. Students from 
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activities. During the visit to this school it was observed that the school's 
science store room did not have many items of equipment. 
When the difficulty indices of the items are compared it is observed that the 
average difficulty level of the items that are directly involved in the 
matriculation syllabus was 28.5% (easy), but it was 45.70/0 (average difficulty) 
for the items not involved in the matriculation syllabus. 
From these values of item difficulty levels, one would expect that the 
participants would achieve better results on the items which are involved in the 
matriculation syllabus because their average difficulty level was lower. The fact 
that these items are involved in the matriculation syllabus also supports this as 
well because it is expected that the educators put more emphasis on the items 
that are involved in the matriculation syllabus. 
Thus one can conclude that whether or not some topics are involved in the 
matriculation syllabus did not affect the learners' achievement on these 
activities. 
Question 1.15 in 1999 Standard Grade Physical Science Matriculation 
Examination paper in the Gauteng province focused on the same topic as item 7 
of the compact programme. A copy of this question is reproduced in Table 5.1. 
, 
\ 
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Table 5.1 Question 1.15 Three identical resistors each of 2 n are connected to give a combined 




As it can be seen the examinations question is almost identical with the 
practical task item no. 7 of the compact programme. This item would help 
students understand the topic better if they studied it. 
Question 9 of the same Physical Science Matriculation Examination paper also 
had a similar focus to item 8 of the compact programme. It is reproduced in 
Table 5.2. 
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Table 5.2 Question 9 of the 1999 SG Physical Science Matriculation paper 
The internal resistance or ttle battery and ammeters is negligible in tne 
following circuit. 
12V 
...----i t"· ... ",, I 1------'1 
Calculate: 
2 n 9.1 Tho tolal resislance orlhe circuit 
9.2 The reading on ammeler A, 
9.3 'rhe readmg on Ihe voltmeter 
S.4 The reading on ammeler Al 
1999 Physical Science Higher Grade Examination paper 1 in the Free State 
province included the following questions: 
Table 5.3 Questions from the 1999 Free State Higher Grade Physical Science Matriculation 
Examination paper 1 
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, '6 The resistance of lhe cells 
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readings on the ammele, and 
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The apparatus used in the items fonning the compact programme were chosen 
from among everyday ones. The results of this research revealed that, although 
they had a familiarity with the items, it did not have an enhancing impact on the 
performance scores of the participants. The overall degree of familiarity of the 
participants was rated 14.54 (out of 24) and overall mean score was 11.06 (out 
of 25). This may indicate that the context in which the participants handled or 
dealt with the apparatus was not necessarily scientific. Therefore, they may not 
have known about the scientific aspects of the everyday experiences. 
One of the purposes of this research was to fmd out if there would be any 
significant correlation between the achievement of participants and their degree 
of familiarity with the apparatus used in the practical test items. It may be 
expected that the participants who were more familiar with the apparatus would 
achieve higher scores than the participants who were less familiar with the 
apparatus. However the analysis of the results did not agree with this. There 
were low correlations between the achievement scores of the participants and 
their degree of familiarity with the apparatus suggesting that whether or not 
they had handled these items of apparatus previously did not make significant 
differences to their achievement scores. 
This finding suggests that, although the participants had handled the apparatus 
before, it did not necessarily improve their learning. It may also sllggest that the 
ways in which they were exposed to these items of apparatus did not always 
achieve thorough learning. Therefore the ways in which science teaching and 
practical work are used is very important, because engaging a variety of 
methods and practical work in the classroom does not necessarily guarantee 
effective teaching. Some of the teachers at the schools that were visited stated 
that they would like to engage in practical work in order to show the learners 
the practical implications of science; but they said that they do not know where 
and how to start. Some of these teachers were at schools which were better 
equipped than most schools. 
i , 
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Chacko (1997:45) categorised practical work as 'Teacher Centered' and as 
'Student Centered', and he prioritised twenty aims, as follows: 
1. As a creative activity. 
2. To make phenomena more real through experience. 
3. To help remember facts and principles. 
4. To practise seeing problems and seeking ways to solve them. 
5. To indicate the industrial aspects of science. 
6. To promote a logical reasoning method of thought. 
7. To encourage accurate observation and description. 
8. For fmding facts and arriving at new principles. 
9. To become able to comprehend and carry out instructions. 
10. To elucidate theoretical work as an aid to comprehension. 
11. To develop self-reliance. 
12. To arouse and maintain interest. 
13. To develop an ability to communicate. 
14. To develop an ability to co-operate. 
15. To develop certain disciplined attitudes. 
16. To develop specific manipulative skills. 
17. To verify facts and principles already taught. 
18. To develop a critical attitude. 
19. To give experience in standard techniques. 
20. To prepare the students for practical examinations. 
Among these aims, the aims numbered 2, 3, 9, 12, 16, 17 and 20 were deemed 
highly relevant to the current programme. In the tasks of this study, it was 
attempted to make the phenomena and concepts more real by showing the 
actual apparatus to the participants. It was observed from the participants' 
attitudes and comments that this kind of practice will help them remember the 
facts and principles better. They were required to make accurate observations 
and describe them in a meaningful way. The participants also had to be able to 
understand and follow certain instructions. It was observed that participants' 
interests were defmitely raised and they maintained their concentration during 
the programme. The practical items required the participants to be able to 
manipulate the pieces of apparatus as well as identifying them. Most of the 
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participants had been taught the concepts and phenomena by their science 
teachers before this set of exercises, therefore they had an opportunity to check 
and verify certain facts and principles. This programme could also be used as a 
tool for preparation for other fonns of practical examinations. One high school 
learner already stated his demand for practical tests in other subjects as well .. 
The aims numbered 1, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 18 and 19 were deemed 
moderately relevant to the practical test items used in the present study. The 
participants had an opportunity to improving their logical reasoning, creativity, 
selected problem solving skills, skills of identifying sample industrial aspects of 
science, self reliance, communication skills (verbal and written), co-operating 
skills, self-discipline and experience in standard techniques in science. During 
the pilot stages of the research development the participants were allowed to 
work in groups and communicate their observations and opinions with each 
other. 
Bennett and Kennedy (2001) reported the results of research which investigated 
the effectiveness of a new assessment model. It was developed by the National 
Council for Curriculum and Asessment (NCCA) in Ireland as a practical model 
which assessed manipulative skills, observational and measurement skills, 
recognition and understanding of apparatus and understanding of the 
experimental work 
The NCCA felt that the changes perceived by the teachers to be very radical 
would be less than effective because they would require too great a shift in 
practice. The committee also decided that a shift to continuous assessment of 
practical abilities by the teachers would not be feasible. Thus, for South Africa, 
limited or compact programmes of short practical activities might possible be 
one way ahead in the continuous assessment debate. 
iI , 
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Solomon (2001:95) stated that half of the knowledge one learns at school 
becomes out of date by mid-life. Thus it is important to try to decide what to 
teach at school. She stated that usually facts (which may be demonstrated by 
practical work) last longer than the theories built on them. Therefore she 
suggested that we may focus on the facts (selected practical work) and discuss 
the interpretations of it with the students because the factual results of a well-
conducted practical work activity would be more durable than their 
interpretation. 
During the course of the current investigation, an important discovery was that 
the qualitative remarks made by various groups sometimes varied because each 
group looked at the item from a different angle. Students usually indicated if 
they enjoyed, liked, managed to complete, found an item easy/difficult while 
academics and teachers tended to focus on what the purpose of the item was and 
what skills and knowledge it measured as well as the items' academic utility 
(reliability, validity, discrimination etc). For example, for item 9 the students 
indicated that they found different types of mirrors interesting and exciting, 
whereas the academics indicated that the skills of identifying types of mirrors 
was a low level skill. One high school learner wrote, "Electricity items were 
difficult; I have forgotten what I have learnt in school". However the average 
difficulty of the eight electricity items was 42%. Thus the point of view of who 
make the comments is important. 
More than one hundred positive and encouraging remarks regarding practical 
work and assessment were made by both academics and learners. They all 
agreed that the compact programme contributes to learning science. 
5.6 Purpose no.6: To determine the usefulness, relevance of and enthusiasm 
for the programme by different interest groups. 
• ,
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Sutherland and Peckham (1998) reported that many students consider 
assessment to be a discriminatory process which identifies who fails and who 
passes. However, the recent research and policy documents emphasise that 
assessment should be used as an aid in effective teaching. According to the 
student comments reported in chapter 4, the learners admitted that they learnt 
during the sessions of this research, although this was an assessment 
programme of exploratory practical activities, not a fonnalized teaching 
activity. 
The participants indicated very positive responses to the value of the 
instructional practice of the compact programme. The high school learners 
usually indicated that they enjoyed seeing the actual application of the theory 
that they learn. Some of them also indicated their thoughts and opinions on the 
usefulness and effectiveness of the programme. One emerging these from the 
high school learners was that practical experience in science was a source of 
interest and motivation, probably because they feel that they deal with 
something real. One can argue that if an educator can use practical work 
properly it will definitely add some positiveness and variety to the classes. This 
may encourage effective learning and even more students to do science . 
Especially, students from disadvantaged backgrounds showed very positive 
attitudes towards the exercise because they do not have most of the equipment 
and, even if they do, they do not get a chance to use it. In the storeroom of the 
school science laboratory there were only a few items of equipment and from 
their condition it could be seen that they were not used recently. 
From the high school students in undetprivileged schools there was almost no 
negative comment. However, students attending schools situated in more 
developed areas would indicate if they did not like science or practical work in 
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Teachers-in-traininglpractice and academics also indicated their support for the 
programme in tenns of academic its value. Some of the teachers-in-training 
made the following comments: "] can see the need for having hands-on 
experience "; "These activities can be linked to everyday lifo"; "] found 
electricity items difficult because of lack of knowledge". They tended to 
comment more on the academic value of the practice. There were incidences 
where the high school learners also commented about the value of the 
programme. 
5.7 Purpose no.7: To determine and discuss a perceived relevant match or 
a perceived "irrelevant" mismatch between the science process skills 
tested by the current experimental programme of practical items and the 
descriptive theories of practical science and its classification schemes 
and criteria. 
The practical tasks used in this study were classified by volunteer science 
teachers and academics according to different learning theories of science and 
assessment frameworks, and the theoretical criteria in science and science 
teaching and learning outcomes. 
The details of these theories were presented in Chapter 4. Gardner's Multiple 
Ihtelligence theory, White's components of memory, Franus' components of 
thinking, Solomon's and Outcomes-Based Education's learning outcomes, 
criteria for practical tasks used by Kapenda et al., Race's suggested criteria for 
assessing practical work and Lock's assessment framework for practical skills 
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Gardner's (1983) theory of "Multiple Intelligence" 
1. Linguistic Intelligence 
Linguistic intelligence is necessary for every person and individual in order to 
communicate with other people both in writing and verbal. In any assessment 
practice the participants should first comprehend the question or a task that is 
usually accompanied by a written text. Especially during phase 1 of this 
research Linguistic Intelligence was involved when the participants were asked 
to discuss and critique the practical items among each other and to comment on 
the items either verbally or in writing. During phase 2 the participants also 
needed to read the written instructions for each item and comprehend them 
before answering. The participants were also required to communicate science 
through proper use of vocabulary. Therefore if this kind of practice is utilized in 
science class it may contribute to the development of the learners' Linguistic 
Intelligence. 
2. Logical-Mathematical Intelligence / 
This kind of intelligence was involved in tasks 1,2,3,4,5, 7, 8~d 9, therefore 
the current practical items may be used to develop Logical-Mathematical 
Intelligence of science learners. With some revision and amendment of practical 
tasks this may be achieved much more effectively. For example, the learners 
may be given a related problem in future and they may be asked to work out the 
procedure and do the actual investigation (e.g. current at different points of a 
series circuit, etc.). 
3. Spatial Intelligence 
Spatial intelligence was involved in items 1, 2, 5, 9 and 10. Spatial Intelligence 
involves thinking three-dimensionally. A person who acquires spatial 
intelligence can imagine and perceive a three-dimensional structure of objects. 
He/she can visualize the movements/rotations of objects in space. In general, 
spatial intelligence is involved in the current programme at a moderate level. 
• , 
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4. Bodily-Kinesthetic Intelligence 
In all of the practical items the participants were required to handle and work 
with different apparatus. Therefore this kind of intelligence has a very strong 
relation to the practical test items used in this study. Again the practical items 
may be used in different fonnats in order to achieve better outcomes, depending 
on the context and the aim the exercise (e.g. to let the students connect the 
ammeter; to let them connect the resistors to get different overall resistances; to 
ask students to make different connections of cells; to ask students to obtain a 
real image of the window and to show it to the class; etc.) 
5. Musical Intelligence 
Musical Intelligence was found to be irrelevant to the current practical tasks. 
6. Interpersonal Intelligence. 
As in the case of Linguistic Intelligence, Interpersonal Intelligence was also 
involved, especially during the pilot stages of this research. 
7. Intrapersonal Intelligence 
In order to allow the development of Intrapersonal Intelligence the students in 
science class may be allowed to perfonn these practical tasks and may be 
required to compare their responses with the expected ones. In this way the 
students will be able to assess themselves as well, which is one of the emphases 
of Outcomes-Based Education. 
Musical Intelligence, Interpersonal and Intra-Personal Intelligences have been 
identified to be irrelevant to phase 2 of the compact programme. Therefore 
these components are not considered when it is compared with other theories. 
Bodily-Kinesthetic Intelligence was found to be the most relevant to the 
practical tasks in general. Since the compact programme involved practical 
i 
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tasks instead of paper-and-pencil type tests, the participants were required to 
handle and use actual apparatus in most of he tasks. It was especially highly 
involved in tasks 1,3, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10. Logical Mathematical Intelligence also 
has a high relevance to the practical tasks because they needed logical reasoning 
in most cases. 
Lock's (1989) assessment framework for practical work skills 
Lock used this assessment framework to study the relationship between the 
component skills. These practical skills have been utilized to classify the 
practical test items used in this study. 
1- Observation 
Items 1, 3, 7, 8, 9 and 10 have been found to be strongly relevant to this 
component skill of assessment. In these items the participants were required to 
be good observers of various everyday events and apparatus, and to make 
accurate measurements and conclusions. 
2- Manipulation 
Manipulation skills were involved in items 1, 3, 6, and 8. The participants did 
measurements, and had to use the apparatus accurately and systematically. 
3- Interpretation 
Interpretation skills were involved in items 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 10. With slight 
revisions other items could also be used to improve and measure interpretation 
skills. 
4- Planning 
Planning skills were involved mostly in item 1 where the participants were 
required to formulate a procedure to measure the volume of the given object. 
* , 
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5-Report 
For each of the practical items the participants were required to report their 
findings on the response sheet provided. In a different set up of a lesson the 
participants could also be asked to report their responses verbally, during the 
pilot stages of the research. 
6- Self-reliance 
During the administration of this research it was not always possible to allow 
the participants to ask for assistance, but during the pilot stages this was done 
successfully. The participants had an opportunity to seek help and discuss their 
responses. 
Observation was the skill most relevant to the compact programme. There were 
real instances in the tasks and the participants needed to observe them fIrst 
before they could respond correctly. They observed the apparatus, objects and 
sometimes combination of these actual apparatus. 
Observation skill was followed by interpretation and manipulation skills. 
Solomon's (1998) theory of the multiple contents of the public 
understanding of science 
1- Science for the Personal Development of the Individual 
2- Science as a Requirement for a Specific Profession or Vocational 
Board/Body 
3- Science for its own Rational Development 
4- The Humanistic Utility of Science 
Solomon's theoretical components are all moderately relevant to the compact 
programme. Solomon's components are more wide and general so may not have 
been related directly to the compact programme. They focus on more general 
aims and on the importance of the public understanding of science. 
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White's (1988) elements of memory 
1- Strings 
The Strings component of memory has been found to be relevant to items 2, 3, 
4, 6, 7, 8,.9 and 10. For example, "North pole attracts South pole"~ "The 
magnihIde of current is the same at every point of a series circuit"~ etc. 
2- Propositions 
Items 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 have been identified as involving propositions 
F 
components of memory, such as V= I x R, P = -, P (power) = VxI, etc. 
A 
3- Images 
Images are involved in items 4,5,6, 9 and 10. The participants were required to 
imagine the size of a refrigerator, and the bulb used in a room, the power and 
brightness of bulbs, etc. 
4- Episodes 
Episodes are involved in items 2, 3, 4, 9 and 10. Participants could recall the 
times when they tried to bum a piece of paper by using a magnifying glass 
under sunlight. 
5- Intellectual Skills 
Intellectual skills are involved in all of the items various extents. The 
participants were required to know how to read instruments together with 
interpreting the scaling on the measwing instrument. In most cases they were 
also required to apply the knowledge they had learnt in theory to actual 
practical apparatus questions. 
• 
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6- Motor Skills 
Motor skills were involved strongly in items 1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, . and 10. The 
participants were required to handle, use and make measurements with the 
actual apparatus provided. They needed to acquire certain motor skills in order 
to identify and use the apparatus properly. 
7- Cognitive Strategies 
Cognitive strategies were fOlmd to be relevant to all of the practical test items in 
this study. 
The Motor skills component of White's theory was the most relevant among the 
components, followed by Intellectual Skills and Propositions. 
In other theories the components emphasizing the hands-on abilities were also 
highly relevant to the programme because of the nature of the tasks. Some tasks 
involved mathematical relations and formulas as well, so the propositions 
components were also highly relevant. 
The Revised National Curriculum Statement Draft's learning outcomes of 
Natural Sciences Learning Area: -
1. The learner is able to develop and use science process skills in a variety of 
settings. 
2. The learner is able to develop and apply scientific knowledge and 
understanding. 
3. The learner is able to gain an appreciation of the relationship and 
responsibilities between science and society. 
The practical test items of this study have been found to be strongly relevant to 
these three learning outcomes. In the practical items the participants were 
required to acquire and use science process skills, apply these skills to the 
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practical tasks and observe the practical aspects of scientific knowledge used in 
their everyday lives. As stated by most participants, they were impressed and 
they enjoyed seeing that the scientific knowledge that they learn at school has 
its applications in real life situations. This helps the participants to gain an 
appreciation of science and its relation with and implications for social life. 
Franus' (1992) components of thinking 
Cognitive and technical thinking skills have been identified as being strongly 
relevant to the current practical test items. Literary thinking skills were involved 
mostly during phase 1 of the research. As in the case of Linguistic Intelligence 
of Gardner, the practical items may be revised and amended for the 
development of Literary thinking skills. However, in this practical test the 
participants still had to comprehend written instructions which required 
language skills. Therefore it was not completely ignored. 
The relevance of the various criteria for practical tasks used by Kapenda et 
al. (2001) 
The investigation of the relevance of these criteria revealed an interesting result. 
The criteria regarding the aspect design of practical tasks were found to be one 
of the least relevant classification schemes, but the criteria regarding the 
context of the tasks were found to be highly relevant. This may imply that the 
design of the tasks should be reviewed again. However it may also be argued 
that these criteria, as worded, cannot be considered together and compared with 
others because among them were criteria that were contrary to each other such 
as "inductive-deductive" and "open-closed~. When the criteria are examined in 
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In tenus of the contexts of the tasks the practical programme was found to be 
efficient in teans of both activity duration and student recording time. 
Among all the classification schemes Lock's assessment framework for 
practical skills was found to be the most relevant of all. This assessment 
framework was specifically prepared for assessing practical skills. Lock (1989) 
found skills of planning and interpretation strongly related to each other. In this 
research also these skills were equally relevant to the compact practical 
programme. However their relevance to tasks 1,4,8 and 10 varied. 
Kapenda et al.' s criteria regarding the aspects of task design were the least 
relevant but, as explained earlier it, may not be appropriate to compare this 
theory with others. Among the rest of the schemes, Solomon's theory of 
multiple dimensions of public understanding of science was the least relevant 
together with the reduced relevance of Franus' components of thinking. These 
theories did not have high relevance most probably because they were too wide 
for the present practice. The compact programme may foan (be relevant to) part 
of them but do not cover the whole theory. 
5.8 Purpose no.8: Recommendations for teaching practical physics 
Leonard and Penick (2000:359) reported that two important recommendations 
of the National Education Standards in the USA, were that students learn and 
practice the methods of science (science process skills) and develop an 
understanding of the nature of science (empirical, objective, verifiable, tentative 
etc.). It is important for the students to be familiar with the fundamentals of the 
scientific process and enquiry such as the apparatus used, basic facts and 
principles and basic skills. The programme of this study measured the 
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They stated that the new vision gave more emphasis to cognitive skills than 
observing, inferring, classifying, fonning hypotheses etc. They also stated that 
students should learn science through inquiry process i.e. doing science rather 
than hearing about science. Modeling of how scientists learn is an important 
part of science education. 
They studied an activity suggested by the National Education Standards that 
promoted the development of process skills and understanding of nature of 
sCIence. 
Leonard and Penick (2000:359-360) pointed out that standard-based activities 
should engage the students in observing; asking and identifying questions and 
problems; identifying dependent and independent variables; fonnulating 
hypotheses; designing and conducting experiments; manipulating independent 
variables; collecting data; organizing data; displaying data; inferring from data; 
generalising; applying generalisations; communicating results; and fonnulating 
new hypotheses. In the compact programme the participants did not have to 
have all of these skills such as asking and identifying questions, identifying and 
manipulating independent variables. 
Leonard and Penick (2000) argued that inquiry makes learning more interesting 
and engaging and it can have lasting effects on one's mind. 
Lawson (2000:641) stated that American Association for Advancement of 
Science recommended "science should be taught as it is practiced". In the South 
African context this is a very challenging issue because the educators 
themselves also do not seem to be qualified enough to practice this and the 
resources are also not satisfactory. However, this could be achieved through 
designing and conducting simpler activities which do not require too many 
complicated and technical tools and apparatus. 
I 
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Lawson (2000:641) presented the results of a survey that revealed the problems 
that inexperienced teaching assistants encountered in an inquiry-based (activity-
based) laboratory mediwn. These problems included the following: -
• Some students do not participate enough, 
• Some students do not know how to get the inquiry started, 
• Some students do not care and do not see the inquiry as relevant to their lives, 
• Some students do not listen, 
• Some students lack background knowledge, 
• Some students talk at inappropriate times, 
• Some students have bad attitudes and are disruptive, 
• Some students are doing poorly and want extra credit, 
• Some students do not want to think for themselves, 
• Some students socialise during lab, 
• Some students participate too much, 
• Some students do not clean up after themselves, 
• Some students cheat and plagiarise the others' work, 
• Some students are tardy and leave early. 
It is very likely that these problems are being experienced in South African 
schools. The concentration, participation, negative attitudes and lack of 
confidence of the learners are common issues in a standard classroom. 
Therefore his suggestions are important to note for the South African context. 
He suggested possible methods of dealing with these issues. His suggestions 
included the following: 
• Keep the groups as small as possible (two people are ideal). 
• Specify the duration of the task. 
• Monitor students while they are busy with a task. 
• Give them "to-be-graded" assignment to complete during the sessions. 
• Give them clear an complete introductory remark. 
• Objectives of the activity should be very clear. 
• Make the tasks challenging. 
• Point to the aspects of the task indirectly related to everyday life. 
• Get them 'do' first then 'talk'. 
He concluded that it takes considerable practice to develop needed skills for an 
inquiry classroom, but once the skills are acquired the inquiry classroom 
becomes a very exiting and rewarding place. It may be argued that the compact 
programme satisfied most of these suggestion such as the desirable size of the 
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group (during phase 1 this was one of the conclusions); the duration of the 
tasks; "to~be~graded' assignments (the programme was an assessment 
programme); relevance of the tasks to everyday life, etc. 
The participants showed a very high level of interest towards the practical 
programme. It implies that a programme of this nature definitely has a positive 
impact on the learners' attitude and their learning. Therefore the compact 
programme of practical activities may be used as part of everyday classroom 
activities with necessary amendments. 
5.9 Purpose no.9: To discuss more deeply and thoroughly how physics 
practical work should be assessed. 
Much of the previous research into the attainment of science process skills and 
scientific and technological literacy has involved paper-and-pencil type of 
research instruments. Lawrenz, Huffman and Welch (2001) studied the 
achievement of different subgroups on four different assessment formats, 
namely, multiple-choice test, written open-ended test, hands-on lab skills test 
and hands-on full investigation. They reported that high achiever students 
seemed to be doing equally well on different assessment formats. However, for 
low achiever students the assessment format mattered more. They concluded for 
this result that different assessment formats measure different competencies. 
They stated that hands-on tests could provide different information about the 
achievement of different subgroups, and the results of this study in Cape Town 
support this claim. 
Bennett and Kennedy (2001:104) stated that a written examination of practical 
work can assess only a limited number of areas of the cognitive domain, namely 
knowledge, comprehension and application. They argued that some key areas of 
practical work such as analysis and synthesis could not be assessed by written 
examinations at all. 
• ,
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Race (1997:18) argued that many areas of study involve practical work, but it is 
often much more difficult to assess such work in its own right. Assessing 
reports of practical work may involve measuring the quality of the end product 
of the practical work but not the work itself. He laid out some suggestions for 
assessing practical work. The involvement and relevance of these aims were 
discussed by a panel of four science educators and their consensus discussions 
are presented next to each aim: -
• Reserve some marks for the process: This has been done by the 
researcher. 
• Get students to self-assess how well they undertook tasks: This was 
done in some items (item 3 and 8) to some extent. 
• Ask students to include in their reports "ways I could do the 
experiment better next time": This was done verbally by the 
researcher during phase 1. and the students used the comment sheet, 
Figure 3.12, to record their suggestions for improving the activities. 
• Include some 'supplementary questions': Not done in the compact 
programme. 
• Design the right end-products: The panel of educators agreed that the 
end-products were designed satisfactorily . 
There is a wide range of agreement regarding the value of the practical work in 
science (Bennett and Kennedy, 2001). However the assessment of practical 
work and the knowledge and skills of practical work has not been researched 
conclusively. This might be due to the difficult nature of designing the right 
practical assessment tools. Bennett and Kennedy (2001) noted very positive 
responses from the students to a new assessment model for practical work 
which assessed manipulative skills, observational and measurement skills, 
recognition of apparatus and understanding of experimental work. They argued 
that there is a need for changes to be made in the assessment procedures in 
'. 
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order to give a more valid and fairer assessment of students' ability at practical 
work. 
It is also important to set the tasks in such a way that they include a wide range 
of skills and every learner (participant) can demonstrate his/her abilities. 
Otherwise it would be unfair to conduct the tasks on those participants who do 
not have the included skills but acquire other skills. 
Race (1997:37) pointed to the danger of measuring the final product of certain 
skills and ignoring measurement of the skills themselves. He laid out ten 
questions and suggested that addressing these questions may help to get the 
balance right. These questions consisted of the following: 
1- What exactly are the practical skills we wish to assess? 
2- Why do we need to measure practical skills? 
3- Where is the best place to measure these skills? 
4- When is the best time to measure these skills? 
5- Who is in the best position to measure practical skills? 
6- Is it necessary to establish minimum acceptable standards? 
7- How much should practical skills count for? 
8- May student self-assessment of practical skills be worth using? 
9- May student peer-assessment of practical skills be worth using? 
10-Is it necessary to have a practical examination? 
The compact programme of practical activities of the present study was not 
designed to answer these questions, but the evidence gathered may lead to the 
discussion of questions 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 and 10. The practical skills involved in 
science teaching, in general, may be applied to other areas of daily life such as 
solving practical problems. Thus measuring these skills should constitute an 
important of science teaching to assess whether or not these skills are being 
mastered by the learners. The time and place of measuring these skills may 
depend on the educator. Because depending on the educator it may be measured 
during fonnal teaching, in laboratory, during an excursion, etc. This may be 
done before, during or after teaching, depending on the purpose of the 
assessment. Measuring practical skills may be done by the teacher or an outside 
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examiner again depending on the purpose. However it is advisable that a 
summative assessment of these skills is conducted by an outside examiner. The 
effectiveness of student self-assessment of practical skills may need to be 
researched in more detail. The assessment strategies that are listed in the 
Revised National Curriculum Statement Draft (2001) include student self-
assessment and peer assessment as possible strategies. As pointed out earlier 
written examinations lack the ability to measure certain skills. Therefore, a 
well-set and conducted practical examination may be much more effective in 
practical assessment. 
Visser (2000) suggested three strategies for conducting practical work and their 
assessment: 
1. Stations involving a number of different experiments; a series of 
practical tasks in the same subject in the fonn of follow up. Each 
one is constructed on the data gathered from previous one. 
2. Predict, explore and explain (PEE) where a well-chosen question is 
discussed among students; a well-constructed practical question is 
chosen and the learners discuss it until they reach a consensus. This 
question usually departs from a knowledge that the learner already 
i has. 
3. Strategies with the teachers' and students' own design and 
execution: the learners are given an open-ended research question 
and they need to design an experiment to investigate the problem. 
This strategy consists of three phases i.e. planning phase, 
implementing phase and concluding phase. 
In the compact programme of practical activities these three methods may be 
observed to various extents. For example, each task may be considered as a 
station where follow up tasks or some prerequisite tasks can be designed and 
implemented all together. For this purpose a number of items/tasks from the 
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same topic should be developed. For example, identification of different types 
of niirrors may be a starting task and the next task may be to specify daily use 
for each one and another follow up item may be to design a simple device that 
can be used in daily life. 
The item 8 of this programme may be an example of a PEE. The item did not 
require the participants to verify their guess on the current at a specific point of 
the circuit, but this could be done in different contexts. The third strategy of 
Visser (2000) was not practiced extensively in this programme. Because it 
requires more time and designing experiments, conducting them and drawing 
conclusions from the results. 
Each one of the three strategies suggested by Visser (2000) has its strengths 
with slight differences in their focus. The frrst one 'stations' promotes 
conducting a specific experiment by students which develops and measures 
certain skills. In PEE usually the students can be given a narrower task and they 
are required to predict the result and then perform the investigation and explain 
the obtained results. This also involves skills that should be developed through 
science practical work. The last suggestion of Visser reminds one of following 
an enquiry method in conducting investigations where hypotheses should be 
identified, the investigations should be designed, and the hypotheses should be 
tested and revised if necessary. Depending on the purpose of the practice any of 
these three strategies could be used in a science classroom. It may be a better 
strategy to start with the frrst strategy with a particular group, before moving to 
the others, because the frrst strategy involves more introductory and basic skills 
and knowledge. 
Buchan (1992: 19) stated that, following the frrst examination after the 
introduction of a new syllabus in the United Kingdom, there were two main 
innovations in the examination system: frrstly, the need to operate within 
nationally defmed criteria and, secondly, to assess practical skills. Buchan 
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(1992) studied the published schemes of internal assessment of practical skills 
offered by five English and Welsh examining groups and identified five key 
aspects of variation between these schemes: 
1. The percentage given to practical skills. 
2. Skills and abilities assessed and their grouping. 
3. The definition of scoring of levels of performance. 
4. The number of assessments to be made and their relationships to the 
marks submitted. 
5. The suggested approach. 
The variation mentioned above may be the case for South Africa as well if the 
criteria, standards and skills and abilities are not specified nationwide. The 
present study involved measuring certain practical skills. The programme used 
a scoring system out of 25 marks. The educators at the schools need to be given 
more specific directions and suggestions to have a standard level of science 
education. 
She emphasized that variation between schemes will influence the science 
teaching through the differing emphases on assessed work. 
One of the most important issues in assessment (if not the most important) is to 
identify the purpose of the assessment, i.e. diagnostic, formative, summative, 
etc. After deciding on the purpose and context of the assessment the focus 
knowledge and skills to be included in the assessment should be clarified. Only 
then will it be appropriate to decide on the strategy, because each strategy has 
its strong focus on certain skills. This is very much dependent on the educator 
personally. A well-equipped educator would be able come up with many 
different approaches to measure one skill. 
It is stated earlier that a practical assessment task programme should focus on a 
wide range of skills and knowledge in order for it to be fair. Therefore all three 
strategies advocated by Visser (2000) should be used at different occasions of 
i 
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teaching because it is very difficult that one activity or strategy can measure all 
the necessary skills. 
5.1 Purpose no.10: Evidence disclosing weaknesses in the research design 
of the dissertation 
Although the practical tasks of the compact programme underwent various pilot 
trials, there are still possible improvements for the individual tasks and for the 
programme as a whole. Especially the skills and content knowledge included in 
the compact programme could have been organized better. The tasks with low 
reliability could be refined and improved. 
For some items there were different comments. For example, some participants 
indicated specifically that they enjoyed the electricity item while there were 
other participants who found the items too difficult 
The variety of the sample groups that took part in the study is also another issue 
about the research design. Although the study involved sample groups from a 
variety of backgrounds, the size of each sample could be larger and the 
conclusions of the study would be more appropriate and valid. Also, the sizes of 
the samples of educators and academics could be larger, and more time was 
needed for these sessions. These sessions were usually conducted at 
conferences and workshops where usually a limited time is allocated (30-60 
minutes). A more detailed analysis requires more time and longer discussions, 
especially on the classification of the tasks according to different classification 
schemes. 
The participants were given an open-ended question to express their ideas. For 
the same purpose the participants could be given a list of possible views and 
asked to rate them, as well as an open-ended one. 
' . • , 
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More graded skills could be involved in a programme of this nature. Some of 
the activities measured lower level skills (e.g. identifying the bulb that would 
cost less or glow brighter, identification of different types of mirrors etc.) while 
others involved moderately complex skills and knowledge (e.g. measuring 
volwne and identifying poles of magnets) and higher order skills and content 
knowledge (e.g. calculation of resistance and obtaining real image with lenses). 
Visser's (2000) "stations" strategy is a good example of this nature. It starts 
with a relatively simple question and builds on it. 
Chapter Summary 
This chapter discussed the results and fmdings of the research that were 
presented in Chapter 4. The relevant process skills that were 
measured/encouraged by the compact programme were elucidated. Also the 
compact programme was examined according to the criteria of test item 
construction and WCED Assesssment Workbook and National Curriculwn 
Statement Draft criteria. 
Examples from past Matriculation papers were presented and compared to 
similar items in the compact programme. The participants' attitudes and written 
comments on the programme were also analysed and discussed. This chapter 
discussed in detail the perceived relevance and match/mismatch between the 
activities of the programme and various classification schemes. Issues around 
teaching and assessment of practical work in school science were amplified as 




CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This chapter presents the conclusions, possible implications and /; 
recommendations of the research. The investigation was designed to answer 
various questions listed in chapter 1. Consequently this chapter will be 
organized around the same themes and focus questions. 
6.1 Question 1: Which of the 13 process skills listed in the Revised National 
Curriculum Statement Draft (2001:99-100) are tested/encouraged by the 
practical items in the compact programme? 
Conclusion 
The data produced in this study supports the consensus conclusion that the 
compact programme of practical activities encouraged the use of the following 
scientific skills: -
Process skill 1. Observing and comparing: these skills were encouraged 
strongly in all of the items. 
Process skill 2. Measuring and estimating: encouraged strongly in items 
1, 2, 5 and 8; moderately in items 3, 4, 6 and 7; weakly or 
not at all on items 9 and 10. 
Process skill 3. Recording information: encouraged strongly on items 1, 5 
and 7; moderately on items 3, 8 and 10; weakly or not at all 
on items 2, 4, 5, 6, 9 and 10. 
Process skill 4. Sorting and classifying: encouraged strongly on items 4, 6 
and 9, moderately on items 3 and 10: weakly or not at all on 
items 1, 2, 5, 7 and 8. 
Process skill 5. Interpreting information: encouraged strongly on items 3, 
4, 5, 6 and 10; encouraged moderately on items 2, 7 and 8; 
weakly or not at all on items 1 and 9. 
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Process skill 6. Predicting what will happen if something changes: 
encouraged on items 3, 5 and 8; moderately on items 4, 6 
and 7; weakly or not at all on items 1, 2, 9 and 10. 
Process skill 7. Hypothesizing: encouraged strongly on items 1, 3, 4, 8 and 
10, moderately on items 2, 5 and 6; weakly or not at all on 
items 7 and 9. 
Process skill 8. Using models and theories: encouraged strongly on items 
2, 3, 6, 7, 8 and 10; moderately on items 4, 5 and 9; weakly 
or not at all on item 1. 
Process skill 9. Raising questions about a situation: encouraged strongly 
on items 5 and 6; weakly or not at all on the other items. 
Process skill 10. Planning an investigation: encouraged strongly on items 1, 
3 and 10; moderately on items 4, 5, 6 and 8; weakly or not 
at all on items 2, 7 and 9. 
Process skill 11. Doing the investigation: encouraged strongly on items 1, 3 
and 10; moderately on items 4, 5, 6 and 8; weakly or not at 
all on items 2, 7 and 9. 
Process skill 12. Communicating science information: encouraged strongly 
on items 1, 4, 5, 7, 8 and 9; moderately on items 2, 3, 6 and 
10. 
Process skill 13. Design, make and improve a device or system to solve a 
practical problem: this skill was not encouraged by any of 
the items of the programme. 
The analysis of the relevance of the skills to the current programme revealed 
that observation skills, using models and theories and communicating 
science information were involved in almost all of the items. The participants 
also recorded an awareness of the importance these skills. The participants also 
identified handling, touching and experiencing the actual apparatus to be of 
high importance. 
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Implications 
The data presented in Table 3.1 (process skills encouraged/measured by the 
compact programme) implies that observation is one of the most important 
skills in the compact practical programme. Using models and theories may 
also be an important part of this type of science teaching because by referring to 
theories and models learners may make better sense of the world. Experiencing 
the actual apparatus by the learners is also favoured by the learners. 
These findings imply that each one the practical items is able to encourage and 
measure some of these process skills. Especially items 1, 3, 5, 8 and 10 
encouraged and measured at least six of these skills. Therefore these items may 
be able to provide learning materials which are in harmony with the science 
process skills proposed in the latest curriculum document. 
Another implication is that in the near future some of the important items such 
as items 2, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 might be developed hierarchically with additional 
components being created to incorporate the testing of more sophisticated 
process skills. The programme mostly encouraged the practice of simpler and 
less sophisticated skills and did not involve higher order skills such as making 
and improving a device or system to solve a practical problem. The above-
mentioned items may now be revised and elaborated to encourage this skill. For 
example, learners might now be asked to design and assemble a telescope, a 
microscope or a periscope with various mirrors, lenses and prisms. Item 6, 
which asked the participants to indicate which one of the four different 
arrangements of cells would last longest, may be developed by asking the 
participants to design a battery for a more sophisticated device. They may also 
be asked to design a shoe to walk on a track with a hard surface, or on sand or 
snow. 
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Recommendations for teacher training 
Science educators are required to be able to comprehend and interpret the policy 
document, and also to know what each skill requires, because they will be 
expected to implement it in classrooms when it is finalized. Therefore, the 
requirements and explanations of these skills should be included in teacher 
training programmes. 
6.2 Question 2: Do the practical items deployed" in this study contain 
additional worthwhile process skills that are not in the Revised National 
Curriculum Statement Draft (2001 :99-100) 
Conclusion 
Certain skills not specifically mentioned in the Revised Curriculum Statement 
Draft (2001) were identified, such as (1) expressing scientific notation of units 
accurately, (2) translating mathematical formulas/expressions into meaningful 
texts, (3) accurately comprehending written information and instructional 
procedures, (4) applying conceptual understanding to practical situations, and 
(5) visualizing and linking ~chool science content to everyday reality. 
The learners also showed an awareness of certain science process skills not 
mentioned in the new Draft Document, such as recalling and remembering 
scientific information, answering questions and describing their applications in 
everyday experiences, etc. 
Implications 
The implication of these fmdings may be that these newly identified skills (1) to 
(5) ought to be considered for inclusion on pages 99-100 of the Revised 
National Curriculum Statement Draft, and the list of suggested skills provided 
might be expanded to include these additional skills. 
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Recommendations for learners 
The learners might be guided to perform activities in which they can develop 
these additional skills, as well as those suggested by the new Draft Document. 
The practical tasks investigated in this compact programme may be used for this 
purpose. 
Recommendations for educators 
In order to develop these skills in school learners the science educators may use, 
in their science classes, the practical tasks either as they are or by revising them 
(as explained earlier) to include more sophisticated skills. If so, the educators 
should also be provided with appropriate resources and guidelines to perfonn 
these activities. 
Recommendations for the curriculum development 
The additional skills that this compact programme encouraged could be added 
to the 13 skills suggested by new Draft document. 
Recommendations for teacher-training 
These additional skills could be incorporated into the didactics of teacher 
training programmes so that future science teachers can b~ made aware of these 
skills. 
Recommendations for in-service training 
Some practising teachers may not have acquired these skills or the techniques 
and methods of instructing or implementing these skills. Therefore, selected 
teachers .who are currently in schools might undergo in-service training, when 
the additional skills may be discussed with them. 
6.3 Question 3: After repeated phase 1 field trials to improve the presentation 
of the apparatus, wording, content and process tasks incorporated into 
each individual practical item, (and also incorporated into the perfonnance 
, 
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programme as a whole in its final fonn), do the ten items also meet the 
following standard criteria for test item construction advocated by Ebel 
(1972: 359-360) and by Marshall and Hales (1971:165)? (a) Relevance, 
(b) balance, (c) efficiency, (d) objectivity/freedom from ambiguity/clarity, 
(e) specificity, (f) difficulty, (g) discrimination, (h) reliability, (i) fairness, 
(j) speededness, (k) control, (1) directedness, (m) task specification, (n) 
validity and (0) standard-based. 
Conclusion 
Experienced sCience educators evaluated the compact programme of this 
investigation. The compact programme was agreed to be relevant, efficient, 
objective, valid, specific and fair. However, it is not completely satisfactory in 
tenns of balance, difficulty, reliability and discrimination. The programme 
included examples from only certam chapters of the school science syllabus, 
indicating that it was not well-balanced. 
In tenns of difficulty and discrimination, the compact programme included 
(' some items which failed to discriminate between high and low achievers, and 
which did not have acceptable difficulty levels, such as activities 1, 3B, 4 and 
9B. 
The overall outcome of the present investigation may be considered as 
generally satisfactory. Although it has aspects which need to be improved, 
reliability is a well-known problem when attempting to establish consistency in 
practical task responses. 
Implication 
The fmdings imply that the development of a programme of practical activities 
can be complicated in tenns of attempting to satisfy all the desirable criteria of 
test item construction. While trying to optimize the attainment of one criterion, 
some other criteria may be compromised. 
l 
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Another implication is that the format and context of a practical activity should 
remain amenable to revision and improvement. 
Recommendations for improvement of the activities 
Although the overall programme was found to be satisfactory, it has aspects that 
need to be amended. For example, activities I, 3B, 4 and 9B could be re-
designed for better difficulty and discrimination. 
Recommendations for development of the compact programme as a whole 
More activities from other chapters of school science should be trialled and 
added to the compact programme. 
6.4 Question 4: Do the practical tasks satisfy the following additional criteria 
advocated by the Western Cape Education Department (WCED) 
Assessment Workbook (May 2001:4) and by the Revised National 
Curriculum Statement Draft (2001:73)? (a) Transparency, (b) democratic, 
(c) participatory, (d) based on pre-determined criteria, (e) variety of 
methods, (f) learner-paced, (g) flexibly expansive, (h) criterion referenced, 
(i) support the learning process, (j) diagnostic, (k) enriches the fast 
learners, (1) focused and (m) addresses the needs of learners 
Conclusion 
The participants did not specifically examine the programme's relevance to the 
WCED Assessment Workbook criteria. However an analysis of the practical 
tasks according to these criteria may reveal that the programme had its strengths 
and weaknesses in the context of WCED Assessment Workbook criteria. 
Although the participants' did not rank or indicate the relevance and 
appropriateness of the programme to WCED criteria, no comment or indication 
of the irrelevance of the compact programme to these criteria was stated either. 
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skill(s) or content knowledge but the participants indicated in their written and 
verbal comments that the programme can support the learning process. 
Implications 
One implication of the analysis of the criteria is that classroom teachers might 
have difficulty in implementing and evaluating certain undefmed criteria 
suggested by the WCED, e.g.: "transparency, democratic, participatory, based 
on pre-determined criteria, variety of methods, flexibly expansive", etc. For 
example, the meaning of a science assessment test/activity being "democratic, 
participatory and transparent" may not be very clear to the educators, and may 
be difficult to measure unambiguously. 
Recommendations for analysis of these criteria 
The WCED criteria have not been investigated conclusively in this 
investigation. Therefore, further study and analysis of these criteria and their 
contexts may be needed with larger sample groups, once the WCED supplies 
operationalised defmitions of these terms. 
Recommendations for the official/policy documents 
The criteria presented may need to be explained further to the educators who 
are responsible for implementing them. 
6.5 Question 5: During the eleven phase 1 field trials to improve the 
apparatus, wording, content and process tasks incorporated into each 
individual practical item, and into the performance programme as a whole 
in its fmal form, does the programme of task items also meet the 37 
curriculum criteria advocated by the Revised National Curriculum 
Statement Draft (2001: 4; 7; 10; 14-16), such as: 
(a) Leamer-centeredness 
(b) Activity-based 
• • , 
I 
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(c) Promotes learners' effective use of visual. mathematical and 
language skills to communicate 
(d) Enables the learners to understand that the world is a set of related 
systems 
(e) Evidence-based 
(f) Enables prediction, verification and repetition 
(g) Encourages science as a social process 
(h) Requires careful observation 
(i) Promotes an understanding of cause and effect 
0) Is culture-fair; 
and so on? 
Conclusions 
The fmdings suggested that the following criteria were satisfied strongly by the 
programme as a whole: 
Learner-centeredness; activity-based; durable; logical; enables prediction; 
verification and repetition; promotes the application of scientific knowledge and 
understanding; requires careful observation; lays the basis for further studies in 
science; promotes an understanding of science as a human activity; encourages 
girls to participate in the science activities; and is culture-fair. 
The programme was adjusted by consensus to meet the following criteria at a 
moderate level: 
Promotes learners' effective use of visual; mathematical and language skills to 
communicate; enables learners to make sense of the world; evidence-based; 
fosters an appreciation of the relationships and responsibilities between science 
and society; promotes an understanding of cause and effect; and is intuitive. 
The following criteria were met weakly or not at all: 
Promotes the use of creative and/or critical thinking skills to identify and solve 
problems; enables learners to organise and manage activities responsibly and 
effectively; promotes the collection, analysis, organisation and critical 
evaluation of infonnation by learners; enables learners to use science and 
technology effectively; showing responsibility to the environments and health 
of others; enables the learners to understand that the world is a set of related 
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systems; encourages science as a social process; encourages the search for 
pattern; answers questions about the nature of the world; prepares learners for 
economic activity and self-expression; acknowledges the existence of 
'alternative ideas' of the world by children and adults, which they bring to the 
world of the classroom; enables validation through peer view; involves an open 
contest of ideas; promotes an understanding of the history of science; promotes 
an understanding of the relationship between science and other learning areas; 
promotes an understanding of the contribution of science to social justice and 
societal development; promotes an understanding of responsibility to ourselves, 
society and the environment; promotes an understanding of the consequences 
that involves ethical issues; and is open to new theories and knowledge. 
Implications 
One of the implications of these findings is that the compact programme tended 
to satisfy the basic curriculum criteria advocated by Revised National 
Curriculum Statement Draft, e.g. l~a.mer-centered, activity-based, durable and 
requiring careful observation. However, it does not adequately cover the more 
sophisticated criteria such as promoting an understanding of the contribution of 
science to social justice and societal development; promoting an understanding 
of the consequences that involves ethical issues; promoting an understanding of 
the history of science, etc., so, if desirable, the next task may be to develop new 
items along these lines. 
Another implication is that these more sophisticated criteria may be problematic 
for a science educator when attempting to develop new activities. 
Recommendations for the development of practical activities 
The activities may be revised, or completely new activities might need to be 
developed to meet these criteria, because these criteria are very comprehensive 
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Recommendation for the investigation 
The types of activities, and the contexts in which these criteria may be satisfied 
adequately, should be investigated and new activities may be developed 
according to those fmdings. 
6.6 Achievements of the sample groups of participants 
Conclusion 
The quantitative fmdings of this investigation were classified into various 
categories for statistical comparisons of the achievement scores of the 
participants; for example: the participants' gender, English language 
proficiency, academic levels, grade levels, schools/institutions, degree of 
familiarity with the apparatus used in the activities and the practical tasks' 
inclusion in the matriculation syllabus. 
The statistical analysis of the data produced in this research revealed significant 
results in relation to the participants' English proficiency levels, the 
schools/institutions of participants; and their academic levels. However no 
significantly different achievements were recorded in regard to gender and the 
learners' degree of familiarity with the apparatus used in this research. 
English first language participants achieved significantly higher scores than 
English second language participants. English second language participants at 
schools situated in underprivileged areas achieved much lower scores than 
English second language participants from the schools in more privileged areas. 
Significant differences between the achievement scores of secondary and 
tertiary level participants were recorded. Tertiary level participants scored 
significantly higher than secondary level participants. 
The achievement scores of male and female participants were not significantly 
different. Another surprising result was that the degree of familiarity of the 
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participants with the apparatus was not significantly related to achievement 
scores. 
Implications 
One of the implications of the quantitative results is that it revealed that the 
language factor was an important variable with the particular samples 
investigated. However, it was also observed that it was not the only one. The 
school that the participants attend or the geographical area where it is situated 
was also important. This might have several implications. One is that the 
schools situated in underprivileged areas may be failing to use, or may be 
lacking, necessary resources and qualified educators. Another implication could 
be that the participants who attend the schools in privileged areas have more 
opportunity to improve their English proficiency levels because they have more 
opportunity to converse in English. 
Tertiary level participants perfonned better overall than secondary level 
participants. This may imply that people learn. about these concepts and 
remember them during the course of their life as they develop certain skills; or 
that they had more favorable opportunities to learn in the past. However, on 
some of the items their perfonnances were comparable. This implies that certain 
skills and concepts may be obtained relatively more easily and then stay in 
one's mind. 
The previous familiarity or unfamiliarity of the participants with apparatus did 
not have a measurable effect on their achievement. This might imply that the 
contexts in which they deal with objects may be different from the school 
science context, although it would be incorrect to try to generalize from the 
results produced in this very limited study. 
• 
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Recommendations for school development 
The schools should be supplied with resources necessary to develop science 
process skills. These may include -human resources such as qualified teachers, 
because the literature review has shown that South African schools are 
experiencing a shortage of qualified teachers, especially in the field of science. 
Recommendations for classroom science teaching 
Teachers should encourage activities through which learners can develop 
science process skills, as well as their theoretical or conceptual understanding. 
Recommendations for teacher training 
If future science educators are well trained in these skills, they should be better 
• 
able to develop the necessary process skills in their learners when they teach. 
Another recommendation for teacher training may be that the science educators 
should be specially trained how to overcome or reduce the language barrier in 
science teaching. 
6.7 Classification frameworks 
Conclusion 
The relevance of the compact programme to various theories and classification 
frameworks has been investigated in this study. The results showed that, 
although some of the frameworks were found to be more relevant than others, 
the compact programme did not cover any of the frameworks and theories 
completely. However, Lock's assessment framework for the assessment of 
practical skills was identified to be the most relevant of all. 
Implications 
The fmding that none of the theories was entir~ly covered may imply that the 
theories and classification frameworks are very broad, since most of them were 
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science practical work. It may be very challenging to develop a full programme 
of practical tasks to cover all the categories of a broad framework. 
Conclusion 
In order to develop a new framework for this type of practice, the theories 
presented in the previous chapter have been analyzed carefull~ and the 
following science process skills have been identified to be relevant to the 
current practice. 
(a) Comprehension skills 
It is important for a participant to be able to comprehend a practical task and its 
requirements. The participants should be able to understand the written 
instructions provided with the task item. This has links with Gardner's 
linguistic intelligence and Franus' literary thinking. 
(b) Recognizing given items of apparatus 
The participants should be familiar with the apparatus and recognize the name 
and the uses. This category may also involve the recognition of scientific 
aspects of everyday apparatus and devices. This skill has not been clearly 
identified in other frameworks. 
(c) Following instructions 
The participants should be able to follow instructions (written or verbal) to 
complete a task. The instructions may be either specific ones such as the 
procedure of an experiment, or more general such as open-ended investigations. 
This was related to Lock's interpretation and self-reliance skills. 
(d) Carrying out tasks and handling science apparatus 
They should be able to follow and perform a set procedure and use certain items 
of apparatus to perform necessary investigations such as measuring instruments. 
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These tasks can be open-ended, as well as ones in which a learner should be 
able to plan and cany out investigations. This skill was also mentioned in 
Gardner's bodily-kinesthetic intelligence, Lock's manipulation skills, White's 
motor skills and fIrst and second learning outcomes of Outcomes-Based 
Education. 
(e) Observation skills 
The participants need to be able to observe the actual practical task and the 
emphasized variables. A participant should be able to identify which variables 
are to be manipulated in an investigation and which one should be kept 
constant. This is related to Lock's observation skills. 
(t) Interpretation of the observations 
Participants need to be able to interpret what they observe during the 
administration of a task. Putting together the evidence from an experiment, and 
drawing conclusions from that, are important aspects of this skill. This is 
closely related to Gardner's logical-mathematical intelligence White's cognitive 
strategies, and Lock's interpretation skills. 
(g) Making predictions 
After interpreting their observations the participants should be able to make 
predictions regarding further steps of a task. In other words, they need to be 
able to answer "what if ... ?" and "what do you expect to happen after ...... ?" 
types of questions. This skill has been emphasized in Gardner's logical 
mathematical intelligence, Lock's interpretation skills and White's cognitive 
strategies. 
(h) Reporting and communicating scientific information 
The participants who have reporting skills can provide their responses in a 
desired manner. They pay attention to unit notations, expressing these details in 
a scientifIc way. This skill is important for a practical task because the 
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participants should be able to record and report their responses so that they can 
make accurate conclusions. Unit notations are not specifically emphasized in 
other classification frameworks used in the present study. However, this was 
emphasized in Lock's framework as reporting skill. 
6.8 Further research 
This section presents recommendation for further research in the field: 
Recommendation 1. The size of the participants sample should be larger. If 
this compact programme was administrated to larger 
groups of participants more conclusive results could be 
recorded. 
Recommendation 2. The compact programme encouraged certain process 
skills. However, the results of the investigation in 
relation to these skills are not always conclusive. 
Therefore a more comprehensive research is needed to 
investigate the process skills that are encouraged by 
practical activities. 
Recommendation 3. Another possible research area is the context of 
developing these skills. Ways and techniques of 
developing these skills in more diverse contexts should 
be researched. 
Recommendation 4. More demanding activities with graded skills may be 
developed and administered with participating students, 
teachers. teachers·in-training. etc. 
I 
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Recommendation 5. The data gathered in relation to the attributes of the 
participants, e.g. the degree of familiarity should be 
collected more consistently in order to draw more 
reliable conclusions. 
Recommendation 6. The evidence supporting theories and classification 
frameworks of science practical work should be 
examined in more detail. This may lead to a more 
comprehensive classification framework. 
Recommendation 7. More diverse methods of conducting and assessing 
science practicals may also be another possible research 
area. 
6.9 Final conclusion 
One of the most important aspects of this research was that it introduced the 
idea of having a manageable programme of actual syllabus-based apparatus for 
assessing curriculum-prescribed science process skills. This research has 
investigated some of the current issues around science practical work. The 
research had its weaknesses as well as its strong aspects. It could be argued that 
the present investigation has made appreciable progress in identifying some of 
the most important issues, through the production and interpretation of its 
documented evidence from reality. However, further research is needed into the 
issues that this investigation has raised. 
• 
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Technik an den Sct:ulen 50 wichllJ:.. EUlIGe der 
grondleg!'nd= f'rmttptm UI'Id Ideert mlls$en m der 
SchuIe Flehn "'l:rdc:n, bf:sondm 114 d= Gelnel der 
slch schnell emwlclr.elnden TechnoloGIc . Dies 
mtplwen. dafI eme ~ue HeraJlichenswelSoe an den 
Sll1ndenplan de . Primlir- I;Ind Selr. .. ndlrslufe 
erforoerhch lSI . Nach der HCllIllSSIelhmg d,e!iCl' 
P\mm Ilibn Pudla ... sla ~ Programmstrulau em 
\ITId wlhh Ke:mprogra= In 1D1Iersch.tedliche:n 
Lehrpllnen flIr Lc:tn m dcn lngmieunl~bafu:n 
IUS. mit besolld~rem Schwerpunkl Illf selbsl 
dun::lmdtlhro:nde bpcnmente (IO). 
Viele Prohlcmsldhmgen m~ m Siid.afrib. 
Qberoal:ht, IIIc"bfulert WId vCTlnder. und Ctnli<' 
schMUe Ll\llIng~n IImgesclzt werden, um den 
Anfonk:r1.algen de" nc\Ie!I No. gcrechl xu werden m 
da hCh Wisstnschaft UI'Id Tcc:tmik schlldl mtwICkeln. 
O~mzllJoIp smd m der Lehrerausbddung und der 
Lchre in den wlUC!Ischaftllcben Flch~ an den 
Sclwlen verschledc:ne Wlchtigt' Vcrlndcnmgen WId 
AMlaz erforderhch. EnUpre<:hc:nd K.alm nl11fI jcde 
ICc~schc EnIWlCklWl& .\If ~haftJicher 
M.tb:lN.u'k unci TechnoloaiuusbildWlg benlhm. Er 
Slelll aulIc"iel1l die T IlSache her:aus, da8 dcr ~hrpllll 
.lIcb du wlSRnschafthche lind mathcmlluchc 
Verstlndn,S derTecltrulr: III W1$erem tll:lichcn Leben 
bctnhaIlCD saUte. WlC belsplelswelSe: 
• Rehydn.tioa 
• Ans.chheBen elDes 3-Pin Stcchn In elncn 
W.sserlcocbcr 
• Jumps'~ tmes Autos 
• die AIl lind Weise der Lufl- lind Wa"er_ 
vcnchmut.amg 
• RisiJr.o,obschltzwtg WId FiDamplaJumG. 
Kahn bcbl wel~lull h .......... daB cine AusbildW!& 
in Wis.s<:llliChlft lIDd Technik einc besoncIerc Rolle bei 
der Entwlclr.Jung e:ines Landes 5plelen lind .is M.J.8 
fUr deism £nt\liclr.JlIDgliSCmd gewertel .....,.,-dm.I::anD. 
DemzufolJ:1' 1.$1. es erfordetlich, daB sp=eJ! lusgc-
bildele Lehn::r nul modc:mcn Lc:lumetbodCll an den 
SchulCll n:rfllglw smd. lDD. dte Ausbildtmg m WISSeII-
sc:haft UI'Id Technik :ru Vetbc:ssc:m /II}. 
lUNTERGRUJ\1> DER UNTERSUCBlJ]o;G 
E.s bestdll ~m profund:s Interesse an Un\a'5llOhuogcn 
zu den WIIKDSC:haf\JICb:t:: F!lugkel\.en voo Snuknll:D 
ebc:nJo _ In dl:f allgm>emeD B~vOlkmmg. 
THEOR.ET1SCHE GRlJI\1>LAGE.."i' 
In d.tC$L'l' StII.Ihe "'Urde das Ni\uU Jeda Teru und 
ckr prU."Us.cben, tcchmscbcn odet IJIImpulallvm 
Ferup;e11l:D en~bcnd vencllledentt ~tcgoncn 
der BlldunlP'lloSmscbaften auf dem G~b,el von 
WlSSCnSoChaft II!Id Teclmolop: 1Wtu:ifu:tm. 
Gardner en"",ekelie d,e Theorie der mul!lpIcn 
lntellll.'CIIZ. die von Cu:tenl et.nftw;:bcn numc:nschen 
!:nt.elhgcnzquottenlen Abrund mmmi. Gardner's 
Theone mfoI&e Ir.&men vers.chlcdenc KOll1pOllClllen 
de.- Jmo:lb&=>: gctr=nl bctnchtet werder!. welche he! 
eiDer Emzdpcnon durdtaus un=hlcdlt.::b cn\WKkelt 
5em ir.lmlcn [I}. Gard:ner IlIItericlll das TDCIlIchllche 
Potmnal UI'Id bcschrelbt die mens.chllCb:n Flht&kcllCtl 
durcb 7 untc:rsc:luedhcbc: Fonncn der lntelhp::nl. die 
llIIIIIChfolgmdcm mil dem Buchstabcn G fUrGardnet 
g"~lclmel werckn. 
• Lngwsuc httelliJlCD«(G lma) 
Sprad.lic~" /nrelligen= 
• Lolllcal.-MathernallCal htldligenc:c (G 1m) 
Lopeh-MI1/h"",,,nsche It'lelligen: 
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• Sp:lllal tmdhgrnce (G spat) 
Riiwm/iche Imelligen= 
• BodIty-Kmeithetic lntellgm« (G bk) 
K lJrperlich_ K!IIds I heme he I nI em ge II: 
• Musicallntclhgence (Gmus) 
Mus'sclre Ime/ligen: 
• Intcrpersonallntcthgencc (G "'~) 
• Intn.pcrsonallntdhgc:ncc (G rna-a) 
D,. 1m Vcrlauf dlesa- Studio gcwoon""on Dalen 
Zl:lgrn 0111. deutllch r:rkenn~ B~rumg d.". logtSCh-
m_thcmatischcn und korpcrhch-klncslheuschcn 
lntdhgenx(G Im_ G bk). 
White 
v,'hUCdefl!llCTl .Ieben v~lued.ne Elemente fllrdas 
G.dachm>s [2[_ urn den LemprouloS In Wissenschafi 
und TechnH: zu beschreibc~. Diese "·crdc~ 1m 
Folge~<kn nut Wk:mc1met 
• SInD!,;s, (W Sinn!!) 
Zelen e" fol ge n/Zei c he II te II e II 
• Proposmcms. (W prop) 
(Le hr) s ti I:ei A us sage" 
• Unages, (W Un) 
Btlder 
• EpISOdes. (W epi) 
Episode" 




• Cogrunvc Slr.ue!!,~. (Weog) 
KoglI;:''''' Srralegi"". 
O,e 1m Ve.houf die ..... Studio gcwonnenen Daten 
sind auf die El""""'te W SIn"l[ W Inl und W Mnl 
fokusstert. 
Solomon Ocschr.,bl elIle u.~=de Theone des 
allgml:men Versi3ndlusses 'on d.". WiS5(:ns;:h:ifl [J J. 
In ,h/er Arben Tire Dl:ve;opmen< 0/ Life SIdIlJ 
/hrtltlgh Science a1ld Technology &iw:alian for I"" 
21" Cettl"l')' gel:l Solomon 11111 ihren Iktracbtungen 
weller als d,e "oD Schulen vCl""\1o'endetcn Ll:hrplw 
f!lr ""lssenschafthch- prakl1sch. Arbclt , Unlt r 
_ndelem hebl sic die gr~aele aedeulung deT 
Wissmschaft 1m tagJichen Leben und fUr sozlale 
Belange hervor. SIC vers<;h,cbt den Kontcxt des 
Lemcns in das holusliehc Umfeld. 51. ,"Crbmdet Okono-
rrue und Wissenschaft WId hcbt den Zusammcnh:wll 
:rn~s~hc~ dem Lemen eln'" Wi:;senschafl und dcr 
Bcschlftigwtg von ausgcblldelC1D Penon.li auf clem 
Arbmsmarki. bzw_ spr:lcblichen ~d gnmdlcgendcn. 
KommWliblionsfllh,gkeltcn. Dlt'S lSI erfotdcrlith. urn 
dIe Scbiilrr auf eine bcruniche Laulbahn zulcnl;en. 
die \"Un dcr lndustne III ihrcr Vielfatt "on lmj,'UlSlISCbcn 
und kulturdlen Tradmanen beDiiUgt werden, Nichl 
zuletzt k.onzemnm SI. :>1oh auf die Bedeurung d.". 
Wissens<;haft fUr d,. Entwlcklu~g des .'QZelne~ 
SchilJers. die d.u Wachsrum unabhlngJger Lemlllng_ 
kelten. 2.8. KIcatl"'Lit WId NeugJcr, IOrdcrt. 
In die ..... UnlcrsuchWl& w.rden die von Solomon 
vorgcschJaga'1en K::!tegoncn nul S g:l«:nnz<:,chnct und 
folgenderm3&n spl:7jfizlm: 
" SCIence fal tho: Prrsonal Development of the In_ 
dJvidual (SI) 
ItiJsellSchaji for dIe Perslitlh"clre En""'lckJ~ng 
des £;1I:e/1Ie1l 
by enhancing hI.iher hf. skills iSllife) 
d" rch Forder"" g ~ellterl;hrer Lebens_ 
flhigteilell 
by er.hanclllg bJsIhrr vocallOn:U skills (SI voc) 
berujliche1l FeTl'gtellim 
by enhancmg In~her Co:>m!!IlmICaDm. skills (SI 
com) 
to"''''''nliuww1I Femgke,len 
by enltanc'J\~ hislher c;tlzc:r.slup &kills (SI e,l) 
F!!rIIg~ilen als Burger 
by ..ruw.cllll! hw}).,,-!ong-tcrrn "alues (SI val) 
{angfrisl;gen WeT/en 
by enh:mCIIIS Iu~r pcn;~nal growth, feel-
IIIgs and emoilOns (SI ]!fUIIo) 
by cnhanclIIg luslhc:r p:rs~fI:IJ gruwth, reel-
"'go and ~mo"o:u iSI growl 
perso"/ich"," Enrwickl"ng "nd Gefohle 
• SCIence as a RequJTeIlICIII of a SpeC1fic P:uf~s­
<IOn or V""""onal Bo~dlBody,·sP) 
Wisse1lSclw.ji als E,f"oroenris emeS b~o1ldi:re1l 
Ber"ieJ ode' ellie, beruflicirelt IlIslill.l/ion/ 
KOrperscha/r 
• Sc,ence for lIS own .R.:itlOfIlIl D .... elopmenl (SR) 
WiSJe1lscha/1 fu r die dgelle ral101Ia le 
Eltlw;cld"ng 
as a logically struclured set of concepts, !!leo-
nes, proc=s. skins, evi.x.ncc, knowledge 
and Imntanoll5 (SR con) 
als e;1Ie /OK'S'" SlI'v/u",ierle Reilre von 
Kon:epilln, Theorien . Ferllgkeile1l, 
Pro::erse1l. Beweisell/AuJsagen, Erkenm-
niJ "lid Grenzen 
as a developmenl ~f rustoocal e,"",ns (SR >=, 
als eme EllrwlCkiwng kinor/sclrer 
E,..,igni.<se 
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• Th~ Hwnaoum, UtilJtyofScio:nc~ (SH) 
Der hUl'fIllni.flisci,e Nil/un de- Msurucilaji 
for !IOCleneS' n.eds (SH soc) 
fOr g~dlst::haftlfc:h" BeJar/nisse 
for the economic d.e\'elopmenl of a roti(ln 
(SHE) "1m a ~cific ufo:rence to 
flir dill ... irlscha/IUclte En/wick/illig 
einer Na/ion IIII'er besona!!,." 
Beugnahme auf 
L better health (SHE health) 
bessere Gesundhetl 
II. the Clvrronme:nl (SHE envtr) 
die UmweII 
m. ~ rCCOllSu=tI(ln (SHE fa:on) 
so::ialm WieJeraujbau 
1\', Klenee for the work plue(SHE wor!r::) 
die Wl$sensdtaflfiir den ArbeuspiQ/: 
\' etll1caldilemnw (SHE etlllc) 
elhisclre Di/emmala 
VI. the IDtemallOnal future Cotnpelluve 
edse (SHE compel) 
die inlernolirma/e zlIkfinjHge 
Wetrbe.w!rbsfrage 
'11. mobll.tzanon for infonned. motIVated 
ind rubsllInnve SO<;Lal change (SHE 
cban~) 
die Mobilisierung fur ein"n 
in/omier/en , motivierl"n "lid 
bedelllcnti"" sozio/en Wandel 
\'U). culruraJ Ir8nSJTllSsion of knowledge 
(SHE cull) 
billlm!lk Ob"",illiung >'On lI'i,r5"," 
IX. adaptable, novel retrammg of the 
woMotee (SHE rc:tram) 
tine anpaS$ungsfolrlge. neue und 
erneure Schulung tier ArbelrstTajle 
1m Rahmen dieser Unu~l'5uchung .... '\lI'den d,e von 
Solomon emgdUhnen Kategorien genutzl, urn ChiS-
In bz..... Gruppm von prakbschen Tests m einem 
v~egebenen Thanonbc:rc:ieh derTechnik unci Physik 
zu beze,clmc:n. DIes wm:I mntiglichl. da Solomons 
Ko.\e~OI1c:n umfassendc:r und all~ ~ehalten SInd 
als die ehet C1.ll~hr!uIkten KlUCgonen von Whlte. 
Gardner. Lock WId Fnmus. Demzufolge kl'laom s,e 
dazu henmse~ wcr&:n. um TestS als Ganus zu 
~SI= und sind Bucll aufjedes elll~1M Teil 
l/lIle:rh;Ilb emc:s Test anwendbar, 
Lock 
E", we,!!:n:r B~=gsmallstab filr die pnlaUchen 
Fenigk:elu:n, die von SchUlc:m der Sekundarstufe 
(ll-18 Jahre) crwatlet .... aden kImnen. ,,0lIl!C von 
l.oclccIIlgcfUhrt. Em Komm'= vonzc:1m crlahrcten 
Lchrem in wissenschafU,chen Fichem hal diesm 
Bew=gsma.8stab fIIr Lock bc:stlltigt. Er~mdel 
diescn Ma6sIab urn die Bezlehung zwuchen 
\'erscruedenen Fertigkeiten bel derpntktischcn Azbell 
zu umersll<'hen /4J/5]. Oabe, handelt es s,eh tun 
folgcndc. 
• Observanon (L obs) 
Beabach""'g 
Observe accurately (wlIb correspondence 
bc:r.o-·een the record and the even!, as seen 
by. $1lJ>C'l"-~sor) 
Genau beabaehlen ( Obueinsli",",ung 
"on Bendt una EreJ"s:nis. aus S,ehl aes 
Le II ers/Beln!Uersj 
Read 1IISl!"WTIenlS eorre<:tJy 
Genaues usen aer /nSlnl.lnenle 
• MampulalKlll(Lman) 
Manipulalian 
Set Up appuarw app' opI L8t!:ly 
Kam:iacr Aujbau ae~ ApparaJur 
Use appara TU.IIrnal." al. appropnalt' Iy 
Karrdte ~Uwenaung aer Apparaturlaes 
Materials 
Work aceWOltc:lyisystematieall y ""th hands! 
tm,m 
G"'naues/~)"slemallsclres Arbeilen mit 
H(JnaenlF'ngern 
Carry OUI Op:r8tmllS in carrocl ~""ncel 
fonow l!lSlrUaIons 
Die Arbriuc},rillf: in uo.iaer Rdlrenfalge 
durchfiJ~re1l/An"''''i$ungen befalgen 




Intc:rpl"CI n um"';c.,] data/diagrams 
Numerische DatenlDt"agramme inter· 
p'f'!rieren 
lIldiCl>t~ 1IOW"<'C5 or crrl>JS (in ",aterial a",1 in 
~-) 
Feltler an~eigen (des Malerials und ae~ 
Metlroden) 
Ability to calculate 





Theon-en ::um PraktiscAen VerS/ilndnis ... JJl 
DcYlSC ~ SImple e.>:p.:nrro:nL3.l ~edure (10-
cludmg sclecllon of 3ppar.!tUS, me:lSUru!g m-
struments) 
Etne einfache upenmenlelie VorgeAelt.r-
weise ausdenken (epuchliejJ/ich du 
A~swahl dIU Apparo.lu, und der 
MejJins/I'-umente) 
U"" of oorurollflnal e.'tpCrim."1llSl ob$cn':lllons 
VtlWilndang von Konzrollen/probewelSen 
E:<p" ri "'",., e,. 18 ~ aba '" I, I u nlJQ n 
l'robkm .. sol\'lllg 
ProblemlOsung 
• Report (L report) 
Benchl 
Usc S<:lCntific language (writtc1llvcrbal) 
VelWtndung wissenschafllicher Spro.de 
(s c hr ifi Ii cAlve rbo I) 
Arr.utge/organlSe the datalobse!'\lI11Uru 
AnordnunglOrgtlnisi eren de' Dalenl 
Beobochl"ng~n 
Accur:lCy ",i!h whIch the procedure IS ~­
,",~d 
OenauigkeuIE:rakthei: m,"1 der Qber dIe 
Vorgehenswcise bo>richlCI .... lrd 
• Self-rehance (L self) 
Selbslilndigk"'l1 
Aslang for ilSSlrunce and forconiUmallon 
of~l'P""'ch 
Um Hiljestellung billen und sicn die 
Herangehensweise bestliligen IlJ.Jsen 
Lock schlu8fol~ daB we Int'-'l'P'"etatioru .. und 
PianungsflUugkenen S1.a1k nutctn:tndcT gekoppelt smd. 
Demzufolge bnn aIlS Locle s Bewcmmgsmallstai:> elD 
WClteres Parad!gm:t fUr die Kl:tsslfizlrn.mg pralms<:her 
TestS CIltW1ckcll werden. Dic'e Elemente werd"" mIl 
Lobs. Lman. Lint, Lplon. Lreport und !.self 
bexclclmeL 
OBE 
Ergebnlsonentienc AusblJdung (aBE) m 5!ldafrih .. 
O,e slebc:o 5pe:afiscbcn Ergebrusse im Ausb1ldungs-
bereIch Tednuk [6]. 
10 SQdafnka wl rd OBE gegenw~rtig an den 
SchuJen, Uruversitiilen und Techtukm InIPh:mcnnm. 
O'e sieben spc"llfiscben Erg.:bmssc im !krcich T~h .. 
nologle werden Wle fo!gend bescbriebcn: 
• Vcrslehe deo te<:hno!ugtsehen ProzoB und wende 
ihn bel dcr Problemillsung und ZlU" Befnewgwlg 
\IOn BediirimSSCD an (SOl). 
• \\:rw<ndc vielfllluges t~hno!op;!sche:s Wissco urnl 
femgkellen e!hl~ch und verantwonilch 
(502) .. 
• Onnge m den ProzeJl em und nut7.e die Daten IUr 
technologische Zwecke (503) 
• Wahle PrOOme und Sy.rerne aus und bcweru 
SIc (504). 
• Zelgc Vecsllindnts damr. Wle ver;ch!edene 
Gesellschaften lechnologlSche LOsungen filr 
"I"=~II" I'ro"I..",,, fIn<kn und anwenden (S05) .. 
• Zelge Verst~nd"is fiir die Bedeutung der 
Tecbnulug:te (S06). 
• lelg<: Dcm V.".Stlndn,S daftk, ,.,. Teclmologte 
untern:hiedliche gesel15chaftliche 5trllmWlg:cn 
wulersplegelD kijnnte und enlwrne verantwort .. 
Wlgsbe",'UJlte WId e!luschc StralCgJen wn dlescn 
rnlgeg.:nzukommen (S()7). 
Franu5 
Franus flihn ClOe Vl:rgleichcnde Analyse Z"-1schen S 
Subsystc:rnen des Denkl::lli dut-ch; kognlllv. rechnlSCh, 
~d.nsch, muslSCh undh(cr.t/lsch. Er Yml-'endet 10 
Kmmcn wn dIose 5 Subsysteme ZlI vergletchcn [7]. 
Ole Sub!;!r'stemc des [)enkens blld"" dIe i<.:l1cgOflen 
Fcog, Ftcch, F:u-t. Fmus und flit. wabc'! F d<:n Re:ruS 
zu franus heTstelll.. 
l\lETHODIK 
Ol;ebukola und OgUIlIll)"' empeehl"n V1e~ Heran .. 
g.:henswelsen filr die Labor:trbc:n. DleS\': .tnd: 
L Urn den W,ssensstlllld de, Stud.men In den 
NallU'Wl'iS<:rW.:haften w erhOhen soillen Sle VOll 
den Ausbildcm zur Zusammc:narbcll 1m Labor 
aogehalu:n ... ·crden. 
2 .. Zur V.".b.:=g des LCtsnmgsrllveauslSl e.von 
Vorteil. wenn "esonders bcgab(e StudCOIC!l m 
GrupJll!Il ;til' 3l1llllClliU'bcl! "". 
J. Ole LeIstl.mgsf.i.bJgkeli schwacncrcr Sumdenton 
lc!nn eher =bessen wmlc:n. WC!1/l SIC In Gruppen 
rmt begablen und eher dun:hschruttJ1Ch"" Stunden 
=mr:nacbellf:n. 
4, Bezughch ihTer FahlgkclIen gcmlscnte oder 
hctcrOgcne Gruppen be, dcr Labo.-:ubeil Wlfkcn 
5lCh cffelrnver .uf die Sleigenmg dcr Letsnmg dcr 
5chwiicneren 5tudenten aus. als eher auf 
Wettk.3mpf ausgenchtc!c GmppenslrUkrureo [12]. 
Oah~r ... ·urdc dlese spezlellc Form der 
Gmpl'cnarbeit wlhrend der vCTSchledenen 
EnlWlckJungssmdien d'escr Stud,C angewendel.. 
d.h. We OISJcw.slO!l Z"-1Schcn dc:n 5rudeolcn dar 
Arbo:l!~gruppcn wurden gefordert. 
ll2 A Illal 
VORAUSGEIlENDE UNTERSUCHUNGEN 
(FEBRUAR - DEZEMBER 1999) 
o,e T em m d,es=. Programm ... ~ cntsprecbmd 
dc:r Fn.gr ausgev.'IhlI, mv.,cwru SIt I'll:" das WISSCD 
... r Oem Gtbl~do:r rurun.~Mfi=I unci T~ 
von Bedeunma sind. DIose H~hmsvo'~se wurde 
Hili CTf~nen Lehro:m (Phys.k). 2..B. Ogunru)'l 
bestingt[ll). 
Ole Pilo{versucl!e wurden IDII mebrn= GruppcD 
durchgcfiihrt, defCll Mitghcd<T dIe Jc ... ·c,haeD 
Antworu:tl nutl:uWldtTdISlam= kDnnlo:n, Danocb 
""hn~b Jclk:r S,..k:ul ~nn~ MI"'un ru. .. ell m.a.:r. 
Auf dem Antwcnbogc:n (f.staus'oto'nle~) swuI 
zusltihcb rIm ZW" V<:rftlgung auf dem die BClreuer 
iJm, Brurn:ihmg zuJed= emuinen To:5' nIItngal 
...,,~ 
Ott Lzng:""mm~chungLllllfaSl 34 811S ........ , fli: 
PhywJ. und Tedmologlc. kdetTest cntbill nne bJro, 
Elnfilhrung lind clementarc BcsdlTcibung del" 
vcrwcndcten Gorale und wurd. auf ~bwarum 
HUlIergNml ~uf Son..utafclD dargeslcl\1 Tab.:!1. 1 
bescbrc:ibt .IIl1ge d,cser Tests. Wlhrrnd der TellS 
w urden d,e SludenleD VOn WineD,chaf,le", 
bcobachlet und ihre Dlalollc aufgcU IChncL 
DIe T!S\S wurden >'011 untersclucdlichm Grvppm. 
besu:hcnd aIlS Studcnlrn und Lchrcm 1999 c'lllln~ 
Wid ,'ainnert . 
ERGEB"lSSE 
• 0.0 Entwicidl.llli, Verbcssmmi:, Bruneillllli und 
Klasi Lfi Zlttll lli: d.,. 34 TnLY~rsllchc wurde 
aufgrulehnet unci ZlWmmetllcfaBl. Dureh di~ 
Ewbc:zlcbuna YIIII II Ye1'$ehJedenen V~fSIIChs­
iJ"'tIPI'II aher ~1IlC!I ~Lnum YOn 10 M(ln.llt~ 
wuroedle Effd:m,ilt d,,~u:r Test erhllht. 
• Tabt-lle 2 ZCLgt die KlwLfibuon CUUiCT de: 34 
Tesn~ebc. ""debe die Gn.rppcn ), 6 und 9 
aIS;lI'ttbaxl den KaIq«1C11 YOII GanInc:r, V,'iuIC, 
Solomoll. Lock.. OBr und Franll$ ~,n,et~Lh ...... 
• WIbrcnd \!rid naeh den II Durch&inaen wu:nJen 
"ele ~ prU:D.schen TeJl$UI!1llCKhnebm w.:i die 
\ 
• Messe dea Sl»Jlnungsabfal l zwil<:hm 
dea PUHICII A und B . 
• 
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The development, evaluation and Implementation of pradical assessment Items In 
physics and biology for Curriculum 2005 . 
E. Abrahams, K. Rochford & A Inol 
~ rJ E1M_ ~ rJ Cope TOIIII, tandebosdI. 7700 
.. moil: obeOnehKlivf.[o.za 
The aim of this paper, accompanied with a workshop, Is to enable the participants - who will 
be science and/or biology teachers· to implement, vaUdate, handle and classify approximately ten 
basic practical/manipulative assessment items drawn from the disciplines of school biology and 
physical science. The ultimate goat Is to reach a possible group consensus on what it means for a 
person to be identified as "practically skilled" in the area of science and biological literacy. 
The "preamble" to the Department of Education Policy Document of October 1997: Natural 
Sciences: Senior Phase states on page NS-4: "Experimental work is a defining characteristic of 
science and should feature prominentiy in science Learning Programmes. 'Where possible, practical 
work should involve active learner participation. It The urgent need for the provision of practical 
science facilities, and other resources, especially in rural areas, on a need-ta-have, able-ta-use basis, 
linked with in-service education, is acknowledged. The rationale for the Leaming Area '7he 
Natural Sciences" states: 
"The development of appropriate skills, knowledge and attitudes and an understanding of 
the principles and processes of the Natural Sciences enable learners to make sense of their 
natural world ... and ... contribute to the creation and shaping of work opportunities." 
In the long term, the whole study wiD investigate sample performance skills or levels of practical 
scientific and biological literacy of senior high school physical science and biology learners in a 
wide variety of geographical and cultural contexts. 
Introduction ladground to tile investigation, and its importance 
The first purpose of this conference presentation is to 
enable the participants - who will be science and/or 
biology teachers - to develop, evaluate, classify and imple-
ment bask practical assessment items drawn from the 
disciplines of school biology and physical science. The 
ultimate goal is to reach a consensus on what it means for 
a person to be identified as ·practically skilled" in selected 
areas of science and biologicalUteracy. 
Secondly, a future extended study aims to investigate 
whether there will be a significant difference between 
To investigate the scientific literacy levels and the con-
ceptual difficulties of science learners and teachers, many 
investigations have been conducted during the last few 
decades, e.g. Galili and Bar (1992), Twigger et al., Gilbert, 
Watts and Osborne (1982), Zhaoyao (1993), Laugksch and 
Spargo (1996), Palmer (1997), Trumper (1996). However, 
in most of these studies, the questions used were paper-
and-pencil type tests. 
• fulturally diverse samples of high school biology students 
, on longer tests comprising ten practical items measuring 
identification and performance skills, and content 
achievement. 
For the term 'scientific literacy' there are a number of 
different assumptions, interpretations, conceptions and 
perspectives of what the term means, what introducing 
the concept could achieve, and how It is constituted 
(Laugksch, 1999). Laugksch categorised the lnterest 
groups Involved in scientific literacy into four parties. 
These are 1) the science education community, 2) social 
scientists and public opinion researchers concerned with 
science and technology issues, 3) sociologists of science 
and science educators employing a sociological approach 
to scientific Uteracy and 4) formal and non-formal science 





In physical science the classification of the assessment 
items according to different theories and outcomes of 
learning science and assessment frameworks in science 
wUl be explored and corroborated or modified for a South 
African context. The theories of White (1988), Gardner 
(1983) and Franus (1992), outcomes advocated by 
Solomon (1996) and outcomes-based education (1997), 
Lock and Davies (1987) and assessment frameworks of 
Lock (1986) and Assessment Performance Units will be 
used to classify the items. In biology, we are also going to 
investigate the significance of religious traditions, cultural 
perception and classification with reference to various 
aspects of livlng and dead animals. Theories of social aver-
sion and sodal and cultural acceptance, as described by 
Jegede (1991) and Bagozzl (1978) wiD be used to assist 
with the interpretation of the data. 
From the beginning of modem science in the 1600s 
there has been an interest and effort to close the gap 
between academic science and the life world of the 
learner. Today this deficiency has become an international 
challenge for every nation because of the rapid change In 
the practice of sdence, revolutionary changes in societies 
and the emergence of the informatIon age (Hurd 1998). 
Hurd listed 2S attributes of a scientifically literate person. 
Three of them are as follows: 
• To use sctence knowledge where appropriate in making 
life and social deciSions, form1ng Judgements, resolving 
problems and taking action. 
• 
• To recognise gaps, risks, Umlts and probabiUties In 
makln8 dedstons involving some knowledge of science 
or technology. 
• To recognise the everyday reaUty of ways In which 
science and technology serve human adaptive capaci. 
ties, and enrich one's capital. 
In a study which focused on context«pendency of pupD 
practical skills and the construct vaUdity of practical skiDs, 
LoCk (1990) compared pupil performance on a range of 
:practical tasks with external examination grades awarded 
In biology and chemiStry. He observed that observation 
and reporting sk1lls appeared to be context«pendent 
whereas performance on the interpretation and self-
reliance skills were generallsable. He also concluded that 
practical work should be given a prominent and discrete 
place In the assessment of science subjects. 
Thus has arisen the need for a complementary pro-
gramme to be developed to establish and investigate the 
practical scientific literacy of the learners and teachers, 
across a wide range of topiCS in science. 
In 1996, Laugksch and Spargo developed a paper-and-
pendl type test containing 472 true-false items, based on 
the literacy goals of the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science, with the intention that It be 
used as measures of scientific literacy. However, these 
items were not culturally diverse, nor were they essen-
tially practical in nature. 
Hands-on experience is integral to familiarising 
learners with difficult scientific concepts, as many 
leamers find it difficult to visualise concepts without at 
least a practical demonstration. Hudson (1990:39) argued 
the value of practical work in science education and stated 
that au we could say is that some teachers are able to use 
practical work successfully with some children, and 
achieve some of their goals. 
Hudson (1998) stated that there are many newcomers 
to the profession who are unsure about how best to design 
and implement hands-on work in school science. He sug-
gested that practical work be reconceptualised in three 
associated purposes: 
1 to help students learn science - acqUire and develop 
conceptual and theoretical knowledge; 
2 to help students learn about science - develop an 
understanding of the nature of the methods of science 
and an awareness of the complex interactions among 
SCience, technology, society and environment; and 
3 to enable students to do science - to engage In and 
develop expertise in scientific enquiry and problem-
solving. 
He condQded that practical work could be a very powerful 
tool In developing students' conceptions and procedural 
understanding. It also assists in the development of the 
students' personal expertise. 
While extensive research has been conducted into chil-
dren's conceptions (e.g. pfundt « Duil, 1994; Fensham, 
White« Gunstone, 1994) and children's views of science 
(e.g.Ogunniyi, 1998), the framework has been essentiaUy 
science (sublect) centred. It takes as given that ·sclence" 
should be taught, with ·sdence" defined by the knowl-
edge and skills of the research scientist. Researchers such 
as Jegede (1995) have gone beyond children's conceptions 
5 
and classroom methods to explore Afrlan chlldren's 
worldvlews, how those worldvlews fadUtate science 
learning, and how sdence education might be adapted to 
contribute to students' development within their own 
worldvlews (Malcom, Smith «Ovens, 1999). 
As a result of the lack of practical work, many learners 
have perceived school science as abstract and having no 
relation with practical life, and they do not want to do 
science at higher levels (Abrahams « Rochford, 2000). 
Methodology 
In the present study, two assessment programmes are 
being developed to assess ievels of practical scientific 
literacy levels in selected areas of physics and biology in the 
South African context, specifically in the Western Cape. 
In biology, instead of using the conventional paper-
and-pen test questions, the assessment items utilise real 
organs of mammals. Their structures are flagged but not 
identified, and they are accompanied by sketches con-
taining helpfully labelled structures. These supplementary 
materials help to assess the learners' skills of identification 
and recognition of detail in the reality of complex 
anatomical structures. In addition, data will be gathered 
by students to comment on their SOcial/religious/cultural 
acceptance of working practically with fresh animal 
organs in the context of their ethical background and reli-
gious prindples. 
The Items In physical science were selected on the basis 
of their being fundamental to knowledge of practical 
science and technology as agreed by a panel of experi-
enced physics teachers, e.g. Ogunniyi (1999). The pilot 
trials were conducted in groups of partidpants in which 
members of the groups were free to discuss their responses 
with each other. Then each respondent wrote down 
his/her own responses Individually. On the response 
sheets (item evaluation sheets) a space was suppUed for 
the attendants to write their assessment and evaluation of 
each Item. 
Thirty-four basic practical physics and technology 
Items have been developed. Each item contains a simple 
Instruction with some elementary apparatus presented on 
mounted display boards with a black paper background. 
While participants are tested by the items, they are 
observed by the researcher, and their dialogues with each 
other were recorded by an audio recorder. 
In the future study, ten of these 34 items will be used 
for qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the 
attendants. 
The materials were trialled in depth, in sessions lasting 
one-and-a-half to two hours, amended and refined using 
11 conveniently available and diverse samples of physical 
science and technology students/teachersnecturers. 
Preliminary findings 
1 Through the development, refinement, trlaUing and 
c1asslflcation period of the 34 physics Items, effective-
ness of the items Improved through Increasing 
validation with 11 diverse classes of participants. 
2 According to the responses for the rated classifications 
of physics Items, White's categories of the memory 
appeared to be the most relevant theory of learning -
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those of White, Gardner and Franus • for specific items. 
Lock's assessment framework for practical work in 
science was identified as being highly relevant to the 
current programme. Although Solomon's categories of 
outcomes seemed to be very comprehensive, it was not 
rated to be highly relevant to the current programme. 
3 Many of the practical items were reworded during and 
following the 11 trials, and the components of apparatus 
of some items were checked for technical accuracy and 
reliability of functioning under repetitive use. 
4 As a final outcome of the 11 preliminary studies, the 
number of items to be used to measure selected aspects 
of the practical scientific and practical literacy of the 
learners was reduced to ten during the next phase of 
the study. To reach more diverse groups of participants, 
with typically only 45-minute periods available for 
lectures or lessons, the study focuses on using only ten 
of the most important items In comparative studies 
between samples of participating learners. 
5 The responses obtained from the participants in these 
pilot trials revealed that the learners found the following 
topics difficult: 
• Force and motion 
• Forces acting on an object. 
• The concept of work. 
• How to connect particular items of measurement 
apparatus in a circuit. 
• Distinguishing between concave and convex surfaces. 
• Characteristics of different types of images formed by 
different lenses and mirrors such as real, virtual, 
inverted etc. 
6 In the pilot trial held at Lanner House in Worcester, to 
evaluate the practical SCientific literacy of learners, the 
learners enjoyed touching, identifying and labeling the 
various mammalian organs on display. Many of the 
learners were not familiar with the organs in their raw 
(uncooked) state. Many of the learners were able to 
identify and pin the correct label to the parts of the 
i.·' organs by referring to labeled diagrams. The learners 
worked in groups because the labeling process was 
slow. It was decided to change the method of evalua-
tion of mastery of the practical skill technique 
7 A further pilot trial was held at the University of 
Stellenbosch in the form of a workshop. Participants 
ranged from tertiary students to lecturers. Partldpants 
mentioned that they found it interesting to work with 
actual mammalian organs. They liked the idea of the of 
the statements which needed to be investigated practi-
cally and then ticked to indicate whether they agreed, 
disagreed or were not sure of their answer. They felt 
that this type of practical work could be useful and 
stimulating in a classroom situation. The responses 
were much easier to evaluate than in the first pilot trial. 
The data collected could be analysed with greater ease 
and accuracy. 
Discussion 
M long as human beings have been trying to teach 
science and technology there has been an attempt to 
relate academic science and technology with the real 
'.world. Therefore, a special need has arisen in South Africa 
for a new complementary programme to be developed t( 
investigate and gauge the practical sdentiftc and techno 
logical literacy of learners and teachers, across a Wldt 
range of topiCS in science and tech~ology, with specf( 
reference to physics for aspirant young engineers. I, 
developing countries, a lack of practical work in schOO( 
science and technology could have been the reason fOI 
students perceiving science as abstract and not alWay! 
related to practical life. 
Conclusion 
It is concluded that the formulation, design and produc-
tion of useful, comprehensible, credible, exdting, cleat 
and interesting sets of diagnostic materials for asseSsing 
students' selected levels of practical scientific and techno-
logical literacy is a modern process which may involve 
more than a dozen successive trials and modifications. 
Not only must they be theoretically sound and coherent, 
but also items must be useful to, and acceptable by, a wide 
range of students in a very diverse set of teaching condi-
tions in the new and developing South Africa. 
As a general conclusion of the above-quoted researches 
and the preliminary results of the current study it can be 
concluded that practical work in SCience, technology and 
biology education holds a special importance and there Is 
a lack of understanding of practical components of 
sdence and technology. Therefore we need to consider 
our school science and biology curricula in terms of 
quality practical work. In this context the current study is 
an attempt to introduce a practical assessment pro-
gramme as a part of practical work in science and 
technology education. 
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THE CONSTRUCTION. DEVELOPMENT A.~D CLASSIFICATION OF TEST ITEMS IN PRACTrCAL 
SCIENTIFIC LITERACY IN PHYSICS A.~D BIOLOGY 
Inal. A and Rochford. K (School of Education, University of Cape Town) 
Abstract 
This study describes the development. validation alld c1assificatioll of tlrirty-four practical items ill basic physics literacy. 
Usillgthese itellls, the levels of practical scientific literacy of high school physics students. tertiary level srudl!1lts alai teachers 
are to be compared both qualitative(\' alld quamitat;ve(v. A similar swdy is evoll'illg usillg practical items ill bi.logy. 
The c1assificatioll a/the special(v designed items by experiencecl teachers alld academics COllst/lIltes all original (Jut crucial 
part of the wilole study. Tile objective is to assess the consel/sus 0/ a pallel of experienced science educariOIl (lC(.dl!lIIif..'s all 
the six-wa,v cfass!(lcarioll of the 34 items. using the theories a/Gardner (1983). White (1988). SOIOIllOIl (1996). L(.ck (1989). 
Frallus (/992) alld Outcomes Based Education (/997) to try to match tire theories Kith the aClllal appc.ratus alld 
m{/niplllating skills ill the laboratory itse(f 
Purpose of the im'estigation 
The first purpose of this study is to describe. illustrate and demonstrate the development and validation of diagnost c practical 
items of basics physics literacy. These are to be utilised. for testing a basic understanding of the elements ofson-e topi.:s in 
physics using actual apparatus. by designing the simple items in such a way that they are "user-friendly" to the general pubh.:, 
as well as to students. Items in basic practical biology literacy are also being tria lied. 
The whole long-teml study aims to investigate and compare sample performance skills. or levels of practical sc~ntific and 
technological literacy. of senior high school physical science students. tertiary level students and teachers . ...\ pa:-allel study 
is occuring in biology. 
Secondly it aims to investigate in the future whether there wiII be a significant difference between the p.:rformance 
achie\'ement of high school physical science students, tertiary level students and teachers on a longer test comprising thirty-
four practical hems. 
As a third aim. the development of the multiple intelligence of respond ems - specifically in the domain o fpractic:a I scientific 
and technological manipulative literacy after White (1988). Gardner (1983). Solomon (1996). Lock ( 1989). Fn:::nus (1992) 
and Outcomes Based Education (1997) - will be explored and corroborated or modified for a South African ccntext. 
The first aim (described above) is the main focus of this report; together with the design of methods for obtainingagreement. 
by consensus. on the classification of the items according to the categories of Solomon. White, Gardner. Lock. Franus and 
OBE. 
Background to the im'estigation 
For the term 'scientific literacy' there are a number of different assumptions. interpretations, conceptions and perpectives 
of what the term means, what introducing the concept could achieve. and how it is constituted (Laugksch, 19991, Laugksch 
categorised the interest group involved in scientific literacy into four parties. These are 1) the science education c:ommunity. 
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2) social scientists and public opinion researchers concerned with science and technology issues. 3) sociologists of science 
and science educators employing a sociological approach to scientific literacy and 4) fonnal and non-formal science 
education community. and those involved in general science conununication. 
From the beginning of modem science in the 1600s there has been an interest and effort to close the gap between academic 
science and the lifeworld of the learner. Today this deficiency has become an international challenge for every nation because 
of the rapid change in the practice of science, revolutionary changes in societies and the emergence ofinfonnation age (Hurd 
. 1998). Hurd listed twenty five attributes of a scientifically literate person. TJlree of them are as follows: 
• To use science knowledge where appropriate in making life and social decisions, forming judgements, resolving 
problems and taking action. 
• To recognise gaps, risks, limits and probabilities in making decisions involving a knowledge of science or technology. 
• To recognise the everyday reality of ways in which science and technology serve human adaptive capacities, and enrich 
one's capital. 
Black, Solomon and Stuart (1986) investigated the awareness of dangers of electricity of 11-12 and 13-14 years old pupils, 
and they saw that 61 % of the 11-12 and 35% of the 13-14 year old pupils could mention the dangers of electricity. Finally 
they concluded that the pupils create meaning for the scientific concepts through their personal daily lives. 
In a study which focused on context-dependency of pupil practical skills and the construct validity of practical skills, Lock 
(1990) compared pupil perfonnance on a range of practical tasks with external examination grades awarded in biology and 
chemistry. He observed that observation and reporting skills appeared to be context-dependent whereas performance on the 
interpretation and self-reliance skills were generalisable. He also concluded that practical work should be gh'en a prominent 
and discrete place in the assessment of science subjects. 
To investigate the scientific literacy levels and the conceptual difficulties of science learners and teachers, many 
investigations have been done during the last few decades, e.g. Galili and Bar (1992), Twigger et al. Gilbert, Watts and 
Osborne (1982). Zhaoyao (1993), Laugksch & Spargo (1996), Palmer (1997). Trumper (1996). However in most of these 
;. studies the questions used were paper and pencil type tests. , 
\ 
\ 
There has been a need for a complementary programme to be developed to investigate the practical scientific literacy of the 
learners and teachers. across a wide range of topics in science. 
As a result of the lack of practical work. many learners have perceived school science as abstract and having no relation with 
practical life, and they do not want to do science at higher levels. 
In the present study, a programme is being developed to assess the practical scientific literacy levels in selected areas of 
physics and biology in the South African context. 
Pilot studies from february to september 1999 
To deVelop and test the current programme seven pilot trials have been conducted so far. Four of the pilot trials were 
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in-training at the University ofeape Town. one was conducted with experienced science teachers and academicians at the 
University of the Western Cape, and one with primary teachers-in-ttaining at the University of Stell en bosch. 
The items in this programme were selected on the basis of their being fundamental to a knowledge of practical science and 
technology as agreed by a panel of experienced physics teachers. e.g. Ogunniyi (1999). The pilot trials .were conducted using 
participants in which members of the groups were free to discuss their responses with each other. Then each respondent 
wrote down hislher own responses individually. On the response sheets (item evaluation sheets) a space was supplied for the 
attendants to write their professional assessment and evaluation of each item. 
The whole long term study comprises 34 basic practical physics items and 20 practical biology items. Each item contains 
a simple instruction with some elementary apparatus presented on mounted display boards with a black paper background. 
Figures attached in Appendix 1 show photographs of the apparatus and the instructions of some of the items, as well as the 
trial classifications according to the categories of White, Gardner, Solomon, Lock, Franus and OBE, as agreed upon by a 
panel of experienced science educators. While the participants go through the items they are observed by the researcher, and 
their dialogues with each other are recorded by an audio recorder. 
Trial Samples 
The materials have been trialled, amended and rermed in 1999 using seven conveniently available samples of physical 
science studentslteachersllecturers: 
Sample 1. Four general and physical science teachers-in-training at University of Cape Town. 
Sample 2. Five grade eleven physical science students at Sl George's Grammar High School. 
Sample 3. Eight science teachers and academicians at University of the Western Cape. 
Sample 4. Fourteen grade ten, eleven and twelve physical science students from a historically disadvantaged physical science 
class at Oscar Mpeta High School. 
Sample 5. Sixteen grade five-seven science students at Lanner House Primary School, Worcester. 
Sample 6. Twenty-four grade eight-eleven students, from different schools in Western Cape, attanding the Science EXPO 
at the Education Building. ucr. 
Sample 7. Six primary teachers-in-training at the University ofSteUenbosch. 
Respondents' evaluation of the programme as a whole 
Commenting on the physical science practical exercise as a whole. the eleven most constructive qualitative remarks recorded 
from participants during the three pilot trials were as follows: 
1. The instructions must be as clear as possible and must not be misleading. 
2. The apparatus must be appropriate and simple. 
3. Only the necessary apparatus must be supplied without any missing item or detail. 
4. The prior knowledge ofthe learners must be considered. The items must ~ at the levels of the learners' knowledge. 
5. The learners must be observed very carefully during the administration of the programme. Everything they say and do 
must be recorded in order to perfect each item as a credible test of practical scientific literacy during the pilot trials. 
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6. Strange items that the students might have never come across must not be involved in the programme. (The items must 
be in the area of proximal development of the learners.) 
7. The target group for the items must be stated clearly. 
8. The response that is expected from the learner must be identified clearly before the administration of the programme. 
9. The number of the students in one group must not be more than three, and every member of the group must be given the 
opportunity to handle the apparatus. 
10. The space supplied for each item must be arranged so that the learners can carry out the demonstrations and experiments. 
11.The theoretical knowledge which is necessary for each item must also be identified. 
The most serious shortcomings of the programme in its initial phases were described by various participant as: 
- Some of the iristructions were ambiguous and misleading. (These were specified). 
- Some items of apparatus were not clear. (These were specified). 
- The answer sheet was incomplete and not prepared well. 
- During the administration of the test, the number of learners in one group was too large. 
- Some signs and symbols that the students did not know, were used. 
Nevertheless, all lecturers, teachers, students and pupils who participated in the seven trials of the development of the 
materials described the exercise as "well worthwhile; to be encouraged enthusiastically; very effective learning", etc. 
Conclusion of the preliminary results 
It is concluded that the formulation. design and production of useful, comprehensible, credible, clear and interesting 
diagnostic materials for assessing students' levels of practical scientific literacy is a process which may involve more than 
half a dozen successive trials and modifications. Not only must they be theoretically sound and coherent. but items must be 
useful to, and acceptable by, a wide range of students in a very diverse set of teaching conditions in the new and developing 
South Africa. 
Future Samples 
The anticipated futured samples are: 
N=40 physical science teachers/demonstrators/lecturers; 
N=40 physical science students (high school); 
N=40 physical science students (tertiary level), and so on; 
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linguistic intelligence and interpersonal intelligence that emphasizes the importance of communicating wiu 
other people effectively. However the classification of items deserves a separate discussion on its own and 
will not be discussed in this paper. 
Lock identified six practical skills concerned in school science, one of them being to report the results of:1 
practical investigation. Lock emphasized that it is important for a learner to use scientific langua~ 
(written/verbal) accurately and effectively to report. 
Importance of the problem 
Kahn (2000: 19) stated that Science and Technology education plays a crucial role in the development of a 
country, and it can be considered as a measure of its development. Specially trained teachers with model'll 
teaching methods must be injected into the schools to improve science and technology education. 
The "preamble" to the Department of Education Policy Document of October 1997: Natural Sciences: Senio:-
Phase states on page NS-4: "Experimental work is a defming characteristic of science and should feature 
prominently in science Learning Programmes. Where possible, practical work should involve active learne:-
participation. If The urgent need for the provision of practical science facilities, and other resource~ 
especially in rural areas, on a need-ta-have, able-ta-use basis, linked with in-service education, is 
acknowledged. 
The rationale for the learning Area "The Natural Sciences" states: "The development of appropriate skills. 
knowledge and attitudes and an understanding of the principles and processes of the Natural Sciences enable 
learners to make sense of their natural world... and... contribute to the creation and shaping of work 
opportunities" (page NS-S). 
In South Africa, as in any modem democracy, we need a scientifically/technologically literate population 
Democracy can take on real meaning only if a population exists which appreciates its demands. Industria: 
democracy cannot exist unless its citizens are competent participants in life, and understand well the 
processes at work in technical societies. The technologically literate person should also understand that 
citizens in democratic societies can have some say in which technologies are advanced and which are 
restrained. (Glover 1990:) 
Race (1997:36) stated that some of the most important learning occurs in laboratory and associated work 
before and after the practical sessions. He emphasized the importance of assessing this learning and made ten 
suggestions regarding laboratory work. For example: Give clear guidance regarding the format of reports. 
Solomon (1996) has described a comprehensive theory of the multiple contents of the public understanding 
of science and emphasized the importance of science for the personal development of the individual by 
enhancing hislher communication skills. 
Merits and Limitations of labelling of anatomical structures 
The demerits of labelling anatomical specimens include the unavailability of fresh specimens, the lack of 
refrigerators or cold storage facilities. aversion to mammalian anatomical structures due to ethical reasons or 
personal principles. Labelling of anatomical structures could be categorised as practical work. The demerits 
of practical work include issues of time. parental expectations, public examinations, unavailability of 
required instructional material, unavailability of fresh anatomical structures, lack of clarity about curriculum 
reform, teachers' lack of skills and knowledge, and the initial mismatch between the teacher's "residual 
ideologies" and the principles underlying the curriculum innovation. Other obstacles relate to organisational 
arrangements such as role overload, rigid scheduling of times, reporting systems, and failure of 
administration to recognise and understand its role in change (Nolder, 1990; Newstead and Bennie. 1999). 
Hands-on experience is integral to familiarising learners with difficult scientific concepts, as many learners 
find it difficult to visualise concepts without at least a practical demonstration. Hodson (1990:39) argued the 
value of practical work in science education and stated that all we could say is that some teachers are able to 
use practical work successfully with some children. and achieve some of their goals. 
In the syllabus document of the Western Cape Education Department (1996) are the following policies: 
1- Physical science: 
1.1.2 To develop in learners the necessary skills, techniques and methods of 
science. such as handling of certain apparatus, the techniques of measuring and 
observation, information retrieval. 
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1.1.6 To introduce learners to the applications of science in everyday life and 
in industry. 
1.3.3 The practical work fonns an integral part of the syllabus and plays an 
important role in understanding scientific principles and phenomena. It must 
therefore be regarded as an essential aspect science teaching. 
2- Biology: 
2.1. Learners should make their own observations ofspecimens 
and experiments. 
2.2. Learners should learn how to handle and set up apparatus 
correctly. 
2.3. Organisms should be observed in their natural 
environments. 
2.4. Constant emphasis should be placed upon facts being 
understood, interpreted and applied rather than being merely 
memorised. 
3- General Science 
2.2.3. To make learners aware of the role of science in everyday 
life and in the community. 
2.3.1. Acquisition of a number of necessary basic skills and 
techniques. 
2.3.2. The acquisition of standard experimental techniques 
which require more than one type of basic skill. 
Attitudes and cultural issues 
According to Ogunniyi (1997), students' cultural beliefs are entrenched in their world views. Perusal through 
the literature indicates stark contrasts between the African mode of thought and that on which western 
science is based. One then wonders how African and other students of non-western decent, and who 
subscribe to traditional world-views, learn school science which is grounded in a western mode of though' 
(Mudaly, 1999:300). 
The new political setting in South Africa has brought with it all the challenges of a multicultural classroom_ 
Pupils of different cultural backgrounds now sit in the same science classrooms. Some pupils will find that 
their world views clash with that of current science. The science teacher can assist pupils to resolve the 
conflicts they face by applying culturally compatible instructional procedures or by identifying the contiguity 
between the two clashing world views. Otherwise, the pupil may suffer alienation or experience what has: 
been termed "symbolic violence". Pupils who experience symbolic violence feel misplaced, hardly ask 
questions in class for fear of being ridiculed and fail to find reliable supportive cultural templates critical too 
their sense of identity (Ogunniyi, 1997:50). 
Methodology 
In biology instead of using the conventional paper-and-pen test questions, the first battery of assessment 
items utilise and present actual fresh organs of mammals with their unidentified structures flagged, but 
displayed with accompanying sketches containing helpfully labelled structures as supplementary materials in 
order to assess their skills of identification and recognition of detail in the reality of complex anatomical 
structures. In addition, data will be gathered by students to comment on their social! religious! cultural 
acceptance of working practically with fresh animal organs in the context of their ethical background and 
religious principles. In biology a second battery of 27 paper-and-pencil test items physiology content was 
also used. 
The physical science component of this particular study involves two items of practical items. In the first 
item the respondents were required to identify and label three types of mirrors namely concave, convex and 
plane mirrors. In the second item the students were asked to indicate which one of the two lenses (one 
double concave and a double convex lens) can form a real image of the window in their classroom. The 
much larger study, of which this paper is part, has investigated responses to ten items of apparatus. 
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Originally thirty-four items were developed and then for the fmal data collection, ten of these items were 
utilised. 
In these two items the students were expected to be able to relate their theoretical knowledge that the} 
usually learn in the classroom to the practical situation and to label and handle the real apparatus, not only tc 
answer paper-and-pencil type of assessment. 
Samples 
This study has been conducted in four high schools and involved 618 high school students and 30 studen: 
teacher at University of Cape Town. Twenty-four of the student teachers were primary school scien~ 
students and nine of them were PGCE students who had a BSc degree. 
The high school students that were involved in this study were from various geographical, cultural ant 
linguistic groups in the Western Cape. 
Findings 
Table 1: Average scores of schools on the biology content questionnaire (out of 25) and on the 
practical biological labelling, out of 25. 
School I (N=112) 
Content questionnaire 13.59 
Specimen labelling 20.98 
•• ).~ 
School 2 (N=242) School 3 (N=129) 
16.31 10.55 
18.00 16.16 
Figure 1 and Table 1 clearly show tha1 
whereas the total sample of students obtained 
results of between 42% and 65% for the 
q estionnaire (a paper-and-pencil test of knowledge of physiology content), they achieved between 64% and 
8 Yo for the labelling of the fresh organs. Although it is not always correct to compare the results of the twe 
ks due to their obvious difference in nature and purpose, it may give us an indication of the usefulness of 
la elling as a teaching method. The students that participated in the labelling exercise were convinced tha. 
w at they have learnt during the practical will be remembered for a long time. Science and Biology teachers 
y want to take advantage of labelling as a method to improve the language skill of their students. 
e qualitative fmdings were recorded by means of interviews. The questions asked by the first author 
( brahams) are given in italics, followed by the interviewees' responses. The first ten responses are from 
B c graduates who specialised in zoology and physiology and are cUlTently completing their PGCE at the 
U iversity of Cape Town, followed by ten responses from high school science students:-
D es the labelling of fresh mammalian organs assist with the improvement of language skills in the 
el sroom? Explain your view. 
BSc graduate! 
"In so far as it gets the students accustomed to using the names of the parts of the organs. This increases 
vocabulary, but I think it needs to be done in conjunction with reading text about the organs, or writing about 
it to improve language skills". 
BSc pduate 2 
"It does assist, since scientific language would best be remembered when associated with visual effects". 
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BSc ifDduate 3 
"That depends on whether it is a group effort or not. Discussing a topic can lead to better understanding" 
BSc pduate 4 
"Yes. The connection between the written description and the actual physical organ or part of the organ wit 
help the student to have a picture along with the word". 
BSc pduate 5 
"It can as it introduces the students to words that they probably have never seen or heard of before. They can 
associate a word with the real organ. It may be difficult for them to remember all the words". 
Do you think the labelling and viewing of the fresh mammalian organs will improve the students 
understanding of the anatomical structures? Explain. 
BSc ifDduate 1 
"Yes. There is a picture to go along with the descriptions. The language of biology is being learned therefore 
making it easier to access the subject". 
BSc tpllduate 2 
"Most defmitely. To physically touch the real specimen and to see it creates enthusiasm which results in 
more attention given, therefore more understanding. It gets imprinted in the mind better when it is a physical 
object that can be touched." 
BSc pduate 3 
"Yes. Labelling and viewing of these organs would give students a concrete basis and understanding. It is 
infinitely better to see and touch something concrete. Some religious and ethical aspects must be considered 
when using fresh organs". 
BSc tplldpate 4 
"Misunderstandings can occur if only the diagrams are used. Students get a better feel for the organ as a real 
structure. I think it is important that students see how a diagram can be drawn from a real organ". 
BSc pdpale 5 
"The students learn not only from diagrams but from reality as well. Language is acquired through 
self-discovery". 
Do you think the labelling and viewing of the fresh animal organs will improve your understanding of the 
structures? Explain .• 
Student 1 
"One gets a much clearer perspective on how things look and function. This was my first time to have looked 
at a real brain. I found it interesting and enlightening to work with fresh specimens". 
Stydent2 
"I think the practical was interesting as it brought the textbook to life. It is better than memorising the work. 
It showed me that the work we are doing has some relevance in reality". 
Student 3 
"Practical work is important as you remember things better and for longer. I think we should be allowed to 
do more hands-on practical work and maybe do the dissecting of the organs. Some of the structures on the 
organs is a bit more challenging to recognise" . 
Student 4 
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"Practical work is important as it gives one a broader insight by looking at the fresh organs. Trying te. 
visualise the heart is not easy. I have seen the lung, heart, teeth and kidney before but I enjoyed labelling the 
organs". 
Students 
"Biology should be taught practically. It is easy to study because you remember what you have learnt ir. 
class. If you look at and label an organ you may be able to understand the structure and explain how i: 
works". 
Student 6 
"This method of teaching gives you a visual side to the work. We are used to doing the theory. Experiencini 
each activity lets you learn more. There should be some time afterwards for the teacher to explain some; 
more". 
Student 7 
"The demonstrations were shocking as I haven't seen them before, but it was very interesting. I prefer the; 
practical work than the textbook. It would be really easy for me to understand the human body. I would like; 
to see more". 
Student 8 
"This method (practical) is very good and you are able to participate and not sit there listening to a teacheJ 
until you eventually fall asleep. You get involved a lot. I think now I'U be able to remember the heart, 
kidney, teeth and the brain". 
Student 9 
I found it very interesting and it helped me to remember the stuff I learnt last year. I felt a bit weazy but il 
was alright. I enjoy biology so I enjoyed this task. 
Student 10 
I personally hate practical work but searching for the parts of the organs was more tempting. Today we: 
turned boring biology into an enjoyable subject. 
The respondents who attended the physical science test were asked by the second author (Inal) to write down 
their comments on a separate sheet that had an open ended question. The following are some of the 
comments that were made by the participants: 
"I prefer this method to chalkboard". 
"It becomes frustrating when you don't know the topic". 
"These type of science lessons are very fun. I personally learn a lot more than notes on the 
board and textbook. This lesson was interesting and fun. I prefer this to teacher explaining it 
on the board and we writing it down". 
"Science isn't on of favourite subjects so I didn't want to do it at fllSt, but after I did them I 
realised that it is not that bad after all". 
"I think textbook definitely not enough. Hands-on must be associated to get the participation 
of the entire class". 
"Although I didn't do science in Grade 10 it was an interesting exercise. It stays longer in 
one's mind ifhelshe is taught with this method. The best exercise was, for me, was shoes, 
because it is something we use everyday and people can relate to it". 
"I don't take science but I think this is a very good method for people who are taking 
science". 
"Although I don't do science I enjoyed this". 
"Practical help understand science better, still we need explanations on the blackboard". 
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The majority of learners at the schools where this study was conducted agreed that fresh butcher's specimens 
should be displayed in the classroom for labelling and small group discussion of terminology during 
demonstrations. None of the respondents in this study objected to labelling the mammalian tissues. It must be 
remembered that these specimens could be used as food by some of the learners. It is possible that certain 
religious groups may object to the handling of animal organs. 
It has also been observed that the learners were, in most cases, very enthusiastic and willing to take part. A 
number of participants admitted that when they are taught through practical experiences they understand and 
remember better. Some learners indicated that they are not willing to continue science because they find it 
too abstract. Therefore there may be cases where the learners memorise the concepts but never understand 
the meaning behind the 'wording' that is used for concepts. 
The labelling of the fresh mammalian organs and identifYing certain apparatus in biology and science could 
help students clarity the concepts in their minds. For example, if a leaner is having difficulty in 
distinguishing between different types of mirrors and lenses he/she might have difficulty in comprehending a 
deeper discussion on these particular concepts. Therefore, showing the apparatus to the learners could make 
discussions in the classroom more real, enjoyable and understandable for the learners. It must also be noted 
that merely identitying these items of apparatus and parts of real specimens is a low level skill, yet very 
important to start with. 
During the discussion of the results at the conference a number of experienced science and language 
educators agreed that it could be useful to show real apparatus and fresh organs in order to achieve a deeper 
understanding of the concepts by the learners. 
As it reported in the results, especially in physics test there was found a significant difference between the 
total performance scores of English first language speakers and English second language speakers. This tells 
us that language proficiency of the learners could have an important influence on the performance scores and 
learning process of the learners. 
The scores of participants were not compared according to geographical areas from which the learners 
originated. Such a comparison may reveal better clues on the results of the study i.e. whether or not the 
English second language speakers who are not at school in townships perform better. 
Conclusion 
Asking a wide range of learners to label real-life apparatus and specimens in common use can provide an 
interesting and worthwhile form of continuous assessment in the classroom. In this investigation, very few 
practical items were difficult and most participants enjoyed a large measure of success. Practical work may 
be used to get the learners' attention and to improve their motivation and enthusiasm provided that the 
practical work is well-prepared and well-planned. In terms of the use of language in science classrooms, 
having real specimens and apparatus makes the science lessons more interesting and productive in terms of 
learning. This kind of practical assessment may give valuable information on the learning process as well if 
used periodically. 
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The purpose of this initial study is fO describe, iIIusI~e and de~nstrate the de~elopment and vali~tion 
of 12 diagnostil: practic:aJ items for lesting the public Understanding of the ~IC .clcments of c1cctnclty 
using actual apparatus. II is part of a much wider investigation with the followmg Alms: 
Aims 
The whole long-term studY aims fO investigate and compare sample pcrfOI'llllllKlC skills, ~ levels of 
pracric:al scientifIC and technological litcrncy. of ~nior ~Iigh school.physics students and their tcac:hcrs. 
Secondly it aims fO investigate whether there IS a slgmficant difference between ~he performance 
achievement of teachers and students on a longer lest comprising thirty-four practic:aJ ItemS. As a ~rd 
aim, the development of the multiple intelligence of n..-spondcnts $pCCifiea1ly in the domain of practical 
scientifIC and tcc.:bnolosieal manipulative litt."I'3CY after White (1988). Gardner (1983) and Solomon 
(1996) will be explored, and corroborated or modified for a SOUIh African context. 
In this short article. the first aim described above is die main focus of this research paper; ~ether with 
nlCthods for obtaining agreement, by consensus. on the classification of the items according to the 
c:ategories of Solomon. White and Gardner. 
11Ieory 
I. Gardner (1983) identified his theory of multiple intelligence challenging a single numerical IQ 
score. According fO Gardner, components of intelligence can be identified .sepa~ly, and some 
people develop some types of intelligences more than the other. types. of Intclb~~. Gardner 
conceptualized the human potential and ITIQppcd out lhe human abilities mfO scven mtclhgeoccs as 
follows. with "0" standing for "Gardner" for the purpose of this paper: 
1- Linguistic Intelligenc:c (G ling) . 
2- Logic:a.l-Matbcmatieallntelligence (involved in eight items in the present study m 1999) (0 1m) 
3- SpatiallntelJigcnce (involved in two items in die present study) (G spat) 
4· Bodily-Kinesthetic Intelligence (involved in seven items in the present study) (0 bk) 
5- Musicallntclligence (0 mus) 
6- lntcrpersonallntelligenc:c (involved in all items in the present study) (G inter) 
7· Intrapersonallntelligencc (involved in four items in the prescnt study) (0 intra) 
In the current practical investigation the focus will be on the components of intelligence numbered 2 and 
4 in particular (0 1m and 0 bk) 
1. White (1988) identified seven different elements of anemories ("W" standing for "White") to describe 
the leamin, in science: 
A.INAL 
I· Strin!!11 (involved in nine items in lhe prelient study in 1999), (W string) 
2- Propositions (involved in two items in the present study), (W prop) 
3· 11TIQ!!c.~ (involved in four items in the present study), (W prop) 
4- Episodes (involved in one item in the presenl study), (W epi) 
5- InlCllt."CtuOII Skills (involved in seven items in the present study), (W intI 
6- Motor Skills (involved in seven items in tbe present study), (W mot) 
7· Co,nitive Slrate!!ies'(involved in three items in the present study), (W cog). 
In the current practical investigation the focll.'l will be on clements number 1,5 and 6 (W string. W 
int and W mot) 
3. Solomon (1996) has described a comprehensive theory of the multiple contents of the public 
unden;landin{t of science. In her paper "The development of life skills through Science and Technology 
Education for the 21" century", Solomon looks beyond the content of the school science curriculum, and 
beyond practical work in school laboratories. Among olher thinp, she highlights the wider importance 
of sciel1l:e in everyday life and in social sellin!!s. She moves lhe context of learning science into the 
home: she CIl{ta{tell economics and science: and she links the learning of science with the employment of 
trained ledmical experts in the labour market and vocational and core communication skills to prepare 
pupils for relevanl careen; needed by industrialist.<;; in a diven;ity of linguistic and cultural traditions. 
~inally. she fOC\l.!ies on science for the development of the individual pupil. encouraging the growth or 
Independent learning skills sueh as ereativilY and curiosity. 
For the purposes of thi:> investigalion, S stands for "Solomon", and her categoriC!;' symbols may be 
designated as follows: 
I- Science for the Pcn;onal Development of the Individual (S I) 
a- lIy enhancin!! his/her lifeskill!! (SI li fe) 
b- by enhancing hislhcr vocational skills (SI voc) 
c- by enhanein!! his/her communication skills (SI com) 
d- by enhancing hislher citizenship skills (SI cit) 
e- by enhancing hislher long-Ierm values (SI val) 
f- by enhancin{t hislher personal growth, feelings and emotions (SI grow) 
I- Science as Requirement of a Specific Profession or Vocational BoardlBody (SP) 
2- Science for its own Rational Development (SR) 
II- as a logicllily slructured sct of t.'Om.'CpL~, theories, proceSliCS. skills. evidence, knowledge and 
limitations (SI< con). 
b- as a developmenl of hi!ilorical events (SI< hist) 
4. Tile IluUlllllilitic Utility of Science (SH) 
a- for societies' needs (SH soc) 
b- for Ihe t.'\.'Onornie development of a nation (SHE) wilh a speeific reference to 







the environment (SHE envir) 
social recooslrucli9n (SHI:: ,e~on) 
science for the work place (SHE work) 
ethical dilemma (SHE ethic) 
the international future competitive edge (SHE cO!lpet) 




cultural transmission of Imowk.'tIge (SHE cul t) 
adaptable. novel retraining of the workforce (SHE retrain) 
SCtIiNll~'C LITERACY 
For the purpose of this investigation. the categories of Solomon'li, ~r.ldigm will be used, to label c~usters 
of ractical test item.~ on a given topic in physics. Thl5 IS because Solomon s cate!.!ofles are 
or grouP' I p . d more generdl than the more specifIC categ:ories advocated by White and 
~:.:~ ~::,c::;~;n:; ~ to charact';il.c tests as a whole, heinll applicable to every individuul 
item within a given practical test. 
L k (1-) I . trodu ....... an assessment framework for practical work skills appropriate to pupils of 
DC 707 a so In """ -"d ed f h' by panel of ten secondary school age (11-18 years). This assessment framework was VillI at or 1m a 
experienced science educators. , 'k'II' TO.. p actical 
He w;cd Ihls assessment wo 0 S , • frame rk t tudy the relationshIp between the component SIS, ,... r 
skills concerned were: 
,. Observation: he by supervisor) 
• Observe accurately (correspondence between the record and t event as seen a . . 
• Read instruments correctly 
10 Manipulation 
• Set up apparatus appropriately 
• Use apparatll5/materials appropriately 
• Work accurately/systematically " 
• Carry out operations in COlTCct sequence/follow IRstrucllons 
10 Interpretalion 
• Interpret observations 
• Inrerpret numerical data/diagramli 
• Indication of source of errors (m.1lerial and lIlI.'Ihods) 
• Ability to cak:ulate 
• Make predictions 
3D Planning d (' I d' IICk"CIion of "ppardlus, measuring • Devise a simple experimental proce Ute Inc u 109 
instruments ) 
• Use of controls/trial experiments/observations 
• Problem-solving 
40 Report 
• Use scientifIC language (written/verbal) 
• Arrange/organise the data/ob!iervations 
• Accuracy with which procedure reported 
SO Selr·relianc:e 
• Asking for assistance and for confonmllioll of approach 
Lock concluded that the skills of interpretation lInd plllOnin!.! ar~ lStrollgly relOlled to each o~her. ~~~' 
another paradigm fot classifying item.~ testing practical scientific hterac~ c~uld ~, devel~ .'rom ~ 
~ rk Theseelementscouldbedesigneda.~'Lobs·,·Lman·, Ll.nt, I.plan. Lreport, 
lI1~~lI!ir'. tJut ill tilil prelimillary papar thill elllllllitilllltion ~yt;t.m \\lll .. nnl Irillll,.tl wilh IhI- frllllp!i fll 
pilot study teachers, due 10 shonage of time. 
The aim and nalure or practical work 
A.INAL 
Okebukola & Ogunniyi ( 19M:1I1I3) recommend that, to promote laboratory skills. students should be 
allowed to interact with themselves on a competitive basis. 
Chacko (1997) cate!.!orises practical work as 'Teacher Centered' and Student Centered'. and he prioritises 
twenty aim. . , as follows: 
10 As II crealive IIctivity. 
20 To make phenomena more real through experience. 
30 To help remembering rocts and principles. 
40 To practice seeing problem.~ and seeking ways to solve them. 
SO To indicate the industrial aspec.:ts of sciem:e. 
60 1'0 promote a logical rea.~oning method of thought. 
70 To em.:oura!.!C accurllle observation and description. 
80 For tinding facts and arriving at new principles. 
90 To become able to comprehend and carry out instructions. 
100 To elucidate theoretical work as an aid to comprehension. 
110 To develop sclf-reliance. 
120 To arouse and maintain interest. 
130 To develop an ability to communicate. 
140 To develop an ability to co-operate. 
ISO To develop cenain disciplined altitudes. 
160 To develop specific manipulative skills. 
170' To verify facts and principles already taught 
180 To develop a critical altitude. 
190 To give experience in standard techniques. 
200 To prepare the students for prdCtical examinations. 
In this paper the focus is mainly on aims numbered 2, 4,7,9, 17 and 20. 
Methodology 
Okebukola & Ogunniyi (19114:11113) make four recommendation for carrying out laI:loratory wort in 
e,roups. These are: 
10 Cooperative laboratory work should be used by science teachers to improve the cognitive 
achievement level of students in IICience. 
20 Encouraging hi!.!b ability students to work together in a !.!roup appears to be a !.!ood approach to 
improving their achievement levels. 
30 Rather than allow low ability students to work together in a group, allowing interaction with some 
average, and high ability students in a mixed ability group will lead to improved performance or the 
low ability studeRlll. 
40 Mixed or hetero!.!eneous ability !.!rouping for cooperative work in the laboratory ·ha.~ more facilitative 
effect on the achievement of low achievers than the competitive goal structure, 
Hence this ratiOllllle for group labomtory investigation W<IS adopted ,in the present study. 
Pilot trial no, I 
In the lirst pilot trial in April 1999, which lasted 2S minutes. four science teachers-in-training wwe 
conducted through the items to clarify the wording of the illSlructionli. ftel1lll w~ selected on the basis of 
their being fundamental to a knowledge of prnctiC"dl science and technologies as agreed by a pane' of 
experienced physics teachers, e.g. Ogunniyi (1999). All fCliponclcnts were f'ree to di!;CU5.'Ilheir reBponsc:s 
with Cllch other. Then each respondcnt wroIe down his/her own responses individually, 
SCIENTIfiC LiTF-RACY 
TIle fil'llt pilOi study comprised 21 basic practical physic!> items. Each item contained a simple instruction 
with some elementary apparatus presented on mounted display boards with a paper back(!round. 
Pilot trial no.l 
TIle second pilot trial, which took SO minutes. was conducted with cight science leac~ers and 
academicians at the Univcn;ity of the Western Cape in May 1999 using twelve prdcticlil physics Itcm~ on 
the lopic "dectricity". Each item contained appamtu.~ and a simple wrillen instruction. the wording of 
which had been revised after pilot 00.1. 
TIle seminar had two parts: praclical and theory. In the practical pari each allendant had an an~wer shcet 
on which to write responses and comments,the laUer being more important than the fonner. The practical 
seclion took aboutthirfy minutes. 
In the theory part, a summary of the learning theories of White, Gardner and Solomon. on white. peen 
and ~lIow sheets respectively, was supplied for tlte p'dnicipant.~. On each white pa~e a differen! e,h:ment 
of White's learning lheory was proVided. The same was done with green page,; for the theory 01 (.ardner 
and ~lIow pages for Solomon's theory. TIle attendants then classified each item hy tuOUp consensus. 
according to the above mentioned leamin!!t!teorif.'li. for a period of approximately twenty minutes. 
Pilot trial no.J 
TIle third pilot trial. which took SO minutes. was conducted with foul1eCn gr'dde len. cleven and twelve 
students from a historically disadvantatted physical scienee ellIS., lit Oscar Mpela High School in M<lY 
1999 u.~ing ei!lhteen practical physics items. Items had been mndified or re-worded. if ncce~sary. aflf.'I' 
piiOi trial no.2. and each one comprised a simple piece of appardtus and a simple wrillen instruction. 
which the stlldent.~ were required to evaluate for their usefulness a~ possible leaming materials for their 
lIChao!. 
TIle founeen students were divided into four groups, two of which involved three studcnl~ lind the other 
two IfOUPS involved four students. ElIch group went d1rOUtm the items. and the leamers discu.~scd the 
items among each other. Each student u.'ied an answer sheet to write down responses and eval~atioll ... 
about the test items. The group discu.~ion of the items amon!! each I!rullP W:l.'i cnellllrdlled dUring the 
administmlion of the program. since the purpose: of the exereise was to evaluate the clarity. relev.mce and 
utility of the new materials themselves. It wa.o; stressed Ihat the students were not heinl,! evaluated. since 
some of the in!llructional materials were new in science educiltion. 
Preliminary t'lndlnp 
Pilot trial no.l 
In the first pilot trial the lICience teachers.in.training showed that some of the instructions for the itcm~ 
were not clear in wording or contained faulty "(lp'dratus. According to thc respondcnl~ six of the items 
required re-wording. and for four items the workin!! of the appardtus itself needed to he checked. Some 
examples of re,wording were as follows: 
Eumple I. Item II·b read: "Ilow many of IhellC tiny lightl,!lobes do you think you would need for your 
kitehen in your home?", It was changed to read: "How many of these tiny light globes all Blowin!! 
together do you think would give the same bright/le$ as the light lt10he in your refri!!emtorT'. . " 
Example 2. Item 16 read "Look at the ammeter and rend the current when the ammelcr needle IS at five . 
A.INAL 
It was chanBed to read "Look at the ammeter and write down the Current when the ammeter needle is at 
the red line dmwn on the ammeter". 
t:xample J. Item III I'ClId: "':ook at the gU/I'unometer and the adju!Otable resil\tancc. Adjust the 
R{IIl'~ff{mlC'lC'r to measure Ihe re~lstan~;e. Then estimate the maximum value of the adjustable resistance". 
In thlll item the word "RolI'll"olllC'IC''''' wa~ chantted to "mu/limt'ler". 
~xa~ple 4. I!em 19-a read: .. Look lit the cireuit and point the direction of the current Boing through the 
CirCUIt". In thiS plln the word "current" was changed to "conventional current". In item 19-<1 "Now che(;k 
it with the ammeter" ha~ been added to make students first estimate the amount of the current hefore they 
clteek it wilh the amlTlCler. 
Pilot trial no.2 
Witl~ experienced lICienee teachers at the University of the WCSlem Cape. the aim was nOito derive the 
phYSICS answers frum tlte panicipaling allendant$. The pu1JlOSe of the evaluation was to obtain a 
COIIsen.~s validation of the re-worded items. one by one. and their suggestions for improving the validity 
oftlte whole test. Comments rdiscd by the allendanl~ are discussed below. 
One of the ideas that emerged durinlllhe dillCussion sell."ion wa~ the need to reduce the number of item.~, 
They Iiu"f.."tcd Ih,lI inslcad of having a larlle number or items from different topics, the items presented 
could he chosen from one topic only. Thu~ the need has arillCn to derive a series of separate te.~1S of 
practical/manipulOllivc scientific It:chnolottical lilf.'l'llCY for the topics of electricity. optics. mechanics. 
magnetllim, electrostatics. etc. individually. 
The imporlance of giving explicit in.,tructions for each item was emphasized by one of the attendants. 
~no~r.panicipnRl sl:lted ~hallhis type of research and evaluation is more qualitative than quantitative. 
IR ~hls pilot st~y phase of refining and perfecting individual tesl items - prior to mass testing later with 
validated test nems. They also recommended that teachers should explain the solutions and some core 
~ints. a~tthe prdCtical items a.fter studenl~ had solved them. In this way, while testing their practical 
SCientifIC literacy the study/investlllation could also teach sludents additional infonnation about apparatus 
and equipment. 
P:lnicipanls asked whether we nommlly did any pre-test of students' level of prior knowledlle. Anochcr 
i~ that W3!1 rdlsed dllring the discus5ions was to conduClthe test after teachinllthe learners the related 
tOpICS. They also sUllllesled that the rn.'lterials he evaluated in schools located in different area.~, and thai 
the I.Titiqlles of Ille maleri:lIs be compared with each other. 
After !he procticlll part of the pilot Irial ended. lite pllnicipantll commenced the more lheoretical section in 




W string, W prop. W int, W cog, 
G 1m. G ling 
SH.SV 
W int, W string. W prop, W cog, W imago Wepi 
G 1m. G ling. Ginter 
~ H.!) V. 
W int, W st ring. W prop, W cog, W imago W epi, W mot 







W into W string. W prop. W cog. W imag W epi, W mot 
G ling. G 1m, G bk. G spat. G intra 
W string. W prop. W imago W epi. W into W mot 
G ling.G Im,G spat. 
SH,S 1.S R 
not attended . 
W string. W imago W into W cog 
G ling. G 1m. G spat. G intra 
W imago 
G ling. Ginter 
SV 
Pilot trial no.J 
SOI::NTIt'IC LITERACY 
The third evaluation of the twice-modified materials occurred with English second language high sehool 
physical science studenlS whOlle home language is Xhosa. 
Allotting each item one point for a correct answer, the average score out of III recorded hy the students in 
this swdy was 4.6. The ranl:lC of scores recorded WdS from I to 7.5 oot of I tI. 
In neralthe physical science studenlS were familiar with the item~ of app~rdtus t~;II .. re used every dllY· n: that . previous laboratory experience were more difficult for the studenlS 10 handle and 
CIlrry~ dem:-:::ions. such as the voltmeter. the ammeter, and especially the galvanometer and the 
multimeter. 
Another finding that emerged from this trial was thatlhe students' theoreticall;nowiedge was irn:~mple!e. 
Consequently they had difficulty in handling ~ of the aPf>'l':'lus. The stuttt:nL~ werc unfllmillar With 
details of some of lhe apparAtus. such as signs, umts and connet:uons of the equipment. 
A~ a result of the sludenlS' commenlS and sugl:\Clilions. some of the practical items have undergone a Ihird 
revisi~: ::~~amPlhase: ........ mended ..... (lerm'lnllls plus to minus. minus 10 plus •.... ) ...... IJointto 
Item I .. ' .. '" lIem """n a ~ ...... --- nd I 
one of the combinatiOllS I. 2. 3 and 4 of the batteries that will ........ whel1 connected to the red a t te 
black wires." . . d' . 't wh' I 16' The . has been amended as" 1..001; at the ammetcr. AssUlIlC It IS connccte to a ClrCUI Ie 1 
;~udes' the d::.m, Write down the current when the ammeter needle is at the red Ime drawn on lhe 
ammele,r·:...._ . .. .... '--_ .~ndcd"c" Then estiltllllc the m;\xinmm vallie of the adjustable 
Item 1 : "'" Item ,IIQ """n ....... - ......... . 
resistance in OIlMS, 0." 
Respondents' Evaluation of the Programme a.~ a Whole 
COIIlmCnting on the practical exercise a.~ a whole. the eleven most con~lr1lCtive qualitlllive renmrl;s 
rt"('oolffl fmm ptniripilnu\ durinrlhe Ihn;, pilQl Irlil1s were l~~ foll~: . 
10 The instructions must be a.~ clear as pos.~ible and must not be mlsleadmg. 
20 The apparatus mutil be appropriate and simplc. . .. . 
Onl the nece!\.ury apparatu.~ muM be supplied without any mlssmg Ilem or detail. 
30 TheY prior knowledge of the learners must be considered. TIle items must be :11 the levels of the 
40 learners' knowledge. 
A.INAL 
50 The learners must be observed very carefully during the administration of the programme. Everything 
lhey say and do must be recorded in order 10 perfect each item as a credible test of practicalscientifie 
literacy during the pilot trials. 
60 Strange iten\s lhatthe students might have never come across must not be involved in the programme. 
70 The target group for tlte ilem .. must be slated clearly. 
80 The response tlull is exp . 'cted from the learner musl be identirted before the administration of the 
programme. 
90 The number of the students in one group must not be more than three. and every member of the l!FOUP 
must be given the opponunity to handle the apparatus. 
100 The space supplied for each ilem must be arrdnged so thut the learners can carry out the 
demonstrations and experiments. 
110 The theoreliclll knowlLodge which is ncccssliry for each item musl ulso be identilied. 
The most serious shoncomings of Ihe progrllmme in its initial phases were deSl:ribed by various 
participant a.~: 
- Soole of the instructions were ambiguotL~ and misleading. 
- Some item .. of apparatus were not clear. 
- The answer sheet was incomplete and not prepared well. 
- During the administration of the test. the number of learners in one group was large. 
- Some signs and symbols tluulhe siudents did know. were used. 
Nevenheless, all lecturers. teachers, siudenis and pupils who panicipaled in the three trials of the 
development of the materials (and in a fourth trial at an independent school) described the exercise as 
"well worthwhile: to be encoumged enthu. .. iastically; very effective learning". ele. 
Discussion 
F'ollowing the lirsl pilot Irial. six of the practical items on the topic electricity were reworded, and the 
apparatus of four of these item~ was checked for technical accuracy and reliability of function. 
The second pilot trial was a good e)(perience for evaluating both the theoretical and practical aspects of 
the programnte. and 10 have the lest items validated by experienced science leachers and academicians. 
A~ a re.~ull of the second pilot trial. some a.~pects of lhe research were clarified e.g. the aim. the target 
group. the melhodology of the rescllfch (qualilativc or quantitlllive), and the procedure for adminislration 
of the lest. Ilowever. respondent!; did not have lime to cla.~sify five of the items (15. IS, 19.20 and 21). 
Using the consensus classi (ication of seven ih.'Rl.~ on the topic' electricity'. the learning theory of While 
wall found to be the mmt relevant and applicable theory of the three. Although the learning theory of 
Solomon is wider. the IIuendants did not see her lheory as being of focused relevance 10 the specirlC 
physics items u. . ed in the sccood pilot trial. One disadvantage in this evaluation exerci..c;e wa. . that the 
panicipant. . did not have cnoutm lime to discuss the learning theories sufficiently among themselves. 
One of the mosl important outcomes of this Irilll was Ihat the answer sheet (iten\ evaluation 5heet) was 
refined and prepared lItmin. In the originlll answer page the responses Ihat were expectL-d from the 
respondenL~ were DOt clear and misleading. 
In the future evaluations tlte allernative asse~ment framework of Lock (1989), the specific outcomes of 
Outcomes Based Education for n"lural seielll.'Cs (1997) and the sub-systctns of Ihinting advocated by 
franus (11JtJ2) will be used to try to c1as.~ify the practical items. 
aw_·· 
SCII:NTII-1C UICRACY 
In the third pilot lrial il was possible 10 evaluale how weillhe ilems were perceived by Ihe high school 
1IIuden1s for whom EnJlish is a lleCond langua~. During Ihe oominislrulillll Ill' Ihe praclical program ilems 
I observed lhat the lIIudenlll were not always l.'Cl1ain how 10 rd:lle lheir Ihcorelic:1I knllwletil!e III Mlnle of 
lhe practieal cues. Their lheorelieal knowledge also seemed 10 he incomplete !"or certain lopics. which 
lhey mij!:ht not ~ have reached in the syllabus. 
Since English is a second languar:e for lhesc 51udenls il Imtl :In imp:lci on Ibeir IIntlerMmllling uf anti 
re5po1111eS 10 Mwne of the ilems 110 the wording of Ihree ilems. ilellls 12. 16 and III. will he amended lilr 
new arials in the fUlure. 
All of the IllUdenIS participating in Ihis pilol Irial were nOI al Ihe same grode. Therefore snme of lhe 
SludenlS nIIY have not covered some of the lopics. This mighl have eau!iCd some siudenis 10 give 
ineomplete responses 10 the ilemS. 
Coodusion 
It is concluded that the formulation. desir:n and produclion of useful. comprehensible. credible. clear anti 
intereSling diaJllOSlie maJerials for assessing sludenls' levels of praclical scienlific lilcracy i~ a process 
which nIIY involve more lhan half a dozen sucl.'Cssive Irials anti modifiealion.~. NO! only musl lhey be 
lheorelically sound and coherenl • bul iletm muS! be useful 10. and acceplable by a wide runge of sludenls 
in a very divene !leI of leaching condhion~ in the new anti developing Sllulh Africa. 
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Samplcs ofthc initiall) dc,cloped 33 practical 
task itcms' photographs and \\ording 
• , 
PIIOT(Io:a .AP IiS A.."ID WORD INC O" SA)IP l.£ In : .. 'IS nlAT WERE 11'ri\,01.Y[U L"I P ltAS[ I O~' Ti lE 
IN\' ETSICo\TION 
Pick up the labells that can 
be measured or calculated 
using only Ihis device. 
GIVe ~ sudden push 10 the trolley 
to"'ards. nght on the table At the 
IllSbnt thai the trolley passes the 
hne. pIck up the arrow and POint 
the JIn.'c/W'I of the NET (OVCf8 l1) 
for,;;e on the trolley (IndICate your 
response on the ans"ef sheet) 
Look at the three cells In a row, 
COMecte<l In sencs IdentIfy the 
one cell whICh IS "nat" by chocking 
each one WIth the light globe 
Look at the open cIrcuIt Male the 
ne.;essary oonne<:tlOIIS and n~lke 
the bahl burn Then dtlnse the 
bug htne5$ of the hght globe 
Look at the muhuneter and the 
adjUStable resistance. Adjust the 
multJ!11eter to measwe the 
resIStance. Then estlmilte the 
mall"llIlum value of the adJUSlable 
resIStance m 0 11:"15 (OJ 
Look al two ,,"rult~ 
Che..k lhe bnghtness of the 
three bulbs ",hen boTh CIICUltS 
are completed by COnne!:lIng 
the t.nery (1)2>) ,1 >2" ) e\C. J 
Then describe your ome",-al1on 
Look at the spectacles P OilU 10 
the cooc&,'e $urface of the lem 
Look allhe three double con\'e.~ and a 
double COrlCll"e Jense 
a- Decide on tile one "'hK"h h.u Ihi! 
fong<"-fl focal length 
~ Decide on the le ns ",illch will setJiro: 




Samples orthe audio-captured 
con\'ersations of the participants 
S'Hupl~s of Audio f!lptured com men I' by s«ondary and tfnial') If\d 
IHlrt ieip:,"u (1999 J II Iy - Oeftm btr) 
1- Electricity items weTedifficuh I have forgonen what 1 have It'aml in school 
2- I can see the need for having hands-on experience. 
3- These activlhes can be hnked 10 e\'l'1'}lIay life 
4- Make SOme Ortlle questions clearer 
s- I need information on a111hese 
6- ApparatuS must be wor\(ing \o'dl 
7- ! found electriCity Ilems dIfficult becauSe oflack ofkllOl\1edge 
8- It is greal to do hands-on aC1illlies 
9- This IS somethmg \o'hieh is so Important in leachIng and learning 
10- This.s a g.ood .... ay of planning and organIzing lessons in outComes based 
educalion 
11- [need 10 use this method of teaching. when [ go 10 sckool though there IS lack 
ofMlrk donebef~ hand 
12- J realized Ihat thIS is a \"el') good way of teachln.\! 
1,- Tlus is cool (about the electric Ctl'cuit) 
14_ Tront) IS mo~ing towards nghtlloO lhere mU5t be 0 force in this d,recllon 
IS- If this SIde pushes t\onh 11 muS! be South because opposite charges attract 
each otheT 
16- You need an ammeleT and a \'ohmner 10 measure the resistance 
17- (When companng brig/llncss orl\l-o bulbs In parallel wilh a single bulb) There 
are 1\\0 bulbs here so I hey will be !e~ bright 
18- Gra'ltallOn is downwards so 1\ must be hfted up to do work against STIlI II> 
19 g IS nonllall> 10 so 
APPENDIX 
4 
Parti c ipants" (high sc hool learn ers") hand 
written comments 
, ... . ,. 
,;: , 
,', 
"", t You.vi: ~'~'a.practical ~ ~~~ Please live your opinions II!d 
fee1iDls'Shout this kind of practice. Did you fand it difficult? Should/can it be used 1ft 
\ ': . 
. . ~ . " ,.\ 
classroom? Should It be left out of classroom practice? . 
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Comments: 
You have gone through a practical test experience. Please give your opinions and 
feelings about this kind of practice. Did you find it difficult? Should/can it be used in 
lessons? Should it be left out of classroom practice? 
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Name: 8-ee"Vle \e. 
You have gone through a practical test experience. Please live your opinions and 
feelings about this kind of practice. Did you fmd it difficult? Should/can it be used in 
classroom? Should it be left out of classroom practice? 
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classrooll)? Should It be left out of classrOom practice? ~.; I . 
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You have gone through a practical test experience. Please give your opinions a~d 
feelings about this kind of practice. Did you find it difficult? Should/can It be used lD 
classroom? Should it be left out of classroom practice? 
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Comments: 
You have gone through a practical test experience. Please give your opinions and 
feelings about this kind of practice. Did you find it difficult? Should/can it be used in 
lessons? Should it be left out ofclassroom practice? 
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Comments: 
You have gone through a practical test experience. Please give your opinions and 
feelings about this kind of practice. Did you find it difficult? Should/can it be used in 
lessons? Should it be left out of classroom practice? 
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Comments: 
You have gone through a practical test experience. Please give your opinions and 
feelings about this kind of practice. Did you find it difficult? Should/can it be used in 
lessons? Should it be left out of classroom practice? 
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Comments: 
You have gone through a practical test experience. Please give your opinions and 
feelings about this kind of practice. Did you find it difficult? Should/can it be used in 
lessons? Should it be left out of classroom practice? 
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Comments: 
You have gone through a practical test experience. Please give your opinions and 
feelings about this kind of practice. Did you find it difficult? Should/can it be used in 
lessons? Should it be left out of classroom practice? 
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Name : __ ------------------------------------
one through a ractical test experience. Please give your opinions a~d 
ie~~:;v:t!ut this kind of :ractice. Did you find it, difficult? Should/can It be used In 
classroom? Should it be left ou~ of classroom practice? . 
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Name : t 2. L JI:=. 
You have gone through a practical test experience. Please give your opinions and 
feelings about this kind of practice. Did you find it difficult? Should/can it be used in 
classroom? Should it be left out of classroom practice? 
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You have gone through a practical test experience. Please give your opinions and 
feelings about this kind of practice. Did you find it difficult? Should/can it be used in 
classroom? Should it be left out of classroom practice? 
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\ 
You have gone through a practical test experience. Please give your opinions and 
feelings about this kind of practice. Did you find it difficult? Should/can it be used in 
classroom? Should it be left out of classroom practice? 
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Name: ---------------------------------------
You have gone through a practical test experience. Please give your opinions and 
feelings about this kind of practice. Did you find it difficult? Should/can it be used in 
classroom? Should it be left out of classroom practice? 
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Name : A.n .. c.:h .s \." n 
You have gone through a practical test experience. Please give your opinions and 
feelings about this kind of practice. Did you find it difficult? Should/can it be used in 
classroom? Should it be left out of classroom practice? 
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Copies of coloured class ifi cation cards th al 
II ere used b, the edu cators and acad emics to 
• 
class ify th c items 
4- Episodes 
According to White "episodes are our records of experience, memories of events and occurrences we 
took part in or witnessed". Only the episodes we bring to memory are available to us for a long time. An 
episode can be a real event, transformed event or an imagined event. 
Please tick the relevant option for each item considering the definition of Episodes. 
Item # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
More X y 
Average y X 'I 




2· Lo~iclIl-Mathemalical Intelligence. 'Those students wIll) exhihit JogioaJ-malhcmmictlJ intelligence show 
interest in new developments in science, I;onduct "what if' t:xp~rimL·nts. give rational explanations for events. 
think all a more abstmct and conceplUal level and ask questions ahtlut how thing~ work. TIley also like 10 
conceptualize. think critically. measure. categorize. analyu and quantil'}·. fhey enJoy engaglllg Socratic 
questioning. 1 n Ihis metluw:! the teacher does 001 talk at studems; instead. hl.!/she dialogues with studems 10 find aut 
the students' opiniuns and beliefs ab..lUl scienct' concepts, 
Please tid the rclevant option for each item considering the dcfinitiuu of I ,ogical·I\1:lthcmatic:d Intel(j~ence. 
, - ~ 
Item # 1 2 J 4 5 6 7 8 9 I 10 
I , ~ 
+ 
More 
+~ j- -I ; Averllge 
" 






tHek (19119) ~150 mlmdlll"ld ,110 aSSC'5111C!Ol fn'lmewo'l.. for pl'llClil.1ll walk y,,;T!. oppmprwlc lD pupjls 
of secnnd:!ry ~hl)Ql .Ig( t II·IR ,1:;0151 nll~ ~1¥'S$lIICni fm!l~\\(lIl ":as ,al"jmcd for Iurn 11)' a p:Jl1cl 
of I~II e~p"lIen~ed Klell« edll .. """! 
fi( ll>Cd Ihl~ Bs..,es~nlClll rr~mt"I'l'k 11' stUlh lilt rda!lml'5hip bclWr:X'1l 1/lI:. .:cmjlUlll'!II ~llll~ 111< 
pr.rClienl ~IlJ .:cIlCl:med 111m:. 
u. frn:k:>.lnl 
1- Ob..r ... ·91illn: 
• Obsc,,'c ac:r;Ur~lcI\ (COf""pond<;,lO." bt1"~1l1h.: ~rd :mil In. "'"et!l as _n bl .1 ~1Ip"I'\1!oOf) 
• Rend InS1lumemH'(IITeCI~ 
I, 17 3. I' 3,1 
2- ''''nllnlt~1 1on 
• Sci liP app~,"1U5 npprop"alt\,· 
• USC' app.,",lu!llnlJleIiJls uppropnnlc], 
• lVor~ m:tur.llcl)'/~!.lcnLlli01lh 
• C'~, ry CUI OP","II~I.lS ;" WIII."Cillo1:<lu~nO\:.IfoIID\1 ; ImroeJlon, 
Ikm N I 2 3 4 < 6 7 , , -., " z.. 3> ,~ :0> , > " ... ~ 
J. lnlr'llrt"IlUuJI 
• iJm'rpr~1 o1l-\l:I'I,.lIon, 
• Inlerpret lIull,<'nr;n1 dnllVd'nllr.1lO~ 
• Indle.llioll of l~u=llhlmI511!l1lIcriJI und "ItJiHx\,) 
• AbllilY lO.:nlclI~1Ic 
• Make predlClI"n. 
1;;;'~112-[2d~"I\ l'd'2£" 
4_ "1~lUlj,,~ 
• Ik\.;!C' a !illlple ~~pcw"r:llInl pl<>=dule (m.hiding \1Clr:cllon of app:ullllL'. 
IIlsrnllllllllts ) 
• Use or roll1ml~·rn31 o;:\pmn"'m~otr<el'lI1jons 
• problcm-wl\"III, 











• A!;kill fur D!SII.I~Ue; nlld ftlr crmfomr.1UOIi nf a;macl\ 




, 4-T h(- Hllmanlstir Utility of Science 
,. 
". the ('IIVtrOnr"I,.'ll[ 
I ... • ~~IL·l1C(' fOf the \\orl. plnee 
\'. ethIcal c.h!..:mma, 
VI- Ihe mlem;'jllomll future compcUllve edge 
\<11- moblllsll tlOn for mfonned, motivated and 
SUbslill\llVC :;OCHII chanr.e 
VIII- culluml lt"'JJ1S I11I SS IOIlofknowledge 
LI(- adaplDblc, no"cI 'cmullIng of the workforce 
1>lease tick the releV31l1 option for each item cllnsidering th(, definition uf SH. 
l'Il':n :1 
~,'IUI'" 
! 1.· .. 55 
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APPENDIX 
7 
Flll1her comments on individual items alld 
011 the programme ill genera l by the 
educators and the academics 
Samples of comments that were madc by science edllC8tOl"s and academi<s at \anOIU 
seminar series and conferences (1999 200 I) 
Whal is Ihe main research question? 
Your test focus qlleSlion IS probably one framed more imaginatively in terms of 
GRADED PROCESS SKILL ATT AIN;"IENT instead of one framed in terms of"gJVe 
the COlTtCllIghl1y controlled ans .... ers. v.hich approach is 100 like NlIflield 
Frame your focus q~Sllon in terms of mcaJl.lnng the CXlent ofaawnmeni of~ process 
skill Del1se a graded process slall on I scale of J 10'; for each lens (conca I e and 
ooo\-ex) not JU51 yo:slno. tight \nong response etC 
DISCUSS menu and demcril5 of school practical work Research is!!O inconclUSive tMt 
man) counines in the I,orld Irc no .... cancdling practical work altogether. especiall} 
m schools In poor regions In Metnculalion EQm papt:fslhe percentage of queshons 
~boul prac8tical "ork has been reduced from 20".10 15°. etC 
DISCUSS the OOlernmcnt 's policy on Hcrnally providing rrtalenals fOf practical \\ork. 
for all schools Quote the documents on ac\ual provision, nol JU5t on desirable poliCY 
or Intention 10 translate words into reso urces DeKnlx: a1llhe diiliculties oraclUal 
tmpkmcntation In praCtice by governmenl depanmenlS If it is "ovemmenl policy to 
teach science In schools only throretlcaJly I\ith Ihe uhmuue goa! att8mable onl)' later 
In Implementa1l0n then diSCUSS this 
Dts.cuS$ the merits of pupil practical work. versus tcacher dcmonstratlon e 8 whtre 
classts of 50·80 pupIls e~iSI. "here there is no refrigerator No school mone~ for 
equIpment 
Skills to tit measured by each item should be identified 
I..tarncrs should perform lhe actililles individually if you want to mensurc their 
mdi\,duilJ performance 
Tile following Items wcre items in elcctriclty 
It em 10 It needs 10 ~ rephrased 
Item II This Elem should Slate thai a calculato r tS aUo",ed The mibrmallon on the 
bulb ilsclfis small and ROt legible enough One per!!Ol'l staled th.ltthe learncr~ ma) not 
hal e an)' idea about ho\\ bright Ihe tight mille refngeratOI glows 
Item 15 We mllSl label the ends of the circuit thaI must be connected 10 the ballC'fles 
One p1tnlClpant wrOte down ·'I"13.t is the purpose oflhls InltsUgalJon?" 
It em 16 We may need 10 replace theeircull tigure I~jlh a real CIrcuit 
It em 18 One respondent said that the students could be allowed to conn~'Cl the 
muhtmetcl. and Ihat is normally what I do In the admini5lration period oftbe te)t 
Item 19 One said that pan '1" "1"owcheck il with the ammeter" rould confuse the 
students because s\I.Idents may thin k that I hey have already meilSured I he current and 
no\\ lhe).- should lind another value 
hem 21 The light bulbs mUSI be identicul 
